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Shop per Reviews 

• Epson EPL-5500: An amazing 
new 600dpi laser printer for the 
price of an inkjet. 

• Wordworth 5: The latest 
version comes under our 
serotinous eye. 

• Loom: A brand new way of making music designed 
for those with some programming experience. 

• Aural Synthetica: Powerful sample creation, but is it 
too complicated for its own good?. 

• MasterlSO: The ability to create compact discs. 

• Rexecute: A program that can transform your use of 
the Amiga's inbuilt ARexx language, 

• MacroForm; Organic modelling tool for LightWave. 

ShopperTutorials 

Introduction to CanDo 
To get you started with our amazing Coverdisk, we 
explain all about its features and how to use them. 

Music 
The power of sound samples and how to make the 
most of them in your musical creations. 

Comms 
A detailed look at IRC, the advanced features it offers 
and why it can be used for more than just chatting. 

HiSoft BASIC 2 
Our second installment explains the use of tag lists. 
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You can do 

Create anything! There are no 

limits. We give you the software 

and show you how to use it. 
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[Quantum Leap Experts in Digital Video 

Proudly present the industry standard video digitiser for Amiga computers worldwide: 

fRettf (tote 

Grab pictures from any camcorder, VCR or TV directly into your Amiga! 

Wide range of applications 

Including Desk Top Publishing, Multimedia 
Presentations, Animation, Video Titling, Databases, 
Amiga Photo Albums, Newsletters, or simply Having 
Even More Fun With Your Amiga! 

Works with ail Amiga computers 
A500(+)JA600,A1200,A1500,A2000JA3000,A4000/30/40 

Easy to install and use 

Simply plug the VIDI Amiga 24RT into the parallel 
(printer) port of your Amiga computer Then connect 
your camcorder, VCR, or TV tuner to the VIDI Amiga 
24RT using the cable provided. The user friendly 
software and easy to follow instruction manual and 
tutorial allow you to become expert in creating 
professional quality images on your Amiga! 

• Three Video Inputs 
Two composite (Video In) and one S-Video (S-VHS, Hi-8 etc). 

• Compatible with all television formats 
Automatically detects NTSC, PAL or SEC AM. 

• Real Time Image Grabber 
Grab a video frame in a fraction of a second. 
No need to pause the VCR or hold the camera steady! 

• High Resolution, True Colour 
Capture images in 16 million colours at resolutions up to:- 
760x604 (VIDI Amiga 24RT Pro). 
380x604 (VID! Amiga 24RT), 

Wfff Mp m)" £149 
Incredible value at:    Including VAT 

Gr ahh*>r C<IM *Z'Q\ Panel. PRL 56Hz 1 BI-,S:M.IVI btftes free 24 
Mi* J I      (~~ Mono _»S-Videc  Ifluto SOT Prefs | Grab 
Ld it | I _)ColtJur _J Video 1 Manual Irtage CtrjJ 

Car fiii-^P I | BlWlrei 1  konl, Tunor,,. j Store 
LudiJ | Save | „fii Interior, i C~ VLdeo 3  3 Loop J^J_J_! 

• Colour Preview 
Preview incoming video in HAMS or greyscale. 

• Comprehensive Image Processing 
Average, Balance, Blur, Brightness, Contrast, 
Edge Detect, Emboss, Gamma, Saturation, etc. 

• File Support 
All AG A Modes, ILBM, BMP, TIFF etc. 

• Time-lapse and Carousel 
Choose a time-lapse between capturing frames 
from half a second up to ten hours, then 
automatically capture a sequence to the Carousel I 
Applications range from animations of plants 
flowering to security camera monitoring. 

Tel: 01506 461917 

Ol IB! 
tnii'f*^" Pro  £249    Fax: 01506 414634 

Including VAT Highest resolution for professional use^ 

Designed and manufactured in Scotland by: Quantum Leap Software Ltd., Livingston EH54 6TS 
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Amiga Technologies are showing off the 

prototype of their new machine, the "Super 

Amiga"at the WOA. Be there! 

reate anything, There are no 
^^f^^^ ,im'ts Rather bold, you may 

think, but our claims for the 
^^^^^hfr P 0 we r oi In ovatro nic's exc e 11 enl 

auth ori n g packag e, Can Do 2.51 
are perfectly true! Which is why the complete 
and unrestricted version of Can Do 2,51 can be 
found on our main Coverdisk this month. And 
just in case you are still not aware of how 
powerful the program is, there are six pages of 

instructions and tips 
spread throughout this 
issue. We have plans 
for a further tutorial 
series for the next few 
issues too. 

Excellent news 
has just been 
announced by Amiga 
Technologies. They will 
be showing off 

their brand new Amiga at the World 
Of Amiga show. This new 
machine has a quad-speed 
CD-ROM driver it uses a 
680EC30 40MHz main 
processor, it features two SIMM 
sockets and has a flexible expansion 
bus too. We don't have any details 
about the price yet - but get down to the 
WOA show and you can ask Amiga 

ow to contact Amiga Shopper 

EDITORIAL AND ADVERTISING: 
30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. 

01225 442244 Fax: 01225 446019. 
E-mail: amshoppcr@cix.compuIink.co.uk 
EDITORIAL: Send all press releases, feature 
submissions and ideas to Sue Grant. 
E-mail: sgrant@futurenetco.uk 
COVERDISK5: If you have a contribution, commercial 
or otherwise, that you would like to submit for 
consideration for the Coverdisks, send rt to David Taylor. 
E-mail: davetaybr@futu ren etco,u k 
READER ENQUIRIES: Amiga Shopper is 
available for phone enquiries every Wednesday 
between 10am and 5.30pm. Please make sure your 
call is necessary, & 01225 442244. 
FUTURENET: You can also contact us, or browse 
through a selection of Amiga articles, tutorials etc, on 
FutureNet. Point your WWW browser at: 
http://vvww.fu tu renetco.uk 

ADVERTISING: If you want to place an 
advertisement in Amiga Shopper, contact Tony 
Hickman or Diane Clarke on ^ 01225 442244. 
E-mail ahickman@futurenet.co.uk 
ADVERTISING COMPLAINTS: 
If you have a complaint about an advertiser in 
Amiga Shopper, then contact Sophie Collins on 
S 01225 442244r 
E-mail mops@f utu ren etco,u k 
CUSTOMER SERVICES: ® 01225 822510 
SUBSCRIPTIONS/BACK ISSUES: 
Call our hotline number below for a subscription to 
Amiga Shopper (or a back issue). If you already have 
a subscription, but have a query, write to: 
Future Publishing Ltd, FREEPOST (BS4900), 
Somerton TA11 6BR, or 2* 01225 822511, 
Annual subscription rate: The subscription rate 
for 12 issues of Amiga Shopper including postage is 
£51 (UK), £58,92 (EC), £71,52 (Rest Of World). 

Technologies 
for more 
details 
yourself I The 
new machine 
will be on 
display at the 
CeBit show in 
Germany too - 
unfortunately, we 
go to press just before that 
show, but we will have a 
full re-port next month. 
There is a World Of 
Amiga show guide on 
page 24 to give you a 
lay;e of what to expect; 
and if you fill in the 
special voucher on 

page 27 and 
hand it in to the 
Future Publishing stand you could 
win an Amiga Surfer pack - another 
good reason to attend the show. 

Back to the issuet there's the 
second part of our Amiga DIY feature 
on page 28 We want to make sure 
that you realiy are getting the most out 

of your machine and its peripherals. 
Loads of readers call up with similar 
problems, many of which can be 
solved easily with a little bit of advice; 
which inspired us to write this 
feature, We hope it clears up a lot 
of your problems! 

Digital excellent word 
processor, Word worth 5 is 
reviewed this month, along with a 
whole bunch of other new Amiga 
hardware and software. And don't 

forget our tutorials. Read on and enjoy! ■ 

Sue Grant 
Editor 

Turn the page for the 

contents of issue 62 
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Our unique and highly rated external Clock Cartridge will enable 
your Amiga to continually store the correct time and date in its 
own battery backed memory. 
Simply plugs onto the back of the Amiga and does not invalidate 
the warranty. I 
Compatible with ALL Amigas 

A12QO trapdoor fitting memory expansions feature a 
battery backed clock and a socket for an accelerator FPU. , 

Ma. 

ONLY £19.99 
(plus £1.00 postage and packing) 

2mb £99.99 
4mb NOW ONLY £134.99 
8 m b NOW ONLY £259.99 

/ 1 ' / ' 

These hard drives simply push onto the side of the A500 or 
I A500+ and will give your computer ail the benefits that hard dri- 
1 ves offer. The drives are supplied formatted, partitioned and have 

L Workbench installed for immediate use. 
\ Full instructions and software supplied. 
| The hard drive also has the facility to add % 4,6 or Smb of RAM 
| inside it. 

A500/+ 250mb HARD DRIVE £209.99 
Additional RAM for the hard drive £89.99 per 2mb 

iTeVJ 

Discology is the ultimate in disk copying power for the 
Amiga. The package comprises the Discology Disk, 
manual and Discology cartridge for making copies of 
heavily protected programs with an external disk 
drive, Discology will also format disks, check disks 
for errors etc. 

Now includes CD ROM drivers and instructions. 
Hie Dataflyer is a 16 bit SCSI II controller card that converts the signals 
on the internal IDE interface to also run SCSI devices at the same time as 
the IDE hard drive. 

The Dataftyer SCSI+ will operate upto 5 SCSI devices such as 
\ CD-ROMS, hard drives, SyQuest removeaole drives, tape 

back up drives etc. 
| Unlike other SCSI interfaces, the Dataftyer SCSI+ fs compat 
\ Eble with all known accelerators etc and It does not stop 

you from utilising any of the important expansion ports on 
your A120O/A60O. 
The Dataflyer SCSI+ easily installs into the A120O/A60O 

\ (simply pushes in, no need to remove the metal shield} 
L and provides a 25 way D connector through the blanking 

plate at the back of the A1200. 
Foil instructions and software supplied 

DATAFLYER SCSI+ ONLY £69.99 H 
SQUIRREL SCSI INTERFACE 
ALSO AVAILABLE £59.99 
PCMCIA fitting SCSI interface 

£19.99 EACH 

OR BUY 

BOTH FOR £24.99 

\jxJ-/JVJJiU3 
Anti Virus Professional is the most powerful 

/ tool for detecting and removing viruses. Anti 
'' Virus pro will check and device hard drives, 
floppy disks and even CD ROM drives for 

viruses. Very straight forward to use, includes 
a full 50 page manual. 

PLEASE PHONE FOR A FULL INFORMATION SHEET 

Incredibly fast (upto 4x faster than a ZIP drive) 
, SCSI drive will store a massive 135mb per 

. cartridge. Comes complete with power supply, 
SCSI cable, instructions and cartridge. 

ONLY £199.99 
or £239.99 with a Squirrel or Dataflyer 

135mb EZ cartridge £15.99 

A4000 SCSI controller expansion card that allows up to 
7 SCSI devices to be connected to the A4000. Includes 
full user manual and Installation software including CD-ROM 
drivers. Includes connecting cable for internal SCSI devices 
and rear mounting bracket with a 25way connector for 
external devices. 

DATAFLYER 4000SX 
ONLY £59.99 

33mhz 68862 FPU (plec) £49,99 
40mhz 68882 FPU (plec) £69.39 
50mhz 68882 FPU (PGA) £79.99 
Ail FPU's are supplied with crystal oscilators 

lmb £39.99 
2mb £77.99 
4mb £99.99 
Smb £159.99 

This superb package is a must for any CD-ROM user. 
Includes CD32 & CDTV emulation, audio CD player software 
including librarian features, Direct reading of 16bit audio 
samples, full support for Kodak and Corel PhotoCD Discs. 
Includes the 'FISHMARKET1 CD-ROM disk packed with 
public domain Fred Fish disks and a huge 115 page 

information packed spiral 
bound manual, ASIM CDFS 

ONLY £49.99 



Our highly rated, top quality feature packed modems are ideal for 
Amiga users. All modems include our 

wnich includes a cable to connect the modem to the Amiga, NCOMM 
comms software, Amiga Guide to Comms and a list of Bulletin 
Boards from which you wit! be able to download vast amounts of 
free software as weil as have access to E-MAIL facilities. 

* MNP 2-4 Error Correction 
* MIMP 5 Data Compression 

* Fax Class} and II 
I   compatible, Group 3 

• Hayes Compatible 
* Full 30 page manual^ 

12 Months guarantee 

SPEEDCOM+B 
(14,400 V32bis) £7! 
SPEEDCOM+BF 
(28,800 V34) £159.99 

Our high speed 2.5' IDE hard drives for 
the Amiga A1200 & A600 computers 
come complete with fitting cable, 
screws, partitioning software, full 
instructions and 12 months guaran- 
tee. All drives supplied by us are for- 
matted, partitioned and have 
Workbench (WB2 for the A600 and 
WB3 for the A1200) installed for 
immediate use. Fitting is incredibly 
simple; if you can plug the mouse into 
mouse socket, you wili be able to 
plug the hard drive into the 
hard drive socket. 
PLEASE PHONE FIRST! 

n 

'red 

Double speed CD ROM 
DRIVE complete with 
power supply, SCSI 
cables, docking station 
and full instructions. 
Also includes stereo 
headphones and car- 
rying case for use as 
personal CD player. 

RENO CD 
WITH SQUIRREL £164.99 
WITH DATAFLYER £174.99 

QUAD SPEED 
CD ROM DRIVI 
Amazing value quad speed external SCSI CD ROM 
drive in a top quality enclosure, 

85mb £89.99 
120mb£l04.99 
170Mb £119.99 
250mb £139.99 
340mb £174.99 
540mb £284.99 

I 

EE 

Ultra low profile 3>5f drives for A1200. 
Come complete with cables etc (as per our 
2,5' drives). Simple to fit, you do not need 
to cut the case of the A1200. Similar power 
consumption to 2.5' drives. 

540mb £174.99 
850mb £194.99 

^1 

PANASONIC QUAD SPEED EXTERNAL 
WITH SQUIRREL OR DATAFLYER 

ONLY £239.99 

Highly rated SCSI drive will 
store lOOmb per car- 

. tridge. Comes Complete 
with power supply, SCSI 
cable, instructions and 
cartridge. 

Amazing power for such a low 
price. This superb accelera- 
tor uses a 68020 running 
at 28hz and comes com- 
plete with a 68882 FPU to 
enable your A1200 to run 
at 5 MIPS (million HT 
instructions per sec- 
ond}! Uses standard 
72 pin SIMMS and includes a 
battery backed clock. 
Simple trapdoor fitting. 

APOLLO 1220 ONLY £99.99 
APOLLO 1220 +lmb £139.99 
APOLLO 1220 +4mb £199.99 

ONLY £189.99 
or £229.99 with a 
Squirrel or Dataflyer 

lOOmb ZIP cartridge 
£15.99 

An incredibly powerful trapdoor fitting 
accelerator based around a 68O30 
complete with MMU, 2 SIMM sockets 

\ (72 PJN SIMMS), socket for a floating. 
i point unit and battery backed clock. 

Runs at just under 9.5 MIPS (million 
instructions per second!) 

APOLLO 1232/50 £199.99 
4mb SIMM £99.99 
8mb SIMM £159.99 
68882 FPU £69.99 

OR MAIL ORDER 

No.l 

FOR AMIGA 

ANCHESTER 

Order NOW for 
immediate despatch 

FREEPHONE 

0500 340548 

for enquiries 

tet: 0161 796 5279 

Send cheques or 
postal orders 

[made payable to 
Siren Software] 

or credit card details to:- 

SIREN SOFTWARE, 

178 BURY NEW RD, 

WHITEFIELD, 

MANCHESTER 

M45 6QF, 

ENGLAND 

OPEN: 

Personal callers 
welcome. 

DIRECTIONS: 

From the M62 Junction 17 
head towards Bury. 
We are 50 yards on 

the right hand side after 
the third set of lights. 

The door to our premises 
is next to the 

florists opposite 
the Masons Pub. 

Alf prices include W. Postage arid packing 
will be charged at £3.50 per order (U.K.), 

£7,50 Europe and £12.50 rest of the world. 
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Shop per Features 

CanDo 2.51 20 
Making the most of your CanDo 2.51 Coverdisk 
is made easy with John Kennedy's helpful 
instructions and advice. WeVe given you the 
software, now we show you how to use it to 
its full potential! 

World Of Amiga 
show guide  24 
The Amiga show of the year! Get down to 
the Novotel in Hammersmith on 13th and 14th 
April 1996 and see the new 11 Super Amiga" 
prototype on display. Sue Grant investigates 
what else is on offer at the show. All Future 
Publishing's Amiga magazines will be there, so 
come and meet the teams. 

Ultimate DIY 28 
We started our DIY series last month, and we 
are running this feature over the next few issues 
to explore the various ways of expanding and 
enhancing your Amiga, Dave Taylor and 
Paul Overaa are your hosts this month. 

The Epson EPL-5500 offers quality printing at a 
bargain price, tt's nice and compact too. 

;      H   morwiite*   1 nr«uT 1 ^HKI -I A mxZM P3SB rg ff±i+iii 1 
cz _J 1 ; ; _ ,—™a , 
A A        Diqita Wordworth 

Sj Digita Wordwort 

Sf]               .ir a- 

Word worth 5 is quicker and smoother in 
operation than its predecessors. 

ShopperReviews 

Wordworth 5 36 
Digita's latest release of Wordworth threatens to 
out-perform Final Writer. Graeme Sandiford 
finds out what changes have been made. 

EPL-5500 printer 39 
New printers are being launched on to the 
market at a furious pace. Larry Hickmott tests 
the new laser printer from Epson. 

Loom 40 
A new form of music creation for those with 
some programming experience. Matt Evans 
reviews Loom from SeasofL 

Aural Synthetica 42 
Maff Evans tries out another music package, 
this time a sound creation program which is also 
from Seasoft Computing. 

Rexecute 43 
This new ARexx compiler will appeal to 
beginners and experts alike, Paul Overaa 
explains its many uses. 

ShopperServices 

Reader Ads 50 

FutureNet 64 

Back issues 65 

Mail Order 67 

Market Place 76 

Ad Index 81 

ShopperReviews 

MasterlSO 45 
Asimware Innovations has produced special 
software to write information to a CD. 
Larry Hickmott discovers how it works. 

MacroForm _ 46 
One for 3D enthusiasts, Gary White ley 
tests this new organic modelling tool for 
LightWave users. 

CD-ROMs 48 
There is something for everyone here, 
David Taylor reviews The Colour Library, 
Aminet 10, Nothing But GIFs AG A, 3D GFX, 
World Atlas and Texture Portfolio. 

HiSoft BASIC 2 58 
In the second installment of our BASIC tutorial, 
Paul Overaa explains the use of tag lists. 

Music 60 
John Kennedy talks about how to make the 
most of sampling music on your Amiga. 

Comms 62 
We looked at Internet Relay Chat (IRC) last 
month, now Darren Irvine takes a closer look. 

ShopperRegulars 

Coverdisks 8 

News 14 

Amiga Answers 52 
More of your Amiga problems solved by our 
panel of experts. Plus, you could win £25! 

Public Domain 68 
Great new programs from the Public Domain. 

Letters 78 
Win £25 for the letter of the month. 

Next month_ 82 
Or ^aie, Tuesday. 30th April 1996. Reserve 
your copy today! 

flural Synthetica u1>fl   @ Blaehford Techno log 
□| Patch Pregranner 

Discover whether Aural Synthetica can bring full 
synthesizer power to your Amiga. 

May 199© Issue 62 
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You can do 

Pages 8 and 20 

ShopperDisks 

Another month and another excel tent 
selection of programs on our disks. We 
have over 6Mb for you: 

CanDo 2 51  8 
Well, believe it or not, we're giving away 
the full version of CanDo 2.51. You might 
not have noticed, Anyway, details of what 
it can do are here and then a full guide 
starts on page 20. 

ApplicationZoite 10 
Generate ARexx code automatically, 
compile it with RxGene 3 and get typing 
with Blacks Editor. 

MasterlSO 10 
Try out the CD-R cutting software. 

TurboCalc 3.5 11 
At last, the much sought-after demo of 
TurboCalc 3>5 from Digit a, Take a tour of 
all the program's cool features. 

UtilityZone.  11 
Two brilliant utilities, including the sample 
convertor, MultiSample. 

TechnicalZone 11 
Seven excellent programs. There's a 
package to let you unpack any file and a 
guru interpreter. Plus: Floppy, Low Frag, 
CenterTities, File Size and Drawer Size. 

Prog ram mingZone _12 
The code for the HtSoft tutorial and two 
great programming utilities: MenuBuilder 
and PLab. 

informationZone 12 
New and updated again, the guides that 
give you all the information on PD Houses 
and User Groups. 

Issue 62 May 1996 



Shop per Coverdisks CanDo John Kennedy 

"Anyone from a 

complete novice 

to a coding expert 

can write real 

Amiga programs." 

Above, top and below: 
With futt AGA graphics 
support, you can 
create your own 
Amiga-friendty games 
and share them with 
your friends, or even 
sell them: royalty free. 

Coverdisks 

CanDo 2.51 

Not only is the full version of the powerful authoring program 

CanDo 2,51 on our Coverdisks, but there's also a demo of 

Master!SO and loads more demos and Shareware too! 

CanDo is a very powerful 
Amiga authoring tool. It is 
unlike any other 
programming system you 
have seen; it combines 

incredible power with total ease of use. 
With CanDo 2.51, anyone from a 
complete novice to a coding expert can 
write real Amiga programs quickly 
and easily. And now you can try 
this impressive program for 
yourself, because we are giving 
away the full version of CanDo 2.51 
free on our Coverdisks this month I 

We reviewed CanDo 2.51 way back in 
issue 33 of Amiga Shopper, and we said; 
"CanDo takes away all the programming 
headaches! leaving you to get your creative 

juices flowing and actually make something 
quickly and easily" 

CanDo programs are totally Amiga friendly. 
A CanDo program can make use of standard 

image files and animations created in Deluxe 
Paint or Personal Paint, and use sound 

effects created with a sound 
sampler. A CanDo program can 

look exactly like every other 
h  application, using standard 

requestors and gadgets - the 
only difference being that you will 

have written the CanDo program 
totally by yourself. 

CanDo makes it easy to write all 
kinds of programs. Its unique combination of 

a "point and click" interface and a powerful 
scripting language means you can choose to 

Dodgy disk? 

To avoid errors when installing to floppies, 
ensure thai your destination disks are of high 
quality. If an error occurs, try re-booting and 
using a different spare disk - the majority of 
errors are caused by faulty destination disks. 

If your Coverdisk absolutely refuses to 
work and you are certain it is faulty, please 

return it, along with an S.A.E., to the address 
below. Please do not send faulty disks to the 
Amiga Shopper offices. 

Amiga Shopper Coverdisk 
(insert the name of the disk), 
TIB pic, TIB House, 
11 Edward St., Bradford BD4 7BH. 

May 1996 I  Issue 62 



John Kennedy CanDo Shop per Coverdisks 

The top Amiga disk magazine 
Hi'lcciMf?  fcj issun tt } nl  Ui\\tH*tt -- VrJvl- favourite Anitfrt itisfc KAffUlflOi In thii crjHneJ issue t«- havq an intervieu with Sue Grant,  the editor of finis* Shopper n^aiinp. As won Ml knou, AMifja Shopper featured "CanDo" on its coverdisk. CanDo is the 3**7.inx N*iga authoring t&ol which CAn be used J >'!__. alMOst anyrhina^ Full  details in this issue? 
Also on this dislf. you'll Find sowe great nul tinedia dew Made possible with CanDo as Me 11 as SWte excel lent irt<\ge and animations. 
To Find out what we have in store for you, all you need do is scroll down through this tp>tt irindniP. YOM proba tfiiPSS  thai   tJiis display pruyj-jm was also written osjng 

Left.' Using the document 
facilities of CanDo you 
can spread the word by 
creating your own disk 
magazines. Combine 
text, graphics and sound 
samples to create an 
easy-to-use diskmag* 

, all you need 
J. You ve proua jritton using 

Right: Each word in a CanDo document can trigger 
a new event, which means you can create your own 
Hypertext style documents, 

write as few or as many lines of code as you 
want. To start with you can use the icons to 
create the program automatically. Almost. When 
you gain confidence you can then start writing 
scripts and start to take full control over your 
Amiga hardware. 

With CanDo, you can create many different 
programs, like those listed below. 

Use CanDo to combine graphics, animations 
and sounds into a single multimedia application. 
Give copies to your friends or record the final 
project to video tape. 

• Workbench utilities 
With a powerful scripting language, file-handling 
capabilities and a totally Amiga-friendly 
approach you can create powerful applications, 

• Games 
CanDo is perfect for creating games such as 
complicated graphic adventures or desktop 
toys. With the program's extensive graphics and 
sound support, you can play back several 
animations on screen at once with a 
synchronised soundtrack. 

• Application software 
Don't let CanDo's easy-to-use interface put 
you off. The program has plenty of power 
under its bonnet, with built-in database 
support and maths routines. You can create 
your own personal information manager or bank 
account monitor. 

51 Hwii^i lb 'Text' dinw^fy fo/d! 

Kan Tff.m.lh.frUiL 

Hat» 
hint is Parch S, 1*1 

CanDo offers futt support over the Amiga's 
faciiities. You can create applications which run 
on the Amiga Workbench or open their own 
screen - the choice is yours. 
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IV/tfj CanDo you can really start to make use of 
A Re xx, adding features to existing programs or 
even writing new ARexx applications! 

• Programming utilities 
CanDo is also a powerful prototyping tool for 
dedicated programmers. Create a "front end" 
for your Shell-based applications, or anything 
with an ARexx port. You can even write 
programs to control other applications such 
as Art Department. 

• Disk magazines 
CanDo has full support for text documents, plus 
user-defined buttons and gadgets. Create your 
own disk magazines which will run even without 
CanDo present. 

CanDo is such a powerful and versatile program 
that we can't possibly cover every aspect of it 
on two pages, so we have investigated its 
features in much more detail in our special 
feature on page 20. Plus, we will be running a 

CanDo has all the power you need 
to create your own Amiga 
application software. Everything 
from mathematical graphing 
programs to home budget 
systems (with full on-line help 
facilities) are possible. 

— Budget Option; is—I I 

onsj Inter Transac t Ions 
Setup I 
Prepare Budget I 
Print Reports I 
Help 

Beginners, look! 

Before using either of this 
month's Coverdisks, please 
be sure to back them up - 
just in case- Simply follow 
the easy instructions below. 

a| Systen IBIB 

She I I Format RexKMast 

€^>ll    JB|| J 
FixFonts NnFastlfen    Into 1 I i f ont ^ 

    '<1>M 
□Boot up from your Workbench disk or 

partition, double-click on your Shell 
icon - to be found in your System Drawer. 

Morkb&nch Screen 
p J Workbench 

□ | RnlgaSheI t  Neu Shell process 7 7.Horkbench:>  diskcopy fron  dfflJ   to dffl 

□If you only have one disk drive, type in 
the following line and then press Return. 

Diskcopy from DFO: to DFO: 
If you have two drives, place the Cover disk in 
DFO: and a blank in DF1:, then type in this 
tine instead: 
Diskcopy from DFO: to DFl: 

□Follow the on-screen prompts and 
\ remember that the Coverdisk Is the 

source disk and the blank is the destination. 
□If you used the two-drive method, 

remember to rename the copy by 
clicking on its icon and pressing right-Amiga r. 

if you have two drives, you can also 
KM c&f>ytne frts/c from Workbench by 
dragging the Coverdisk Icon over the 
destination disk's. 

WHM Then place either of the Coverdisks in 
Bfl DFO: and reset the Amiga to boot it. It 
is best to boot disk 1 (or the Subs disk if 
you're a subscriber). This will let you install 
all the disks to either floppy or hard drive. 

six-part CanDo tutorial from the June issue 
onwards, to make absolutely sure that you get 
the most out of our Coverdisk. And don't miss 
our bargain upgrade offer on page 23! ■ 

p | CrftUtf 15 
I m * -Am * m 

Xflwj        11. j 
XNinl -1ft. 
Y flax I KN.| 

*in~±i 
Add 1 

Ptlftl 1 

Figure Y HinftHaxI 
Redraw Graph 1 
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Shopper 

There's no point pretending 
otherwise. This month's 
Coverdisks are simply 
fabulous. They boast over 6Mb 
of programs; in addition to the 

commercial software and demos, there's 
also a stunning selection of applications 
and utilities from the PD world. Admit it. 
You're impressed. 

ApplicationZone 

RxGene 3 
Author: Kare Johansson 
There are few serious users of the Amiga who 
can deny the power of ARexx. It's a useful 
language that can be used to perform repetitive 
tasks or communicate between programs. Many 
commercial programs have ARexx support and 
you can find lots of new scripts written to take 
advantage of this. 

However, there is no ARexx specific editor 
supplied with the Amiga, nor any way of 
compiling ARexx scripts so that they can be 
executed. RxGene 3 enables you to specify 
parts of the tricky code that you want within an 
ARexx script. It then imports that information 
from its own GUI into a specially-created editor 

MasterlSO demo 

The last few years have seen a remarkable 
price drop in recordable CD-ROM drives. 
Although they will never have mass appeal to 
home users, small businesses are now finding 
that such drives are within their reach and they 
give the advantage of cross-platform 
accessibility. Some submissions for 
magazines appear on CDs and entire issues of 
Amiga Shopper are now stored On CDs. 

Of course, to take advantage of CD-R, 
even for audio work, you need software to 
drive the hardware, which is where MasterlSO 
Steps in. From Asimware, creators Of 
AsimCDFS, the program is reviewed this issue 
on page 45, but you can take a look at our 
demo version on the Coverdisks, The program 
has very high machine requirements, but if 
you're looking at cutting CDs, you're likely to 
have the necessary hardware. For further 
details, contact Blittersoft « 01908 261466. 

Choice 

You think that giving away the full Can Do 2.51 program is 

enough? You're wrong. We have demos and Shareware galore 

lined up too. David Taylor explains. 

a I IQffltrig 38 By Ktcra Art data 
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which can position the scripts as you need 
them. You can then fill out this skeleton to 
complete the script. When it's finished you can 
compile the script, As with Rexecute, the new 
ARexx compiler from Horizon (reviewed on page 
43), the scripts still need Rexxmast to run, but 
what results you can achieve! 

A huge thanks to the author for sending this 
program in so that AS readers can take 
advantage of it, 

Blacks Editor 
Author: Marco Negri 
Last month, Blacks Editor was awarded a Star 
buy in our Internet Select section, this month we 

Output Tvp» 
SCSI Output « r 

Volun•   3 lit; 

Flit  Vtri Itm? 
Uppar C...7 

Un If orn DiU? 
F i it [>**•: 

Mr It* TUT 
EM    !   , l„: 

MasterlSO offers Amiga owners the chance 
to cut their own compact discs. 

:   RxGene 3.B all y-aphics BnanpTa,, 
Urn fUytfl 
Fill Csrclt 

EH ipse 
Rtotsnsle 

ftreaCir-c'le 
STM£| 1 ipse 

Stow Ptctur* 
II COHPlEHEHr I 

mt 

■ricin 

. nterfifx Tiiiil«rPS 
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RxGene 3 (far left) can 
help you generate 
ARexx code and then 
compile it to create 
programs tike these 
two (above and left), 
it shows how much 
more you can do with 
ARexx than just create 
simpfe scripts. 

just had to give it to you, This is a new text 
editor which has features galore, and is ideal 
for creating documents or editing scripts. This 
version of the program requires Workbench 3, 
but a Workbench 2 version is in development. 

Blacks Editor has built-in ARexx support that 
gives you options to count and save blocks as 
well as record and use your own macros, so 
repetitive tasks can be carried out automatically. 

Of course, there are also many other 
features included in the program, from the find 
facility and the conversion of characters to and 
from cases, to paragraph formatting and the 
in-built document encryption for sensitive data. 

It's astonishing to see a first release of a 
program like this offering so many advanced 
options. There are now quite a number of 

IFIU HLnJw Nit TlnJ hmiTI m H-rt Undo Litt QU Undrl*tr L.hf 

_ 1 
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i?wfiniM*pta.,ht.iil 

■ „tf 
Stacks Editor is a new text editor with ARexx 
support and masses of features. 
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different Freeware and Shareware text 
editors available, but Blacks Editor is sure to 
find an audience. 

UtilityZone 

Multi Sample 
Author: Graham Dean 
File formats are a bit of a pain, tt doesn't matter 
what medium you work with: documentst 
pictures or sounds. They are all available in 
different formats or even come from different 
platforms. The problem is that most applications 
can only deal with one or two types of format. 
So what do you do if you have a sound sample 
you want to use, but your editor won't load it? 
You use MultiSample, of course. 

This utility has an obvious GUI with the 
input and output files and formats easily chosen. 
It gives you greater compatibility for sound files 
and music packages. 

CRSnap 
Author: C. R. Hahn 
Taking sere en shots has always been pretty 
much the job of Quickgrab. However, the 
problem with Quickgrab is that it doesn't take 
any notice of any previous shots from earlier 
uses so that it overwrites earlier files. 

CRSnap overcomes this, It is a 
screengrabbing commodity that enables you to 

specify keys and save directories, but which 
most importantly will not overwrite earlier files. 
It's also remarkably compact, 

TechnicalZone 

XFD 
Authors: Various 
This package is a collection of libraries and 
sub-libraries together with CLI commands that 
give you access to de-pack just about every 
type of crunched file that the Amiga uses. 

There are so many different types of 
packers used that there is no way you could 

have every single package {even I don't!), but 
XFD enables you to unpack them all and 
remarkably easily. Simple knowledge of the Shell 
is all that's needed. 

Guru 3 
Author: Emiel Lensink 
OK, hands up anyone who's never had a guru 
meditation. Thought so. They are supposed to 
be there as a guide to the fault to let you 
know what went wrong, but the fact is that not 
many people actually know how to interpret 
the eight figure numbers. Guru 3 is the 
solution; tell it the number and it will report, in 
English, the fault, 

MultiSample is an 
accessible utility that 
can convert sound 
samples for you. This 
picture was taken 
using CRSnap - the 
new scrccngrabber 

HulHSanple 01? 94 Grahan Dean Aniga/ST/PC SanpTe Converter 
c ■ bench  lEIt 

TurboCalc 3.5 de 

TurboCalc has become one of the 
Amiga's best spreadsheet programs. 
The interface is configurable and 
inserting functions into a cell is simple. 
Any data can then be displayed in a 
variety of visual manners using the 
graph functions. An additional boon far 
Digita users is that Word worth 5 (see 
page 36) can import spreadsheets 
directly on to the Word worth page. 

SltflBlal AU\*\M*\*M VW\HMM -Ah*\U k>\#4*h J ! I c I Bill  
0. 

TutMCalo&O 

*! Qtirtl..... nji-lnp* 

There are full documents supplied 
with our demo so that you can try out all 
of TurboCalc's functions and get to 
know the program. In this version, the 
save and print options have been 
disabled, but you'll be glad to know that 
readers of AS can take advantage of an 
exclusive upgrade offer 

For a limited period (until 30th April 
1996), you can save 
£20 off the retail price 
of £49.99 and get the 
full version for only 
£29.99, Digita is the 
exclusive worldwide 
distributor of the 

p; ShEetg3/Titcl2. 
FT 
IWIfllfllUlnJilJliilEli^ LJt \ x\as\M -ij'fcliLl falnoln,lT 
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English version of 
TurboCalc and 
provides technical 
support to its 
registered users. 

it 

1ZZ3 
1588 

2323 
2118 
2278 

1738 
2538 
2188 

21M 
1458 
17B8 

Surplua Calculation 

BIH 

■     sr\~~ >T.  

Math 
Apdi 

TurboCalc 3.5 is one of the 
Amiga*s best spreadsheets. 

Title _ 
Your address 

.Initials Surname 

Post code  
Your signature. 

Description 

_Telephone_ 

Method of payment (please tick one}: 
Cheque □ Postal Order □ 
Credit Card (Visa/Access/Eurocard/Mastercard) j 

Card No: □□□□ □□□□ □□□□ □□□□ 

RRP 

TurboCalc 3.5 £49.99 

AS price 

£29.99 

JP&P 

_£3 

Total (please add postage and packing) £ 

Expiry date: □□□□ 
Please make your cheques payable to Digita International. 
Post your order to: Amiga Shopper TurboCalc 3.5 Offer, Digita 
International Ltd., Black Horse House, Exmouth EX8 1JL. 
Or call Digita s Order Hotline on ^ 01395 270273. 

You may photocopy this form. Offer ends 30/4/96 
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Left: PLab is an 
image processor 
for programmers. 

Below: Another 
utility for 
programmers, 
MenuBuitder 
generates code 
for menus. 

► Floppy 
Author: OR 
This is a utility that I mentioned last month in 
our PD Select section. It enables you to create 
disks according to a new system; an 
improvement on the trackdisk.device, which 
enables you to fit around another 10 per cent on 
to a normal DD floppy. 

The difference between Floppy and other 
disk systems is that it provides a bootable 
version. Obviously, you need to have the 
system installed so that it boots from a 
standard disk initially, but after the first boot, 
the system is kept in RAM, even when you 
soft reboot. 

Disk contributions 
] 

This month's disks were compiled using files 
from Ami net and from Walton's Mountain 
BBS    01B1 B91 5730), and with the help of 
the authors of the programs. 

If you would like to contribute to a future 
disk, whether you have a full application, 
utility, 4OK demo, clipart, font, 3D object, or 
even a module, send it to: 

David Taylor, 
Amiga Shopper Coverdlsk Contributions, 
30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. 

Please only send the minimum distribution 
archive. Also, please do not powerpack 
(or similar) any files because it detracts 
from the archiving. 

[TITLE.SVSTEM 
Enabled;   V] ^hartCut: \~~\ 

Checkable: |H        Checked; H 
jjj|D«"iii 2 | Add jten | ftdd far |Delete Itenj 

» Systen mm About MCow EAI >»>» Status 
am Load config [LI »»» Save conf ig Ml 39MB  mm Script CF1 mm Macrokeys [HI »»» Printer CP! New CLI L21 
mm Lag Calls »»»  »»» Set Priority 

LowFrag 
Author Eric Sauvageau 
All computers tend to face the problem of 
memory fragmentation, where one small file left 
lying around in memory by a program causes 
problems by separating two large blocks, so that 
a new program cannot access the available 
memory as a large block. There is no solution to 
the problem, but there is LowFrag, LowFrag 
improves the ordering of your memory so that 
small files are kept out of the middle of memory 
blocks. It will help solve some memory problems, 

CenterTitles 
Author: Massimo Tantignone 
This little hack adjusts the titles in windows so 
that instead of appearing shunted to the side, 
they centre themselves. It's a small difference, 
but one that makes your Workbench look a 
great deal neater 

scribers disk 

Subscribing to your 
favourite magazine 
doesn't just mean saving 
money off the cost of 
each issue. Nor simply 
getting an exclusive 
newsletter with special 
subscriber discounts. And 
it doesn't end with the 
extra money savings from 
our mail order either. 

If you haven't guessed, 
the big disk next to this is 
a hint. Yes, every month we 
produce a third disk 
packed with an additional 
3Mb of fantastic programs, 
exclusive to AS subscribers, 

This month, for instance, there's the 
complete Fractal Pro package which Is one of 

the Amiga's most powerful 
fractal generators. There's 
also the new version of 
MagnlflCAD, the computer- 
aided design program, 
CGWB Pattern is a superior 
update for the WBPattern 
preferences. Then, there's 
another four supreme 
packages too, 

So, the question is, 
how do you take advantage 
of all these exceptional 
offers? Very easily. All you 
have to do is pick up the 
phone and dial our 
subscription hotline on 
* 01225 822511. Give them 

some money and experience the wonder of 
being an Amiga Shopper subscriber, 

File Size and 
Drawer Size 
Author: Robert Simpson 
These two programs add themselves to the 
tools menu on Workbench and enable you to 
get real sizes of multiple files or drawers- 

Prog ramm i ngZone 

We have a treat for programmers this month. 
Not only does the ProgrammingZone contain 
the code that accompanies our HiSoft BASIC 
tutorial {see page 58), but there are also two 
utilities to make your life dreamy! 

MenuBuilder 
Author: Adam Dawes 
This is a utility designed for programmers who 
work within the Intuition environment. It enables 
you to design menus from within a GUI and 
then generates the source code for inclusion in 
your program. 

This version is its initial release and only 
supports C, but the author has plans to extend it 
further based on feedback - so don't forget to 
get in touch with him. 

PLab 
Author: Robert Simpson 
This is a package designed for programmers 
who need to incorporate images into their 
work. It can convert pictures into raw data for 
you as well as add some compression and 
perform a variety of other useful, image-related 
tasks. The documentation explains and details 
all the options. 

InformationZone 

As always, the InformationZone provides you 
with details of User Groups and PD Houses. 
We update it with new entries every month, but 
we are still receiving some entries on paper. 
Please send in your text as ASCII on a disk - it 
makes our life so much easier! 

While this section of the disk is extremely 
popular, there are limits to the amount of 
information we can afford to supply on the 
disk. To supplement the guide, you will have 
doubtless noticed the launch of our new 
Purely PD section (see page 77), which is an 
advertising section specifically for the PD so 
that you can find what you are looking for 
easily and quickly. ■ 

Shareware notice! 

Remember that a number of the programs 
on our Coverdisks are some form of 
Shareware. Amiga Shopper has compiled 
both disks with the help of the authors, who 
have received no fee from us. 

So, if you keep and use these programs, 
you musr register. Some people only want a 
postcard, so please put In the effort. They 
did when they created the program. 
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FREE DIRECTORY OPUS 4.12 
WORTH OVER £50 

MAKES YOUR AMIGA MORE THAN 
2 TIMES FASTER-2.88 MIPS 

/HAcmUM HAMS n 
" *Att1M iMB 0 

No FPU IT LI 
33MHz CPU ITU 

Mb t"f T.Vf 

MB 1117.99 

MB £159.99 £19999 

MB £249.99 £28999 
SPEED INCREASE OF NEARLY 2.3 TIMES ♦ AVAILABLE WITH 0, 2, 4 OR 8MB OF 
32-BIT RAM INSTALLED ♦ USES STANDARD 72-PIN SIMMS ♦ OPTIONAL PLCC 

TYPE FPU (FLOATING POINT UNIT) ♦ BATTERY BACKED CLOCK/CALENDER 
♦ FINGER CUTOUT TO HELP INSTALLATION ♦ 0-4MB - PCMCIA COMPATIBLE 

(FOR USE WITH OVERDRIVE, SQUIRREL ETC.) ♦ ZERO WAITE $TATE DESIGN. 

SSODPI 

3 BUTTON 
MICE & MATS 
fir mil Ami$&s £ A fart STs 

BEIGE £12.99 

BLACK £14.99 
MAT    £29?  OR £1 WITH 

A MOUSE 
AWARD WINNING 560DPI RESOLUTION ♦ 90% RATING IN CU AMIGA 
♦ MICRO SWITCHED BUTTONS ♦ AMIGA/ATARI ST SWITCH ABLE ♦ ALL 3 

BUTTONS CAN BE USED WITH MANY PROGRAMS SUCH AS DIRECTORY OPUS 5 

sairuRN 
Exhrnat 1Mb Ffopptf priv* 

fir Ait Amy** 
COMPATIBLE WITH ALL AMIGAS 
+ HIGH QUALITY SONY DRIVE 

♦ ROBUST METAL CASE 
♦ ANTI-CUCK AS STANDARD 

♦ ENABLE/DISABLE SWITCH ♦ Low POWER 
CONSUMPTION ♦ THRU PORT FOR EXTRA DRIVES 

NEW PRICES 

& PRODUCTS 

FOR '96 

33MHz FPU 
AN FPU DRAMATICALLY- IMCfiEASES THE SPEED OF 

MATHEMATICAL CALCULATIONS (BY UP TO I 27 
TIMES!) AND WE WOULD RECOMMEND IT FOR 
USERS OF GRAPHICAL APPLICATIONS SUCH AS 

FX, LIGHTWAVE, VISTA PRO, IMAGINE ETC. 
OUR FPU PACK COMES WITH THE TIMING 

CRYSTAL AND IS COMPATIBLE WITH MOST Al 200 
RAM/PROCtssOR ACCELERATORS, SUCH AS OUR 

APOLLO/MAGNUM MSIGN, HAWK, BUZZARD 
AND VIPER. IF BOUGHT INDEPENDENT OF OUR 

eCVttD THE PWGE IS 

£44.99 
(on £40 WITH JNAIZQO BOARD] 

FREE DIRECTORY OPUS 4.12 
WORTH OVER £50 £ 49 99 

POWERCOPY 

PROFESSIONAL 3 
H*rd* 

ft AmtyAt 
PUEASE NOTE:- PERMISSION FROM THE COPYRIGHT OWNE* MUST Be OBTAINED TO .EG.AJ.LV BACKUP YO JR SOFTWARE. 

THE BEST DISK BACKUP SYSTEM ON 
THE MARKET. WE HAVE YET TO 

DISCOVER A PROGRAM THAT THIS 
CAN'T BACKUP. IDEAL TO PROTECT 

YOUR EXPENSIVE SOFTWARE LIBRARY, 

£29 ,99 

MOUSE 
for &II Amigas 

IDEAL GIFT FOR THE FOOTBALL 
MANAGEMENT GAME PLAYER 

♦ HIGH RESOLUTION 400DPI 
♦ 2 MICROSWITCHED BUTTONS 
♦ ANTI-CLICK AS STANDARD 

♦ INCLUDES A FREE PITCH MARKED MOUSE MAT 

FREE PREMIER MANAGER 2, SPACE 
CRUSADER & ZOOL 2 WORTH OVER £60 [WHILE STOCKS LAST} 

fir til Am$&\ 

SINGLE WORKSTATION 
FOR A5G0/6OQ/1200 

£2*99 
DOUBLE WORKSTATION 

FOR A500/600/1200 
PLUS EXTRA SHELF 

£34,99 
WIDE WORKSTATION 

A500/600/1200 WTTH 
ADDITIONAL SIDE PERIPHERALS 
(HARD DISK OR FLOPPY DRIVE) 
 £34.99 

TlTAH & X'tlHK 
Hi$k fpesd 3T Apprwtd 

Modtmt far fill Jtmifai 

BTAPPROVED BOTH MODEMS HAVE THE 
FOLLOWING SPECIFICATION 

♦ U.4K OR 28.8K SPEEDS {V34 (28.8K), V32BIS, V32, V23, Y22, TITAN U.4K 
V22BIS, v21) ♦ CABLE & SOFTWARE SUPPLIED {N-COMM FOR AMIGA] 

# AUTOMATIC FALLBACK & FORWARD FOR OPTIMUM LINE 
PERFORMANCE ♦ GP FAX SOFTWARE OPTION * INTERNET COMPATIBLE 

X'W HM 

* SEND AND RECEIVE FAXES FROM YOUR AMIGA * BABT/BT APPROVED 
(LEGALLY RE-QUIREO FOU USE ON A BT LINE) ♦ MNP 2-5 & v42, TITAN HJK 

V42B S * SVNC & ASVNC OPERATION * GROUP 1 -3 FAX TO 1 4.4K 
♦ FLALY HATES COMPATIBLE * LED FRONT PANEL DISPLAY       ^ ^ 2B - 

MODEM ClM 

MM 

£11999 

£19999 

£219.99 

MODEM&GPFHX 

£13999 

£15999 

£23999 

£259» 

WAKES TOUR AMIGA MORE THAN 
5.6 TIMES FASTER - 7.12 MIPS 

SPEED INCREASE OF OVER 5.6 TIMES     I / 
* 680EC30 Processor running ol 4 DM I \L |()MB 
(TRUE 40MHz chip - NOT Overdocked) 

providing 7.12nrips of power * Up to 128Mb of 
RAM con be odded ♦ Available with 0, 2, 4, 8 

or 16Mb of 32-bit RAM Installed {cdl for higher 
SIMM sizes) * Kicks-tort Remapping 
+ Optional SCSI-11 interface * Can 

accommodate a 72-pin industry standard SIMM 
* Optional PLCC type FPU (Floating Point Unit) 

* Battery Backed Clack/Calender * PCMCIA 
compatible so you can still use products such as 

OverDrive HO or CD/Zappo CD-ROM or 
Squirrel ♦ Zero Waite State Design. 

jflR Processor AcciLtdAre? 
CIA/J   Ho 33Mttz :

PU FPU 

0MB   £13999 £17999 

2MB   £19999 £23999 

4MB £24999 £28999 

8MB £349.99 £389.99 

£54999 £58999 
SCSI-1! OPTION 

THE MAGNUM '030/40 CAW 
ALSO BE EXPANDED VIA OUR 

WARRANTY EAFE SCSI-II INTERFACE 
TO SUPPORT UP TO 6 SCSI 

DEVICES WITH DIRECT ACCESS TO 
THE '030 PROCESSOR AND 

MEMORY FOR ULTRA-FAST ACCESS. 
OUR CONTROLLER IS ALSO 

COMPATIBLE WITH THE VlPER-lf 
CARD. 

79™ ® 

OVER THE PAST 6 TEAKS, DIRECTORS OUS HAS 
BECOME ESTABLISHED AS THE MOST POPULAR 

DIRECTORY UTILITY ON THE AMIGA. WITH THE 
NEW OPUS 5, THE TRADITION CONTINUES. 

SMALLER, FASTER AND MORE EFFICIENT THAN EVE* 
BEFORE, OPU5 5 HARNESSES THE POWER OF 

OBJECT ORIENTATED MULTITASKING DESIGN LIKE 
NEVER BEFORE. PUT SIMPLY, OPUS 5 IS NOW THE 

MOST POWERFUL HARD MM AND FILE 
MANAGEMENT UTILITY EVER! 

DIRECTORY 

OPUS 5 
Advanced ftts Management 

Soft wart fir all Amigas 

IDEAL CD 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

WITH ADVANCED DIRECTORY 
CACHING, FILTERING AND 

ARCHIVE HANDLING 

♦ REDESIGNED AND REWRITTEN FROM GROUND 
UP. MUCH FASTER MORE EFFICIENT AND MANY 

NEW REVOLUTIONARY FEATURES. ♦ NEW INTERFACE WITH MORE MEANINGFUL 
CONTROL AND USEFUL POWER. ♦ AMIGA STYLE GUIDE COMPLIANT ENSURES 

CLEARER COMMUNICATION OF INFORMATION AND GREATER CONTROL. 
♦ UNLIMITED NUMBER OF FULLY INDEPENDENT FILE DISPLAY WINDOWS AND 

BUTTON BANKS. BUTTONS CAN BE DEFINED FROM TEXT OR GRAPHICS ♦ MULTIPLE 
CONFIGURATION EDITORS - WHICH CAN BE USED WHILST PERFORMING OTHER 

TASKS I ♦ INTERNAL MULTITASKING ALLOWING YOU TO PERFORM MULTIPLE 
OPERATIONS SIMULTANEOUSLY, ♦ AMIGAGUIDE ON-LlNE HELP ♦ ADVANCED FILE 
TYPE RECOGNITION SYSTEM INCLUDING OS3.X DATATYPE SUPPORT ♦ EXTENSIVE 
'DRAG 'N' DROP' THROUGHOUT THE PROGRAM ♦ ADVANCED AREXX SUPPORT 

♦ CAN EVEN REPLACE & ENHANCE WORKBENCH!J 
Workbench 2 + s 

VERSION5.il NOW 
& Hard Disk Reauired  \   SHIPPING CALL ABOUT £ & nard LJ.sk Kequired    UPDATES FROM 5.0 AND A. & 49.99 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
EASYLEDGERS 2 AMIGA FORMAT GOLD - THE ONLY FULL ACCOUNTS PACKAGE 

- DEMO DISK AVAILABLE - CALL ABOUT TRAIL OFFER ■ £119.99 
[LIMITED OFFER PRICE) - HARD DlSK + 2MB RAM REQUIRED 

CP Fax        THE ULTIMATE FAX SOFTWARE SOLUTION - AMIGA FORMAT 
GOLD - AMIGA COMPUTING 9/10 - £44.99 

IMAGE FX 2.1 A THE ULTIMATE IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM - AMIGA FORMAT 
GOLD - 2MB & HARD DISK REQUIRED - £149.99 

TURBO PRINT    PRINTER ENHANCEMENT SYSTEM - A MUST FOR ALL PRINTER 
OWNERS - AMIGA SHOPPER 90% - £49.99 

TOWER SYSTEM FROM MICRONIK FOR THE Al 200 - "THE ULTIMATE Al 200 
EXPANSION" - CU AMIGA, 90% - £499.99 

A500 512K RAM EXPANSION - £19.9? WITH FREE OPUS 4 WORTH OVER £50 
A500PLUS 1 Ms RAM EXPANSION - £29.99 WITH FREE OPUS 4 WORTH OVES £50 

A600 1 MB RAM EXPANSION - €29.99 WITH FREE OPUS 4 WORTH OVER £50 
10 2S/DD DISKS WITH COLOURED LABELS - £4.99 

50 2S/DD DISKS WITH COLOURED LABELS - £19.99 
100 2S/DD DISKS WITH COLOURED LABELS - £34.99 

aON ALL PRODUCTS' 
* Money bodk offer \i only Applicable to l*"*Ur* i^™ 

ORDER HOTLINE       o c e 

01322-527800 

01322-527810 
BETWEEN 9AM AND 5.30PM, MONDAY TO 

SATURDAY, TO PAY BY CREDIT CARD. 
TO PAY BY CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER 

PLEASE RETURN THE ORDER FORM BELOW 
TO ■ WIZARD DEVELOPMENTS, p°st Code 

P0 BOX 490, DARTF0RD, KENT, DAI 2UH CHEQUES SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE TO WIZARD DEVELOPMENTS. 

Name 

Address r 
SWITCH 

CONTACT US ON INTERNET 
SALES@WIZARD-D.DEMONXO.UK 

. Phone No. Prices include VAT & carriage fo the UK. mainland. Please add £5 to your 
order for EC destinations and £1D for o:her countries, Ail products are k 

object lo availability, E&QE. Advertised prices & specificaiion may change 
without notice. 
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r 
:^y:" /\F s/?cw off new Amiga 

prototype; special hard drive 

offer; SX32 upgrade for 

& CD^2; Siamese prices; 

PPaint update and more! 

New Amiga model 

unveiled by AT at CeBit 

At last, it's the Amiga that we all 
wanted. Since Amiga 
Technologies were established 
they have been bombarded with 

requests from Amiga owners for new machines. 
We've all been hankering after a faster, more 
stylish and more expandable machine that 
doesn't cost the Earth (or two and a half grand 
to be more exact 

Now, at CeBit '96 (one of the world's 
largest computer fairs), Amiga Technologies 
have made their response - the Amiga Mind 
Walker. Don't worry, the lame name is likely to 
be changed. The prototype model on display is 
quite a departure from the normal styling we 
come to expect from the Amiga, Gone are the 
beige tones and the wedge-like shape of the 
A1200 and even the boxiness of the A4000 and 
the other big-box machines, The new Amiga is 
now a silver, svelte and decidedly futuristic- 

"Gone are the 

beige tones and 

the wedge-like 

shape." 

looking thing, Starting from a square base the 
casing gradually curves toward the Lop to create 
an arch. It also has a detached keyboard. 

However, more important than cosmetic 
changes, are the changes made inside. Not only 
is the machine faster than a standard A1200, 
thanks to its 680EC30 processor, it is infinitely 
more expandable due to a new modular design, 
The motherboard features twin SIMM sockets 

for fitting up to 128Mb of RAM without the need 
for memory cards. 

The most innovative feature of the machine 
is its expansion bus which can except standard 
Amiga Zorro slots and PCI ones. This means 
that you can take advantage of existing Amiga 
cards, cheaper PC peripherals and the new 
PowerPC cards. The great thing about the 
machine is that individuals can walk into a store 
and choose the system they want - either 
starting off small and building the system piece- 
by-piece or going straight for a monster tower, 

It will be supplied as standard with a quad- 
speed CD-ROM drive, HD floppy and a 500Mb- 
ish hard drive. Because it is an "inbetween an 
A1200-and-A4000n machine, its pricing is 
expected to be £700, Full production should 
start this Summer in preparation for an 
anticipated big ''Christmas1' The new Amiga will 
be at the World Of Amiga show (see page 24), 

Canl fer for floppy user 

The power of this month's Coverdisk, 
Can DO 2.51 means that it requires a hard 
drive. We know that a lot of you already have 
drives, but we didn't want to leave you 
floppy users out in the cold. We've been 
working hard to secure a special deal 
for you to get you a hard drive upgrade 
for the best price possible. 

We've finalised a deal at the twelfth hour 

Name 

(which is why this piece is here instead of 
with our other offers). A1 200 owners 

can obtain a 3.5-inch IDE hard drive 
with an amazing 1 Gb (1,000Mb) 
capacity for only £190! That's a 
saving of £40 off the already 

impressive RRP of £229, The deal 
has been negotiated with Gasteiner, so 

the quality is assured and well supply 

Credit Card no 

each drive with the 
necessary cabling and a 
selection of PD software for free. 

Because of its incredible value, 
this offer is only available until 
Tuesday, 30th April 1 996. You can obtain 
it by completing this form or by phoning our 
order hotline on ^ 01 225 822511 and 
quoting order code AS/Gig/03. 

Address 

_Post Code 

Phone Number_ 

I   1Gb 3.5*' hard drive for A1200 £190 AS/Gig/03 
Customers outside the UK add £4.00 for overseas delivery. 
Method of payment   Access I     Visa U   Cheque G 
Please make cheques payable to: Future Publishing Limited. 

|  All prices include posting, packing and VAT. 

POD 

Expiry Date 
Send form to: Amiga Shopper, Future Publishing Ltd, FREEPOST 

(BS4900), Somerton, Somerset TA11 6BR 
Do not send cash. Use the methods of payment listed above. EEC 
customers registered for VAT, please quote your registration number: 

□ Tick here if you don't want to receive special offers from other 
specially-selected companies. AMS/62 
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Sound reduction 

Do you want to improve the quality of your sound 
recording? Well, you can with the Little Gem desktop 
micro audio mixer that we reviewed back in our 
October 1995 issue. And now you save £20 when you 
buy the unit from Gillet Multimedia. They have slashed 
the price from £69.95 to a mere £49.95. 

Give them a call on a 01353 669203. 

Fontastic! 

The home and professional video enthusiast now have 
another source of fonts for their video titling. 
MovieFonts 2 from Diskotech is a collection of 18 

original animated titling fonts. The fonts are all in 
colour and they work with all Amigas with 1 Mb and 
Deluxe Paint 3 (or a similar art/animation program.) 

Moviefonts 2 costs £40, If you want to know 
more call Diskotech on » 01 591 620242. 

Northern lights 
Amiga nuts who live near Wigan 
will be pleased to learn of the birth 
of another new User Group. The 
group meets every Sunday at 1 pm 
at St, Thomas The Martyr School 
Hall, Highgate Road, UpHolland, 
Wigan, Lanes. They offer free 
advice, cheap hardware and have 
an extensive PD library. Entrance 
fee is £1,50 and you are urged to 
bring your Amiga with youE 

New books 
Wiley have just released a new 
book called the Programmer's 
Guide To Online Resources, 
Written by Bob Kochem, the book 
aims to help you track down the 
programming resources you need. 
It covers programmer-oriented 
bulletin boards, the Internet 
CompuServe, America Online, 
Delphi, BIX, GEnie, eWorld and 
Microsoft Network, 

The Programmer's Guide To 
Online Resources costs £18.99 
and is available by order from 
major bookstores, or you could call 
Wiley themselves on ^ 01 243 
843294, but they charge £2 for 
postage and packing. 

Escom shares 
Amongst rumours of financial 
difficulties, fuelled by their 
announcement of their DM125 
million ($85m) losses for 1 995, 
Escom increased its capital with a 
release of extra shares. The shares 
were "taken over by Commerzbank 
AG for the issue consortium and 
will be offered to shareholders at 
the earliest possible date" This 
increase was an agreement 
between the company, its 
associates and bankers so that 
they acquired new resources 
amounting to around DM100 
million ($70m). 

Blitz Basic 2.1 
In the April 1996 Amiga Shopper 
we reviewed Blitz Basic 2.1, we 
also mentioned the program in our 
games creation feature in the 
same issue. Unfortunately, we 
quoted the price incorrectly in the 
feature. Blitz Basic 2,1 actually 
costs £34.99 from Guildhall 
Leisure on * 01302 890000. 
We are sorry for any 
inconvenience caused. 



THE MAN FROM ESCOM EKPLRINS... 

" How to get 

A1200 for 

only £249 

~—— rasass- 

your Old Aimgs A5O0 or A6U mach,ne 

Now^-n-jav*-""""f* ' 249 

bundled rt» - — «f*»« ■ ESC0M store 

^^^^^^.^^^ 

your old system and trade ittoryo 

Rmiga Magic 

"Now 

that's 

magic! 

■ 1 x Amiga A1200 ■ 1 x Two Button Mouse '1 x Power 
■ Workbench 1 Kickstart 3.1   "3 User Manuals. 

SOFTWARE BUNDLE INCLUDES ■ Digita Wordsworth 4SE 
1 Wordsworth Print Manager ■ Digita Organiser 
■ Digita Datastore ■ Photogenics 1.2SE "Personal 
Paint 6.4 1 Turbocalc 3.5 * Whizz 1 Pinball Mania 

NORMAL 
PR/CE 

lESCOMl 
VOTED 
RETAILER OF THE 

I YEAR1 

£39900 

W'TH TRADE lN. 

£24900 

»ncVAT 

Amiga A500 or A600 Computers must be in full working order. 

OVER  2 0 0  STORES NATIONWIDE 
FOR   DETAILS  OF  YOUR   NEAREST   STORE PHONE 

0990 100888 

USINESS USERS DIRECT 

OPENING TIMES 
Monday-Friday 9.3Oam-G,'O0pm Thursday 9.3Ciam-B.O[] p-m 

Saturday 9.0Oam-5.30pm Sunday 10.00am-4.00r>nri 
OFFICE WORLD OPENING HOURS 

Monday-Friday 9 OOanri-S.nopm Saturday 9.00am-G.OOpro 
Sunday 10.3Cam-4.30pm 

Opting time* nay viry from stnr* lo store. Check lair alfM and Sundty CiK-ning timet with yoorlocal Hore. 

0990 55588 

*CCL?TED 
I Enpfftr I FRIiNDLY I fliPVlCt 

| LA"': NIQHI DPfNWJ THURSDAY 

easpare 
fj FROM 

THE EASY WAY TO CHOOSE A PC 

ESCOM UK LIMITED. 3 RIVERSIDE WAY, RIVERSIDE BUSINESS PARK. IRVINE KA11 5DJ. TELEPHONE: 01294 222600 FAX: 01294 223200. Registered in Scotland Reg. No. 137446 
Wi-tduwi BE Of OS 2 Warp   pre- oaded on syilrmv Ottirr appliratnni -.opcHu an CD. Manual are **aila(5lt 1v 3* additional charge Prices valid From 22nd February 1996. TKe Intel l<K4t* I090 and Pentium' FYnrevsnr logo are registered trademarl* of IrMel Corppratcn. Prim and df L»<i art CWtCl it time    going to pretv CMeri art sublet to 
availability *nd nxri folic* <hang« withotrt notice. Extwdtd wiiraniiei a^ credit Facilities, available subject to status on ubcitd vfitrmi wily. All ESCOM syitf m tome wift 12 mpim* warranty. Written quatationi available from First Retail Financr Ltd. PO Box 2D7. Djypil Lane, Leeds LS) 8DC. E+OL Ml producis may rot bf mailable m a stores, 
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The April issue of 
the world famous 
AMIGA POWER 
is full. Of things. 

We have an EXCLUSIVE review (that's "EXCLUSIVE" 
as in "not reviewed anywhere else for ages") of the 
astoundingly impressive new pinbaJI game from 21 st 
Century, Slamtilt We laugh heartily at the feeble 
attempts of Super Street Fighter II Turbo to be any 
good. We conclude our complete playing guide to Alien 
Breed 3D> We examine the complete and utter history 
of pinball - both on and off the Amiga, And we 
reminisce (in that tedious way people of our age tend to 
do) about one of our favourite children's shows from the 
1970s, Canoe Squad. It's out now, Or soon anyway. 

An Editor 
AMIGA POWER 

AMIGA 
FORMAT 

Our man in Germany 
this month is young 
Mr. Sandiford. He isn't 
usually in Germany, but 

he is this month, because he has been dispatched 
with a notebook, camera, press badge and plenty of 
sharp pencils to bring us back ail the details on the 
exciting CeBit show. Amongst other exhibitors, 
Amiga Technologies will be there, showing off a 
brand new Amiga! Graeme will be only too happy to 
tell you all about it in the next issue of Amiga Format, 
on sale 11th April 

Nick Veitch 
Editor 

Titbits 

Personal 
development 

Cloanto have been continuing 
development of their popular 
Personal Paint program, PPaint, 
they believe, is the ideal program 
for Internet publishing, because its 
colour reduction abilities make it 
perfect for helping save download 
time for pictures, and its support of 
new formats like PNG gives users 
a program from a company with 
"years of experience where PC 
and Mac companies are just 
beginning to introduce products," 

They have also released a GIF 
module for PPaint, which includes 
support and documentation for 
Internet features. It is available 
from Ami net as gfx/conv/gif_io.lha. 

Cloanto have also finished a 
set of high quality datatypes for 
GIFr JPEG, PNG andiXBM 
formats. They claim they are "fast, 
system compliant and support 
unusual format variants." They 
support 24-bit datatype tag 
extensions and can pass true 
colour data to applications such as 
the CyberGraphX software. These 
datatypes are included in the 
Amiga Surfer pack and will enable 
users to view 99.5 per cent of 
pictures on the WWW. 

To make buying by mail order as easy and as 
safe as possible, Amiga Shopper has put 
together the following top 10 tips to buying 
mail order products: 

1Before you send any money for goods, 
telephone the supplier to make sure that the 

item you require is in stock. 
Ask questions about the mail order 

company's policy on delivery arid returns of 
faulty equipment Make sure there are no 
hidden costs such as postage and packing. 
Find out when you can realistically expect to 
receive your goods. 
2Always read the small print on 

advertisements. 
3Beware of companies that do not include 

their address on their advertisements. Avoid 

companies which do not answer or return 
your telephone calls. 
4Pay by credit card where you can, If you are 

ordering goods of more than £100 in total 
value, you are legally entitled to claim 
compensation from some credit companies if 
the retailer goes bust. Check your credit card 
company's policy. You can also try to get extra 
Insurance in advance. 
5Always keep records. If you are buying by 

credit card, keep a note of the time of the 
order and ask for an order number. When 
ordering anything over the telephone, always 
double-check the price. 
6If you are not paying for the goods by 

credit card, pay by cheque instead. Never 
send cash through the post, and avoid using 
postal orders. 

7If you are sending a cheque, keep a note of 
the cheque number, the date and the exact 

value. Make sure you know the exact name of 
the mail order company too. 
8When you receive your goods, check them 

carefully. If anything is missing or faulty, 
contact the supplier immediately, 
9Always order goods from the most recent 

issue of Amiga Shopper. 

1 n 'f a Probtem 3rtsesi contact the supplier 
I U in the first instance. Calmly and politely 

tefl them your problem. Most problems turn out 
to be minor hitches or misunderstandings that 
can easily be resolved without taking the 
matter further. 

If you think you have a grievance, contact 
your local Trading Standards Officer. The 
number is in the phone book. 



Open Sunday 
Late Night Opening I lam to 4pm^ 

[ Wednesday & Thursday 
till 7J0pm 

TuhaJSSSi 

ware 

Ws cheapes? 
Amiga's 
A1200 

Magic Pack 
Inc. Wordworth 4se 
Personal Paint VM> 

Photogenic^ etc. 

L £349.99 \ 

r Amiga 1200 > 
Surfer Pack 

Magic Pack 
software + 260Mb 
Hard drive 2Mb of 

RAM & 14,400 
Modem with 
Internet/Web 

software 
I £559.99 J 

Chaos Software Pack "1         •Jri< f       Paik cc.ns.sts of E^Vj iE£      Ni< k Falda's Coll wL^Kff^K      ^'*1'33^ Fantasies 
F irst Starter Pac k ■ * A1200 dust cover 

* 10 x DSDD disks + labels 
• Top quality joystick    All for 1 • Deluxe mouse matjr ■ Q AAB I.• 3 * A1200 games fc, | 7.77M 

A AflfitYT    MC68040-25 Mhz £2089.99 I 
L/l^f UUUL      MC68060-50 Mhz £2359.99J 

1 
J Lombard Tricity low rate I 
| finance now available, calLf 

[AI200 I MBRAMWcfurpj-fctJr £74.59 1 A1100 2 MB RAM £99.99 A I 200 4MB RAM £| 20,99 IA I 200 8MB RAM £ I 89.99 |f n,raaa&2 13Mht Co Pru add       £35,og 
I PRIMA ASM 512k RAH no clock 
I PRIMA A5D0* I Mb RAH 
1 PRI MA AfrM I Mb RAM no ctod( 

£ 19.99 
(19 99 £39,99 

Mb 72 Pin SIMM 2 Mb 72 Pin SIMM 4 Mh 72 Pin SIMM $ Mb 72PmSIMM I 6 Mb 72 pin SIMM 1 Mb 30 pin SIMM 4 Mb 30 pin SIMM 2 5 G hy A □ R A M (□ IL-.) Ht>t>y4ZIPPS 25£.by4ZIPP5 

£29 94 £59.99 £69,99 £145.99 £169,99 £23 99 £109.99 (*ach)£fi.99 (each)£J2.99 (ea*h)£6,99 Part txchangt available on your old memory. Cat! for pricing. 
Accelerator Cards 

E      VIPER % 
Viper II-28 £119.99 
Viper 11-50 £199.99 
Falcon 68040 RC £499.95, 

AMIGA REPAIR 
CENTRE WmfffJi FREE quota ' Amiga, or any peripheral {monitor*, printers e«}. A ieliirerj tariff d just U M is':-I.I'M. :lc.r alttrmtlTetr you can 

EASY ACCESS FROM M42. Ml and the Aj_ 
FIRST 

COMPUTES CENTK& 

FrurrWMICDK |U>- fl . i.rric-.i: Mil  TJ.^ AJ4*1 Ela | baiioftlhm 14121. FdkmdptferASb T>« ;n*r^ wih the Annlqf i^tc^ .Enn] Ml6JV»?lt IU^UMR t?. Ail if An*tP Wit/fry. Fram (A? A! lake (he hmufl torAM. "lis PnrE» w»ih (hi A5-3 Iby-pwinj town (cm) wHth m«ts flrmley ;r?mprf. ^ 

RENO Portable CD ROM Squirrel SCSI-It 
lnterface*£4S.OO 

4 SCSI coiicrollei 
«S«|.l 

11 ::>.■■■ 

*S Squirr*l, OVP nr. 
£129.99 

Surf Squirrel 
SCSI-11 Interface 

*£79.95 •WTitn bought with any modern or SCSI d*M|e*£?5.95 il fcoughc separate 
GVP4G08+- HHDJRAM card £99.99 | SCSI-11 Jicerfacc card for bg box Amis?? A-a"Qq'3QQn i-tr. 

powered »IM™ Atom Tim* 

(internal SCS I drives) 
Toshiba 5401B *4Sp«d £ 153.99 
To sbi ba 3 7 01 Bx6.7 Speed   £319.99 Toshiba CD ROM drive* are suitable to fit  inside A4000 systems.  

Amiga Technologies 
1241 Q-Drive Quad speed external     ^T^O GO CD-Rum Drive, for tAJ7t77 IA I J 0 n. v Li F C M CIA.  Np -dditi^xl i.w nm:JL 

_| SCSI Enclosures 
Sfogle Case £69.99 Dual Case £B9<99 
PRIMA 

'Hewlett Packard CD-R 4020* 
CD-Recorders^ £914.99 
Master-ISO CD-R software 
Crun your own CD ROM i and CD-*.** H,™ <,r, 
ye^Amisa.CaJI lor details £349,99 

3.5" Hard Disk Drives 
with A1200/600 install kit 

inc. software, cables and instructions 
630Mb*.£ 185,99 850Mb...£ 199.99 

■08GiE..£249.99 2.1 Gig„.£379.9^ 

2.5** Hard Drives for A600/ 
A I 700 with installation kit 

Inc. software, screws* cables 
and instructions 

External Hard Drives 
for all SCSI aware Amiga's 
840Mb £239.99 1.2Gig £299.99 
LOGig £639,99 4.0Gig £ 1069,99 
IIK. High quaMy SCSI 11 Quantum mechanism with a I 0ms IMU dmc, Intctnal PSU". SCSI ID selector, Ci>nlinB rnn, :»nH HD prFppin£lp*rUI Hiring Mfcwai*. 
R«qulret SCSI Interface, ie, Squlrrel/GVP ■ it ,1 ; ,ni.1l.uiipt;trm.iylH- n:q.f(iUI 5.9^ 

^ Seagate Fujfrsu coxxz* 
60Mb ..£89.99 l30Mb..£[09.99 

70Mb..£| 14.99 250Mb„£|39.99 
340Mb*,£l79,99 540Mb.,£234.99 
Quantum TOSHIBA 

3 5" Hard Drive install kit £ 18.99 
Includes set up software, cabin and fuU Instructions, no Hard DrWe. 

 d 

■ Up in 11 S^Mhpi (^42hliJ * Clajt I 11 Fai ^  t Slicnc £ Adipti¥e Answer V Unique LCD Poplar * VJ4 St,n<brJ • Huh ROM * MComm Software * S Year WH 

Newlt SupraExpress 288 
Only 

1£I74.»9J 
• VJ4Stin[br • NComm ScftwMT: « Ch • Up id I IS .lODbps- Otitis)    ■ S 1 

„WE ARE FREFERREDll 
USR DEALERS 

Bporbiar 
4 PcrtonaJ Vokc Mail 4 Fax on Demajnd 4 das* I Wm • Call DSjeriminntinn BA.BT ApprovM* 
• 14,400 Data/14,000 Fax £111.99 
4 33,600 Data/14,000 Fax £ 193.99 

Courier V34+ If you thought VJlbii waj-frnt Cry Vi4. 
£287.99 

33,600 bps. RABT A|:jir.:i.^.:l 

Yorkshire's Premiere InterNet Provider One-time connection fee of just £19.38 Then only £14.4? per month. 15.1 User-Modem ratio. Excellent Bandwidth. Comitted to a quality service. WEB Space available. Call for further details. 

M1438S 
dp. 15/39 Khte, Jill Amlg* modcx, AG A eornp iliblt. Stereo ^peiilwrs, tiHrjmcJ swivel I a ,r- u 

only £295.99 
or without speakers £264.99 

Amitek 1084 S I A" Cohjur CGA Stereo MonitOi  Viii, u, Di|;il,il KfJU. Aii.ilo; 
£199,9^1 

aJnout 
lonitor dust cover    £6 J 

Tabby 

The amuin@ newgmphics tablet for the AIT 
developed with first Computer. 94% rated 
Amiga Shopper. Requina2.WWB or abo^ 

J Power Scan v4,   £89.99 | 
I 25*gfscaleon AGA Amigsi. 64 g/scale non AGA 
Power Scan Col. £174.99 | 24 biT ocilciur scanner. Ifr.7 million col&urt 
Epson GT 5000£399,99 

■ Cdw Ibtbed seaimer Parallel interface. 
1 Epson GT 850Q£529.99 
I Colour flatbed scsnntr SCSI/Parallel inierface. 

Zip Drive 
TpTiT • hiilmlri:- *l X lyQHt] cartridge • Z i|> Toflli <artviv« 

£199.99 
ma.y b* nnuireil at m rstrm <otf- 

^Zifj txnjhi ,iv,ul,ilj|i -yr\)At Mv\y £16.99 
•tCSI I 'J.LL- 1 

SyquestEZ-135 £234.99 
additional media £1 5.99 

fAmiga External drive£49.99l | 
A1200/600 intemaidrive£39.99 
lA500/SO0+lnternaldrive£39,99j 

WewHtsa Mouie+ 400 dpi (I button) £ 11.99 
Mega Mouse 400dpi (2button) £11.49 

I Ncw\lAmi Ka mouse 56 Od p i (3 button)* 12.49 I Quality Mou-semit (4mm} £3.99 
AlfaData Crystal Track&all £14.09 

I ZyFi-2 Sptakcr* ($ watcs/channel) £26,99 
I Z/FI Pre, Speakers {I i watts/channeJ) £57.99 
I Robosbift (Auto mcusrtj.«iek twitch) £9.99 

Kickitart 2,04/2,0 5 (for use in A<00) £24 9? I CIA BS2DA liOcontroller £13.99 | 6rjfiS2 Co Pro 25mhrPLCC £24,9? \&7 Co Pro 33mhi PLCC £39 99 I Zipstick Joystick I Saitr-k M cg.ignp II £12 99 I 
] Amign: Moduliitar- 
llAmlgnPSU 

Turbotech realtime clock cartridge 
114+99 fite any Amiga 

^S" CD ROM Software 
| 17 Bit Th<: 5th Dimension £17.49 17 Bit Collection (Double) £24,99 17 Bit Continuation £ 14.49 17 Bit PhaseS £14.49 17Bit/LSD^ompenrfium lor2 £14.99 | 17 BitrLSD compendium 3 £14,9? 

Gr.ifi^ Sensations 
CjCrol lers E ncyclopedia I £I9.9Q| 

AminetB/9nO Amin^tsct I tolleetJon( Amine* 1-4) Ar 11 i;K L i.^ L 2 LUI lut da i (tt ni Ml 5- % "< 
£ I 2.49 £24.49 £24.49 

I AniosPDCDVerl. £16.99 I Animation* (Double) £17.49 
I Artworx £S,99 I Assassins 2 (Double) £ 17,49 iBCINetlorl £8.99 I C64 Sensations £16.49 I CAM (Double) £22.49 I CD-PD MINI £«.9? | Encounters UFO Phenomenon £14,9? £ Schwartz CD £24.99 I Demo CD 2 dB.99 I Euroscene 2 £11.99 | Fractal Universe £17,49 FrcsbFishS £27,49 | Global Amiga Experience £24,95 I GoldFJsK I £24,49 I Goldfish 2 £24.99 

Mlusionsin3D £8.99 I Light ROM 3 £40.99 I Light Wc-rkt £29.99 I Magic Illusions £11.49 I M«etiri£Pearls 3 £8.99 I M u Iti Media ToolKit 2 <2nC D't> £ 19.15 I NetwcirklCD £12.4? I NI A AGA Experience £ 17.9? I Octam ed 6 CD £24.95 I Prima CD Vol. I £9.9? | Professional G If* £17.4? I Pmffesslortal Utilities £17.4? I 5d-f Sensations £17,99 I Space And Astronomy £ 16,99 I S peccy Sensations II £ 17.4? I Ten onTen pack (10*CD s) £3 7.?9 I UPD Gold CD (4 x CD's) £24,99 I WPDI-lottfcit5 £17.991 Weird Science Sounds Weird Science Fonts £8.99 I Weird Science Cli part £8.99 I Weird Science Animation £16.99 I World Lnlo9S £34 9? I XiP;.i"t V3 2 £39.95 Zoom 2 £I B.99 | 
FREE!! Prima Shareware CD-ROM worth C I 0 with every 

order of CD-ROM software over £30 

Canon 
Canon Bj 30 £184.99 Portable mono printer. Mfpaee ASFIiuilt in. Canon BJC70Cr>lour £2S9.99 P^riicilt tohMir printer, JO page ASF, Canon BJlOOex £207.99 Hich qn^lit/■riEinu priin.tr, vlnual 7i0 dai. NewffCanonBJllO £229.99 Mono printer,71(ht3*0 dpi. -COIOLIT mperMlriblr. Nc^HCiinon BJC4100 £289.99 Outlrty ceilaur'fasc morio pri ntirrj. HQxltQ Hpi. New(rCanonBjC6l4> £410.99 ' tw jirinier, virajiJ TM dpi. 

^tmr 

Printers 

CITIZEN 

Consumables 

EPSON 
Stylus Colour II £335.99 

All Chlie-n printers have- a 2 year i*a"*«t* 710 dpi. «R-T, Ql^k, 2«>rri Colour. 
ABC Colour printer        £135,99 Stylus Colour Ms £249.99 Simple fao eajyas ABCJ Co at* 1A pin printer. TlOrJpi. l.5Wm Bl^fc. I opm Colour. Comes ii standard with SO jheet Autn sheet Teede^. C*TJI. >< fll/1 f 7 I O CJO Tr^tor fctd ^tlonaJ at 5 ^XU S Bi 0 

Citizen Prirrtiva 600c £399.99 MC dpi colour, I 200 dpi mwrt (winter. Dedicated Amija rJrirer j-o,ftvflre. ni**'* :LI3V.L I Mic.nr Oty prlrt Technology. 

HEWLETT" 
PACKARD 

£107.99 Star LC90spir>m^. ftS F IIIIIIE |n, push traxtor optional. 
Sta r LC 100? pin colour      £ 129.99 I o0 cpj. draft, 45 tp* MLQ, Amlfja drivers. StarLC240i4pinmonn      £123.99 I Ml cps draft.with rtSF hiiiH in. 
Star LC240C"cow £145.99 ASF built In, 4 LCJ fonts. 
StarS|l44coMr ■CciliJi" rhr-rmaJ transfer printer, tow prists, 1 p'pim monm,, 1.4 prpi'i" %.vk*i<: 

C229.99 

HP340Port-ijle £224,99 Culcitir upgrade-able portaJfale printer 
HP400 £232.99 OolhW up£raduble mono ink jctf Col. Kit HI . 
HP 660 Colour £339.99 New colour iidfiut rr&m HP. HP850 Colour £416.99 tQDxAOO dpi up to * pfpfrn mnna, api'p/m tolour 
HP SL Laser printer £449.99 a pjpini, 6u0dplr InbofRam. 
HPSPUserprinter £715,99 A pipim 4*0dpir IrtuOfRinn- 

Authorised OKI dealer 
OL600ex £379.99 LED laser printer, I ptp/mt I Mb of Rnm- 
OLfilOest £479.99 LE D laser printer 4 plplm, 2Mb *f Run. 

Miscellaneous 
P rinte r Switch Box 1 way £ 12.99 Printrr Switch Bux 3 way £17.99 Printer Siands (Universal) £4.99 B Metre printer cable £4,99 3 Metre printer cable £4.99 5 Metre printcrc;ihIL: £8,99 
10 M etre pri nter cable £ 12. W fAtallel port extension cabin £9.9* 

Ribbons Citizen Swift/ABC mono £3 99 Citizen Swift/ABC colour £12.99 Star LC90 mono ribbOri £4.99 Star LCI Qt 160 mono H.&9 Star LC 10/100 colour £7.99 St*rLC240ccolour £I3.?9 Star LC 240c mono £B.?9 Scar LC240 mono £5.?9 Star LC24-1 &/200/3*0 Colour £ 13.99 Re-Ink Spray for menu i-ibbons £11.99 
' We stock a wide range of 1 

consumables for all printers 
Lasers, Dot Matrix and 

Inkjets old and new. ^ 
PREMIER-INK 

Cartridge Refills Save a torture in runnins c-o-sU with yourlnkJ bubble fcet. Compatibtc with the HP D„^kj^r v-ri.-s.CA.nni BJI n..'lO.iad-.'lJ0.'I0(r.'i00.'130, Star SH8, Citiirn Prvj^t .nd ...any octiers. Single refills       (22ml> £6.99 Twin refills {44ml> £12,99 Three colour kit (66ml) £19 99 Full colour kit     (SBml) £27 99 Bulk rem Is        (125ml) £24.99 
Printer repair specialists call 

for quote 

Ink Cartridges 
Canon BJ I O.Star SJ48 Canon BJ20Q-230 Canon BJ30{3 pack) Canon BJC 70 mono (5 pac:k) Canon BJC 70 colour (3 pack) Canon BJC 4000 colour (single) Canon BJC 4QG0 mono (single) Ciiiuin SJC 4000 mono higli cap. Canon BJC 600emcjnci high cap. Canon BJC fiOOe colour HP.Deskjet colour H P. Desk] e t do U his mo no HP. Deskjet 660 double mono H P. DeskJet 660 eolou r Epson Stylus mono Epson Stylus colour Epson Stylus Col-11.'S.'BIO Mono Epison Stylus Col. EI/S/S20 Colovr Epson Stylus U 20 ctilo u r upgrade 
Star 5J144 m ono^colou r (si ngl e) 

Covers 
All printer dusc covers 

Paper Fanfold/tractor feed) 500 sheets Fanfold (tractor feed) 1000 sheets F a Mo Id f tractor feed) 1000 sheets. Single sheet   5 00 sheets Single sheet   S 000 sheets 
Single sheet 2000 sheets E pson Stylus, 720 dpi paper pack 

£19.99 £l?,99 £13.99 £12.99 £!£..?? £16.99 £Tr9? £23.99 £ 10.49 £8.99 £26.99 £24.99 £25.99 £27.99 £15,99 £36.99 £|7P?? £24.99 £94,9? 
£8.99 

£4.99 £S99 £17.99 £4.99 £8,99 
£17.99 £12,49 

Bulk DSDD 
10 x £1.49 100 K £29.99 
30x£9 99 200K£54.99 
S0x£IS.99 500x£M899 
Branded DSDD 
10 X£4.99 I00x£35.99 
30K£I2.99 200 x ££-3.99 
50K£2S,99     500 K £ 142.99 
Bulk DSHD 
10 x £3.9 9 100 x £33,99 
30 x£ 11,99 200 x £59.99 
SO x £17,99 500x£l34.99 
Branded DSHD 
10 x £5.99 100 x £47.99 
30 x £15.99 200 x £84.99 
50x£2S.99 500x£l90.?9 
fOisk labels x500 £6+99 ) 

>i$k labels x 1000£9.99j 
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T bits 
DTP services offered 

We have had an encouraging response to our plea a 
few issues ago for people who can offer Amiga printing 
services to our readers. We have details of two more 
companies this month: 

* Printout offer DTP services including scanning, film 
and bromide output to a high resolution imagesetter 
and colour inkjet printing. For details and prices 
contact them at Printout, Rock House, Wheatsheaf 

Corner, Shiney Row, County Durham DH4 4QX, or call 
tr 0191 385 6591, 
* Enlightenment Systems can handle colour or mono 
scanning, overlay of artwork or high quality text on to 
existing images, conversion of image files to Amiga or 
PC format, high quality colour or mono printing up to 
A4t lamination, binding and they can even produce 
customised colour greetings cards for you. Contact 
Enlightenment on w 01387 2541 95. 

Future vision 

The UK's leading Internet magazine 
net (published by Future 
Publishing, of course), has brought 
out three new books for Internet 
users. Called the Future Visions 
series, these books review every 
site they can find concerned with 
their chosen subjects; they also 

contain 
advice on 
navigating 
the Internet, 
with all the 
jargon 
explained. 

The first 
of the 
trilogy from 
.net is 

Rexecute offer 

Music And The Internet which 
"highlights the enormous synergy 
between music lovers and 
computer technology"! The book 
takes a tour through every type of 
music site you could think of which 
can be found on the Internet 

The much more interestingly- 
titled Sex And The Internet has 
been written by Dave Winder who's 
name you may know because he 
has contributed to Amiga Shopper 
on many occasions. It contains 
material on anything connected to 
sex and relationships on the Net: 
from dating to pornography. 

The third book, SciFi And The 
Internet covers - you guessed it! - 
anything and everything that could 

Three new 
books from 
the makers 
of .net 

be classed as science fiction to be 
found on the Net 

The books costs £12.99 each 
and they are available from all the 
major bookstores. 

Quantum Leap 
Quantum Leap have obtained the 
Vidi range of digitrsers previously 
available from Rom bo and re- 
released them. The Vidi 24RT will 
sell for £149 and the Pro version 
for £249, Quantum Leap can be 
contacted on © 01506 461917. 
AS will be looking at the models 
in detail next month. 

Towers and 

Shuttles 
Blittersoft have released details of 
a set of new Tower systems and a 
selection of Shuttle (daughter) 
boards. The Shuttles are available 
for A1 200, A1 500, A3000 and 
A4000 models, As an example, 
the A1200 version offers: 7xZorro 
III (5 DM A), 6xPC ISA, 2xVideo, 
1xCPU expansion slot, 1 xreal time 
clock and 4xSIMM sockets for 
memory, Coming with a choice of 
tower units and 230 watt power 
supply, that unit will cost 
£499.95. For details of other 
specifications, contact Blittersoft 
on *r 0198 261466, 

Amiga Shopper readers can save £4,95 
off the brand new ARexx compiler from 
Horizon Software. Rexecute normally retails 
for £14,95, and you can buy it for only £10 
by taking advantage of our exclusive offer. 

If you want to know more about 
Rexecute turn to our review of the program 
on page 43. 

Please note that this offer is only valid 
until Tuesday, 30th April 1996. Photocopies 
of this form will not be accepted. 

Name Credit Card no 

Address 

_Post Code 

Phone Number, 

Rexecute  

Customers outside the UK add £4.00 for overseas delivery. 
Method of payment   Access □   Visa □  Cheque □ 
Please make cheques payable to: Horizon. 
All prices include posting, packing and VAT, 

_C10 

PO I 

Expiry Date L 
Send form to: Horizon Software, 15 St Nicholas Road, TMlingham, 

Southminster, Essex, CMO 7SO. 
Do not send cash. Use the methods of payment listed above. EEC 
customers registered for VATr please quote your registration number: 

Photocopies of this form cannot be accepted. AMS/62 



CanDo John Kennedy 

Programming 

with 

We are giving away CanDo 2.51 on our Coverdisks this month, and we asked John Kennedy to 

help you understand just how much you can achieve with this powerful authoring system... 

"CanDo is very 

powerful, so 

there is a lot of 

information to try 

and absorb." 

Soft 

CanDo is not like any other 
programming language, 
because of the way in 
which it combines a point 
and click interface with a 

more traditional script-based approach. 
For example! you can make CanDo display 
an IFF image either by typing in the 
command "ShowPicture" into the script, or 
by clicking on the Picture Icon. If you click 
on the icon, the necessary script 
commands are automatically inserted, 

A CanDo program is called a "deck" 
because it consists of one or more "cards". One 
card at a time is displayed on the screen, either 
on a custom screen display or in a Window on 
an existing screen. Some applications have one 
card! some have many. The cards may contain 
uobjects" such as items of text, an image, a 
button or some other element. Each object may 
also have an associated script: for example, a 
card may contain a button. When the button is 
clicked it triggers a script which forces CanDo 
to move to a different card. 

CanDo decks can be saved and loaded to 
disk. It is also possible to convert a deck into a 
stand-alone application which you can pass 
around your friends. However, they will also 
need to have CanDo installed on their system to 
be able to run the application. 

CanDo is very powerful, so there is a lot 
of information to try and absorb before you can 
be happy creating and running your own 
programs. Before we get to a real, working 
example program, here is a explanation of 
some of the more useful icons, Remember that 
there is on-line help available; position the 
pointer over the control panel and press the 
HELP button on the keyboard. 

Example project 
To get started, we are going to create a deck 
with two cards (see steps 1 to 12 pictured to 
your right and on page 22), Each card will have 
a different message on it, and there will be 
buttons to enable us to move between them. 
You should try and master this simple project 

Guide to CanDo's main toolbar 

This switch enables     Click here 
the user to either 
test the application, 
(Browse it), or edit 
the application 
(Design it). 

Disk activity 
object 

Error control 
object 

Xtra toots menu. These are 
where the less-used tools 
are stored, including the 
bookmark tooif general 
preferences and settings 
and joystick control. 

Deck navigation 
tools. From left 
to right, top to 
bottom: 
previous cardr 
goto card, next 
cardT h~rst card 
and last card. 

These buttons control 
object creation and 
manipulation. Select one 
of the settings before 
clicking on one of the 
primary object icons to 
the immediate right 

Input field 
object 
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Card/List 

j$| MJ | 

J 
Y] 

*]"it | 
1 Delete | 

II COPV o* 1 

CardJ Exit | 

Step ?: Starting from scratch, you'ft see that you 
already have a blank window. This is the first 
(and so far only) card in the deck. Click on the 
card editing button. You should see a window 
tike this, a fist of alt the cards currently in the 
deck. Click on Edit 

; Card Nane... fcriplsm Objects... 

ft First (H HUBS... HrtitoM 
\m a HHtal Afterflttachfi^nt 

Finn PareiHeckj ItMrtxMj | 

Ok Cancel | 

'iW: % Hrst Card' Uenl: 'SfbrMuW 

Step 2: Now we are in the Card/Editor 
screen. Click on the name of the card and 
rename it The buttons on the right determine 
which scripts associated with this card we are 
going to edit. For the moment click on 
"AfterAttachmentu, 

_ _ -      ' ~ 

lit Tut and ^nt.. 
M PnsitLnn... 

(m*i 1 

Step 3: The Script Editor. This script is started 
every time the card is displayed. You can type in 
commands on the left, but leVs use the icons. 
Scroll the list of toots to the right until you find 
the tetter "A", Click it. Now we can add text, so 
click the "Set Text and Font..:1 button. 

QIKN ■ 
mm 
iimi - 
tiiit i 
lijitalolL 1 

Kill   hH  \h\it ikkim 

si 
f 
JJHIJ i 

11 Cancel 
M ini iff fdtsri! 

Step 4: You should see the text editing window 
appear. Here you can select the font you wish to 
use, the colour and the actual text. As you 
experiment, you should see the text appear in 
the screen above. Get something dose to this 
and click on OK. 

(vd: -ty F'.Ki iitf LMBPI:  , J: ... 

MS 
EH 
m 
A 
mi 
si 

Step 5: Now click on the Position Text button. 
You can move the pointer around until you are 
happy with where the text is located. Click OK 
and you'll get back to the script editing screen. 
Now took at what CanDo has automatically 
coded for you. Click on the OK in the tide. 
Position the pointer over a keyword and press 
the Help key for information on each command. 

BottsrAist I 
Riittnft/RiM 
You hint rested to 3<fd a new button 
First ue need the mm of tfat m bult^ 
then thf m fir \M buttnn, 
I   | Cancel 

a 

|f                   |   Exit | 

Step 6.' We are ijae/r af t/ie card editing window, 
so click OK. We are back at the card selector 
window, so dick Exit. We are back at the control 
panel Make sure the Add/Edit/Copy button is 
set to ADD and click on the Button object Click 
on ADD and you7/ be asked to sketch out the 
size of the button. We wilt use a special type of 
button, so it doesn't matter what size, 

before being tempted to add embellishments, in 
case you get lost. It is vital to understand the 
basics before getting carried away and adding 
interactive animations. 

Script Editor 
The Script Editor is the most powerful part of 
CanDo because it is here where you create the 

underlying programs which determine what 
your program actually does. A thorough 
understanding of all the commands is essential, 
so you should read all the on-line documentation 
carefully, and also look through the example 
decks to see how they work. 

You can either type commands into the 
Script Editor, or use the Helper icons down the 
right-hand side to write the script for you, You 

CanDo is perfect for 
creating helpful 
multimedia application 
software. You could 
create a guide to your 
local town, for example. 

Use CanDo to make a stideshow of your holiday 
snaps. You could even record the finished show 

to video tape with a genlock. 
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can edit the script created by the icons as 
though you had typed it yourself, so the icons 
are an easy way to get started, 

The icons are shown in the "Helper icons1' 
box on page 23, along with a description of the 
code they produce. Remember, you can scroll 
the list up and down. If you want help on a 
particular command in the script, place the 
pointer over ft and press the HeJp key. Press the 
Help key from the main window for general help. 

The Script Editor is called upon many times. 
For example, you can write a script to occur 
when a button is pressed (as in our example), or 
when the button is double-clicked, dragged or 
released. In fact, from the Button editor screen 
you can write a script for ALL of these events if 
that is want you want to do. 

You can attach script to practically 
everything that can happen in a CanDo deck, 
and the most useful "happenings" are 
represented by the icons which appear on the 
main bar (displayed in the annotated diagram 
on page 20). For example, when you click on 
the Timer icon you can define the script to 
take place after a predefined delay or at a 
particular time. Your associated script could 
shuffle the deck to the next card in a slideshow 
every 10 seconds, 

In a similar fashion the Key In put icon 
attaches script to individual key presses, and the 
DiskActivity icon attaches scripts to the insertion 

21 
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But ton/Ed it or 

Origin 
hm 111 

Ifert 126 

Style 
Km 
tat J 

Inagi J 

DISUSED 
Highlhilit 

CfflFUKDIT 

;Card: 'riy first: Mkn' Evmt: 'CKcT" 

Sfep 7: £tf/f the button. There are three types: 
Area is a location on the screen, Text is a word 
or words, and Image is an IFF brush. Select Text 
and you'll see the Text Editor again. Enter "Click 
me!" and OK it to get back. You can also choose 
the colour and outline style of the button. When 
you've finished, click on the "Click" button in the 
Scripts part of the window. 

CarWJitir 

kflfbin Hurts... 

tan, ^PBM 

Frd hml'M Befaretetachrtent 

Cancel 

Step 10: Now edit the second card to make the 
text read "My Second Card", Click on the 
"AfterAttachment" button again, and you'll see 
the script we created. Try changing the fonts 
and colours as well to make it as different as 
possible, You can alter these by either deleting 
the existing items or by using the Text icon to 
make new ones. 

jljvSnuad "CinDoiSaunds/Da^nk.snd" 
I F~T5T 

Step B: How we're at the script which is executed 
when the button is pressed. At present this has 
little to do (we want to make it move to another 
card, but we only have one)f so let's add a 
sound effect Click on the Single Speaker icon, 
then select one of the supplied sound effects. 
You'll end up with something tike this. Click on 
OK, OKt Exit to get back to the main panel. 

□ 1    linn ancd" 

Second card 

Click He?1 

Step ttt Now we can add a little more action. 
Go back to the main panel, select Edit and 
edit the buttons, one at a time. In each, click 
on the Decks icon in the Click Script and you 
will be able to add some movement: in other 
words, when the first button is clicked, the 
second card is selected and vice versa. 
Interactive entertainment! 

mm i 
m Edit 

i[ Copy of) 
x 

[Kv First Card 

Sfep 9: Make sure the Add/Edit/Copy is set to 
Edit, and click on the Card Selector again. You'll 
see your card listed. Now click on "Copy of" and 
your first card will be duplicated. Now we have 
two cards in the deck, although at the moment 
both are the same. Set the name of the second 
to be "My Second Card". 

Sli % first fiETS" Em£ "CUcF" puCird/h>i:pi?r  

CaH .»'.y Second Card 

Step 12: To try out your new deck, click on the 
navigation buttons to get back to the first card 
and then click on the Browse/Design button. 
Now you can try out your deck! 

or removal of a floppy disk. You can also control 
what happens when the right mouse is pressed 
or a slider control is adjusted. Every action can 
have an associated script, and every script is 
created in the same way from the Script Editor. 

Perhaps the most important scripts are 
those which are triggered automatically when a 

card is first used in Browse mode. In our 
example project, we associate a script to the 
"AfterAttachmenf button. This means that once 
the card has been displayed on-screen our 
script goes to work. You should use the "before 
attachment" script to pre-load animations or 
other data before the card is displayed and use 

a "before detachment" script to clear this data 
from buffers. These, and the sub-deck options, 
are advanced facilities which you won't 
necessarily need to get started. 

Workbench and 

custom decks 
As you can see from the screens hots, it is 
possible to create decks which run on the 
Workbench like normal Amiga utilities, as well as 
using custom screens to display images with 
hundreds of colours. To define what your cards 
look like, use the Edit Windows icon on the 
main menu (see annotation on page 20). This 
option is very important, because it determines 
how your card will look. 

The options include opening the screen on 
the Workbench in which case it will inherit your 
particular Workbench settings such as the 
resolution or number of colours, Alternatively, 
you can open it on a Custom Screen. This is 
the way in which my images of the car, skier and 
city were created. On the right-hand side 
of the Window control requestor you will see 
a choice between 11 Normal Window" and 
"Picture Window1' Pick the first and you can 
define the mode, number of colours and 
resolution of your display. Pick the latter and 

CanDo's easy to use 
authoring system makes 
it the ideal tool for 
creating educational 
software. It's easy to make 
interactive applications. 

If you run a shop you can use CanDo as a 
"virtual shop assistant", or as an eye-catching 

window display system. 

Snug wollie hat £4.9 

E OFf£U FORI 
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you can load an image to make the background 
display of your card, 

The Attributes settings define if the 
Window has particular features such as a 
CloseGadget. As you would expect, it is 
possible to associate scripts with each of these 
- the default causes the deck to quit when the 
CloseGadget is selected. 

Conclusion 
If you have got this far, you are probably still 
pretty confused, but don't panic! CanDo is such 
a powerful program that it can be hard to know 
where to start or what to do next. There are so 
many icons and buttons it is easy to get lost. 
Don't expect to master CanDo in one sitting. 
There is so much to get through, you will need 
to invest some time. The rewards will be worth 
it, though - no other programming system gives 
you so much control over the Amiga in such an 
easy-to-use manner- 

For your first, solo CanDo program, try 
creating a deck which acts as a slideshow 
program for your favourite IFF images. All the 
information you need is here, and our example 
deck can easily be expanded. Once you get it 
working, you can start to add embellishments 
such as keyboard, mouse or automatic 
operation. Then you can experiment with sound 
effects, animations, ARexx control, hypertext,.. 
With CanDo you can do practically anything! 

We will be running a serious of tutorials 
explaining in more depth how CanDo 
works and how you can use it to write your 
own programs, starting next month, ■ 

Helper icons 

1 
AREXX 1 

2 

3 

4 

5  1. 

6 
- 

7 i(i*3..i0) 

8 DOS 

9 i- - i 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 ft&rl 

15 @W 

16 

IArexx: This icon enables you 
to include ARexx support in 

programs. You can both send 
and receive ARexx messages, 
so your CanDo program can act 
as both an ARexx-friendly 
application and as a controller 
for other ARexx programs, 
2Bookmark icon: Click on 

this icon and the script is 
"marked". Double-click on the 
"LastBookMark" or "Bookmark" 
text on the right-hand side of 
the main panel and the Script 
Editor is operated where the 
Bookmark was placed. This 
gives greater speed when one 
wants to edit particular scripts. 
3Brush An im Helper: Select 

a BrushAnim (such as a 
file created with Deluxe 
Paint) and control its position 
and movement. 
4Debug: Check through the 

script for errors, reporting 
any bugs or programs. 
5Card Helper: Insert 

references to other cards, 
such as simply the name, or 
more advanced options such as 
moving to other cards, 
6Co ordinate Helper: Put up 

cross hairs on the screen 
and Insert the co-ords at the 
point when the button is 
pressed. Useful for accurately 
lining up objects entered into 
the script by hand. 
7Rectangle Helper: Insert two 

sets of co-ordinates as a 
rectangle is drawn out on the 
screen by the user. 

8DOS Helper: Enables the 
user to select an Amiga DOS 

command or program and 
inserts the code which enables 
it to be executed. 
Q Field Helper: A field is 
9 where the user can input 
data into the program. This 
helper creates the necessary 
script commands. 
1 A File Help: Select a 
I V filename and insert it and 

its path into the script. 
*■ 4 Text Helper; Creates the 

I script commands for 
choosing and positioning text in 
any colour and any style or font. 
It's useful because it generates 
code which you'll often use, 
4 #J Layout Helper: If you want 
I ^to display a lot of text on 

screen this helper will make It 
easier to position it. You can 
wrap the text around existing 
objects by altering the default 
rectangular outline. 
4 OPaint Helper; A complete 
I Opaint package for creating 

shapes and objects on your 
window. Draw what you need, 
and when you click OK all the 
scripting commands appear. 
Edit them if required, 
-i yiPicture Helper: Select and 
14load an IFF picture file in 

the Window. This is one way of 
creating a slideshow program, 
-j CSound Effect: Choose a 
I vsound effect and play it. 
1 (5Sound Sequence: Choose 
I Oseveral sound effects, and 

play them back in sequence. 

CanDo 3.0 upgrade offer 

ow you have the powerful authoring program 
CanDo 2.51 from Inovatronics, given away free 
on our Coverdisks this month, why not 
upgrade to version 3? We have organised 

some special, bargain prices which are exclusive to 
readers of Amiga Shopper. 

You can buy CanDo 3.0 from us for only £139; 
that's a massive saving of £80 off the RRP of the 
program. Registered users of CanDo 2.51 only pay £77 
to upgrade to version 3. 

You can also save lots of money when 
buying CanDo 3.0 plus the debugger program 

CanDeBug. These programs are available 
together for only £195, which means that you 
save a huge £85 when you buy them both from 
Amiga Shopper. 

All you have to do to take advantage of our superb 
offers, is fill in the form below with all your details and 

post it to the address mentioned. Or just call our Mail Order 
hotline on ^01225 822511. 

Title .Initials, .Surname „ 
I Your address 
I 

I  ■  
] Post code  
I Your signature 
| Description _ 

I   

.Telephone, 

CanDo 3.0 
CanDo 3.0 + CanDeBug. 

Price 

£139_ 
£195 _ 
Total £ 

.Registered 
users upgrade price 
£77  

_£107_ 

(Please add £4 for postage and packing outside the UK) 

Method of payment (please tick one): 

Cheque Q Postal Order Q 

Credit Card: Visa O   Access Q    Mastercard _ 

Card No: □□□□ □□□□ □□□□ □□□□ 

Expiry date: □□□□ 

Please make your cheques payable tc Future Publishing Ltd. 
Post your order to: Amiga Shopper, Future Publishing Limited, 
FREE POST (BS4900)r Somerton, Somerset TA11 6BR, 

Or call our Order Hotline on w 01225 822511. 
You may photocopy this form. 
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I WOA Sue Grant 

The prototype of a brand 

new Amiga will be on the 

Amiga Technologies stand at 

the World Of Amiga 1996; 

there will be plenty of other 

new Amiga products at the 

show too. Be there! 

|H   f you are serious about your Amiga, 
the place you need to be on the 
weekend of 13th and 14th April is 
at the World Of Amiga show in 
London. Amiga Technologies GmbH 

are sponsoring the event which is 
designed to "relaunch the machine as a 
key player on the UK computing scene". 

The show will feature a games arcade; high 
end applications; retailers and a technical advice 
centre run by the Independent Commodore 
Products Users Group (ICPUG). And you can 
meet the Amiga Shopper team on the Future 
Publishing stand (oh, and the Amiga Format and 
Amiga Power teams too!), 

We have listed ail the exhibitors we knew 
were attending the show at the time of going to 
press on our floor plan, but there will be plenty 
of others by the time you read this; apologies to 
anyone we have missed out! 

"All the components are in place for an 
Amiga eventt the like of which we have not seen 
since the heyday of the machine," boast the 
show's organisers, 

If you turn to page 27 you can enter our 
special WOA show competition to win an Amiga 
Surfer pack. Just fill in the voucher and hand it in 
to the Future Publishing stand. 

Where and when? 
The World Of Amiga will be held at the Novotel 
Exhibition Centre in Hammersmith, London; and 
the dates are Saturday, 13th April and Sunday, 
14th April 1996. 

How much? 
Tickets to the show cost £7 for adults and 
£5,50 for children. You can book in advance by 
calling the credit card hotline « 01369 706346. 
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Who will be there? 
There will be lots of Amiga companies taking 
stands at the show - we have reproduced a 
floor plan of the venue, indicating the companies 
attending so far, There are too many exhibitors 
for us to list all their details, but here's a brief 
run-down of some of the highlights of the show: 

Show highlights 
Amiga Technologies GmbH 
Amiga Technologies have taken the largest 
stand at the World Of Amiga, of course. 

Siren 
Softwii 
n 

Eyetech 

Group 

HIS 

Blitl ersoft 

HiQ 

Mgita 
nter national 

Snap 

ComPut^rs 

They will be demonstrating the prototype of 
their new "Super Amiga". This new machine 
comes complete with quad-speed CD-ROM; it 
uses a 680EC30/40MHz5 main processor; it 
features two SIMM sockets on the motherboard 
which allows a memory of up to 128Mb and it 
has a flexible expansion bus which can take 
turbo cards, graphics cards (including MPEG) 
and multi-serial cards, 

"The new Amiga will be shipped with a 
revised version 3,2 of the Amiga OS.The new 
features and the many enhancements give the 
system more power and flexibility" said Gilles 
Bourdin of AT, We are dying to get our hands on 

Exhibition 

Entrance 

rYTVL 

Cas'einer 

To Amiga 
Theatre 

Refreshment 

Area! 

Floorplan of 

Novotel Exhibition ^ 

Centre warn 

1 

this new Amiga. There will also be the chance to 
examine the Amiga Surfer pack, for those who 
haven't seen it yet. 

Digita International 
Digita will be showing off the power of 
Word worth 5 (reviewed on page 36 of this 
issue). They will also have Wordworth 5SE, 
which is a special version of the program 
developed for A1 200 users with only one disk 
drive and 2Mb of memory. We will be taking a 
look at Wordworth 5SE next month. 

Also on show will be Organiser 2, the new 
version of their personal information manager 
which we awarded 91 per cent and a Star buy 
to when it was reviewed in our January issue. 

The there's Datastore 2, the new version of 
Digita's successful database program. 

Epic Marketing 
Ever wanted to make movies like Jurassic Park? 
That blockbuster's success was down to the 
excellent special FX used. You may not have the 
budget needed for such a huge ventureP but for 
more modest projects, Epic Software's new 
Special FX CD-ROM could prove invaluable. 
This new CD contains advice on how to make 
movies on the Amiga; it is the first in a series 
and concentrates on explaining how to produce 
low-cost special effects. And it will be seen for 
the first time at the WOA! 

Trie Special FX CD costs £29.99 and will 
be available from Epic on © 0500 131 486. 

Future Publishing 
Meet the teams from Future's three market- 
leading Amiga magazines; Amiga Shopper, 
Amiga Format and Amiga Power, 

We will be running a round table 
conference with around 20 key players in 
the Amiga market place. We will also have back 
issues of all our magazines, plus special 
subscription offers on the stand. And don't 
forget to hand in your competition entries! 

Gasteiner 
Gasteiner will have 15 new peripherals on show. 
These include a new controller for the A500; a 
PCMCIA controller for the A1200; three 
accelerators for the A5Q0/1 200/4000 and a 
range of new mice and trackballs- 

HiQ 
On the HiQ stand will be the Siamese System 
for the A1 200, which integrates the Amiga and 
the PC (reviewed in our March 1996 issue). The 
main programmer of Photogenics, Paul Nolan, 
will also be on the HiQ stand. Why? Because 
he is writing the Siamese software for Hi-Q. 

The excellent range of JTS hard disk drives 
will also feature on their stand. 

Hi Soft Systems 
HiSoft have a packed stand, including the first 
public showing of the Surf in' Squirrel, which is 
their new SCSI interface. The Squirrel MPEG 

chance to win an Amiga Surfer pack! 
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infinitiv 

suitable for alt AMIGA™ models 
through mainboard exchanging frame 

drive bays expandable as YOU like 
only limited by your controllers' capabilities 

modular expandable 
through Top-Case™ system 

easy access from all directions 
through SNAP and CLICK system 

,plug and play* drive mounting-frames 

the left pictures give you an imagination of the internal con- 

struction of the infinitiv™ tower system. The red marks and 

lines show some extended drive frames in both the front- and 

the back area of the tower, Further, you can see an Top- 

Case™, mounted on the towers' top, which explains the 

expandability of our solution, Each Top-Case™ expands your 

infinitiv™ tower for an 5,25"/ 3,5" drive bay, ready to use 

and easy to assemble. Additional drives such as CD-ROMs, 

harddisks, streamer taped rives etc. will snap in easiely b 

using our sophisticated „click and snap" system. 

by 

micronih acctssoircs 

RAM card, expandable up to 8MB, 
ificl. clock and math co-pro socket with standard 
PS/2 SIMM modules I 42 

RAM card with 4 MB RAM, 
inch clock and math co-pro socket L 109 

PC-keyboard interlace for the AMIGA™ 1200, 
Installation through solderfree flexcable £ 42 

AMIGA™ 1200 Interlace/keyboard extension, 
installation through solderfree flexcable, both inter- 
faces arc connected through an 5-polc plug L 55 

3-way ROM-switch for the AMIGA™ 1200, 
suitable for ROM V 1.3, 2.0x & 3.0 or 3.1 (pair).. I 20 

AMIGA™ 1200 battery backed up realtime- clock, 
(prevents your A1200 from beeing loosing its' mind after 
restart! ) £ 3 

Double IDE-bus harddrtve adapter , 
for using 2,5" und 3,5'' harddisk drives at 
the AMIGAml200, met. powercabie .......£ 10 

Keyboard case for AMIGA™ 1200, 
for the origin at keyboard, solderfree assembly £ 29 

Keyboard case for AMIGA™ 1200, 
incl Interface, spiral cable and flex cable for external 
connection of the original internal keyboard, .£ 75 

AMIGA™ 1200 Internal keyboard, 
original keyboard for the A1200 , £ 20 

VGA-adapter for AMIGA™ 1200/4000, 
from 23 pole on 15 pole muki sync/VGA £ 8 

POWERSTATION external powersupply. 
for the AMIGA™ 1200 (i.e. A500, A600, through 
standard plug ), 23 amperes, featuring on/off-switch 
and additional con nectors for 1 x 3,5iland 3 x 5*25" 
devices ! £55 

A 1200 internal original disk drive, 
suitable for the A1200, S80 kbt incl. 
mounting material, £ 29 

External disk drive, 
suitable for all AMIGAs™ ( maximum 4 drives 
featuring on/off switch and connector for aditional 
drives on the back, 88Gkb , t 38 

micronih" infinitiv - tower 
infinitiv™ A 1200 tower,  £ 169 

infinitiv™ PC-tower, £ 169 

infinttiv™ A 1200 Z tower case, 
incl. ZORRO -11™ bus board, PC Keyboard., £ 295 

A1200 infinitiv™ tower, {AMIGA-keybMnterface} ..,£ 190 

i80 
A1200 Z MAGIC infinitiv™ tower, 
featuring 5 ZORRO™4l slots and 3 PC-ISA 
slots, 170 MB hdd, magic software-package £6< 

BUS 1200 Z1, AMIGA™ 1200 bus board, 
featuring S ZORRO™-!I slots and 3 PC-ISA slots 169 

BUS 1200 Z2, AMIGA™ 1200 bus board, 
featuring 5 ZORROT1NI slots, 3 PC-ISA and an optional 
video-slot, additional this version contains even an 
PS/2 - SIMM-socket £199 

A4000 infinitiv™ tower, 
featuring 7 ZORRO™-ll slots, 3 PC-ISA and 
an video slot.. £275 

BUS 4000 Z, AMIGA™ 4000 bus board, 
featuring 7 ZORRO™-ll / -111 slots, 6 PC- 
ISA and 2 video-slots  .£169 

We are present at THE WORLD OF 

weaccept the following payment: 
Prices subject to change without notice. All 

VISA     prices include VAT but exclude delivery ! 
All trademarks acknowledged. 

in London /13th to 14th April f 

Tel. 00 49 2171 / 72 45-60 
Fax 00 49 2171 /72 45-90 

MicroniK Computer Service 
BruckenstraBe 2 • 51379 Leverkusen 
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will also make its debut at the show. This 
add-on enables you to play MPEG format full 
motion video CDs, 

Tar-mite TCP, GinemaFont, Cine ma Wo rid 
and CinemaTree will be shown off for the 
first time on the HiSoft stand too. There will 
also be their latest range of Squirrel SCSI 
peripherals: hard drives, CD-ROMs, zip drives 
and Jaz drives. 

ICPUG (Independent Commodore 
Products Users Group) 
Members of ICPUG will be on hand throughout 
the exhibition offering advice on all things Amiga 
to anyone who asks for it! 

LH Publishing 
The publishers of DTP magazine EM 
(incorporating JAM) will be sharing a stand with 

E.M.Computergraphic. They intend to have 
several competitions for showgoers to enter - 
they will also have some special show offers, 
They also want to meet their subscribers - and 
to give advice to anyone who needs it. 

Power Computing 
Power's stand will feature the first public 
showing of its 1996 range of products, 
including the DKB rapid-fire SCSI-2 controller, 
the Power Tablet, Breathless (their first game), 
an A2000 040/060 accelerator and an A4000 
040/060 accelerator. Power's managing 
director promised that visitors could also take 
advantage of the "many bargains" on his stand. 

Zeus Developments 
Another Amiga development to have its debut at 
the WOA is a brand new bulletin board software 

package from Zeus Developments. The program 
is actually called Zeus and contains many 
industry-standard communications protocols; 
there will be a hands-on demonstration of the 
program available so you can try it for yourself. 

Other big guns 
All the other big guns in the Amiga world will be 
at the show too, including Blittersoft, Eyetech, 
E.M.Computergraphic. Golden Image, IDG 
Media, Wizard Developments, EMAP, PD Soft, 
Micronics, Siren Software, Silica and Snap 
Computers. There will be other Amiga 
companies there who haven't been mentioned 
here - only because we go to press too early to 
get the final list in! See you there. 

(If you really can't make it, you won't miss 
out, because we will have a full report from the 
World Of Amiga after the show,) ■ 

Win! A1200' Surfer pack! 

If you want the chance to win an 
Amiga Surfer pack, get yourself 
down to the World Of Amiga show 
at the Novotel and hand in your entry 
coupon to the chaps on the Future 
Publishing stand. 

All entries to this competition 
must be received by 3,30pm on 
Sunday, 14th April 1995. The winner 
will be drawn on Monday 1 5th April 
and will be notified by post. 

Get connected! 
We have one Amiga Surfer pack to 

give away; it is worth £599.99 
and consists of an A1200 fitted 
with a 260Mb hard drive and 
2Mb RAM, and it includes all the 
Internet software you need, plus 
a 14.4bps modem. And it's 
pictured on the left! 

Amiga Shopper A1 200 Surfer pack competition 

Enter your details here and answer the questions. Then cut 
out this form (or photocopy ft) and take it along with you to 
the World Of Amiga show where you can hand it in to the 
Future Publishing stand. Please do not send it to the 
Amiga Shopper offices! 

Name;  
Address: 

Post Code 
Tel no: 

Are you already a subscriber to Amiga Shopper? 
Yes □ No □ 

Which of the following do you own/intend to own? 
Own Intend to own 

PlayStation □ □ 
Saturn □ □ 
PC □ □ 
3DO □ □ 
Jaguar □ 
CD-i □ □ 
SNES □ □ 
Mega Drive □ □ 
Ultra 64 □ □ 
Are you already connected to the Internet? 

YesD NoD 
1 1 Tick here if you don't wish to receive details of other 
special offers from Future Publishing and other companies, 
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Ultimate Part 2 

In the second part of our DIY feature, Dave Taylor 

looks at even more ways to expand and enhance 

your Amiga. "How to.." aims to 

show you all the things you 

need to know to get the most 

from your machine. 



jf:-x Shof?perFeature David Taylor How to... 

Use a 

hard 

Dave Taylor is your guide on 

our tour of hard drives and how 

to do anything with them. 

ast month, we showed you how to 
physically fit a hard drive. Following 
on from that, hare is a guide to 
maintaining your new drive, Most 
drives, so long as they are bought 

from an Amiga dealer, will come ready 
prepared for use with your Amiga. However, if 

yours hasn't, or if you ever want to make a 
change to your drive, you'll need to set it up 
using hard drive software. 

To do this, you need to use the 
HDToolBox program that can be found 

on the HDInstall disk for 
Workbench 2.1+ users. 

Other users will 
need to 

obtain 
a similar 

program 
from a PD 

library. 
The best 

alternative is a 
program called 

RDPrep 3.91 and, 
if you have access 

to Ami net, can be 
found in disk/misc as 

a file called 
rdp391.lha. We will 

assume that you will be 
using the standard 

Commodore HDToolBox, 
although the basics are the 

same for both programs even 
if the interfaces are different. 

Load the HDInstall disk 
and open the HDTools drawer to 

locate HDToolbox and load it (If 
you are working on changing a hard 

drive, you should find the program on 
your drive in the Tools drawer on your 

boot partition.) Once it has loaded, 
click on the drive you want to operate on 

(if you only have one hard drive fitted then 
f   it wifl be the only one to show). Remember 

that it will only show the number of physical 
drives attached, not individual partitions. 

Now click on Partition Drive and you will 
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move to the screen where you can adjust the 
properties of the drive, At the top, the entire 
drive is represented with a bar, split into 
different sections. These are the partitions. It is 
easier to cope with a hard drive, especially a 
large one, if it is split sensibly into sections. 
Each of these will show as a separate disk icon 
on Workbench. A sensible split would be a boot 
partition to contain all the Workbench programs, 
fonts and libraries, etc; one for application 
programs and, if you play them, one for games. 
You might also want a separate one for you own 
data. This is a good idea if you produce a lot of 
material, such as multimedia, or if you want to 
have a machine that can be used by other 
people but with your data locked away safe from 
prying eyes or deletion. If you don't produce that 
much, then a separate folder, or drawer, on your 
serious partition should suffice, 

To set up the partitions, click on an area to 
activate them and then size them. If you are 
re-sizing an existing disk, you will find that you 
need to make space by reducing an existing 
partition before you can enlarge another or 
create a new one. It might be easiest to delete 
all existing partitions and start from scratch. 
Clicking on New Partition will add one that can 
be then sized using the slider, You can change 
the name of the partition by clicking in the text 
box and deleting the default name. 

When you create your boot partition (the 
one that will contain the Workbench files and 
Start Up-Sequence - in other words be the 
equivalent of booting your floppy Workbench 
disk), remember that you will need quite a lot of 
space because when you start to install 
software to your new drive, you will find that 
some files have to be installed to that partition in 
order for the software to run, 10Mb will quickly 
be filled up, but stze the partition according 
to the capacity of your drive. 

The boot partition must have the 
bootable option enabled or your 
hard drive wont load automatically. 
You might want to make more 
complex changes to the drive, 
such as the file system used. If 
your drive is formatted to the old 
WB1.3 OFS, you won't get the most out 
of your drive if you are using a WB2 or 
above machine. To change these options, 
you must click on the Advanced Options 
button and the window will show a new 
selection. For most people, the only ones 
that should be of interest are the boot priority 
and the Change button for the file system. 

The boot priority is only applicable to the 
bootable partition and should be set to zero. 

Cgwi-tt I H MILL HP 1 

!.T«" I firtUlM irlw I 
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HDToofbox recognises the drives attached and 
lets you pick the one to work on. 
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RDPrep is the alternative disk prepping software 
that cart be obtained from AmineL 
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RDPrep works in a similar way to the official 
HDToolbox from Commodore. 

"When you create 

your boot partition, 

you will need quite 

a lot of space." 

This means that the Amiga will first attempt to 
load a floppy disk before booting the hard drive 
- if you change this, you will find it hard to 

boot a floppy disk and it will not speed up 
the booting of your hard drive. 

When you click on the Change 
button, you will move to the screen that 

controls the file system: used. For Workbench 2 
users the most likely system you will want to 
use is the standard one set to Fast File 
System (WB3 users may want directory 
caching, which removes a tiny amount of 
capacity from the drive, but speeds up 
usage). This is also where you can adjust 
the MaxTransfer rate of the drive. This 
option is a hex number that sets the 
maximum number of bytes that can be 
transferred in one transfer. It might seem 
strange that you would want to limit this, but 

there are occasions when having this set too 
Farti Marina- 

SHI flJfdrtu I, LHN I 

t.UU yirtiliwil       Partition] Pofault tttu?j   Hit? | 
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Selecting a drive and moving to the partition 
screen enables you to make any changes. 
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Advanced options enable you to adjust the 
tiiesystem used, even to use a custom one. 

high causes problems with software. If you don't 
have any problems or haven't been advised to 
change this, leave this option alone! 

When everything is set to your satisfaction, 
click on OK until you return to the initial screen. 
You must then save the changes to your drive. 
WARNING? This will destroy any data that has 
previously been stored on your drive. It will be 
lost It is then perhaps best to click on the 
Low-1 eve I Format button. This may not always be 
necessary! but it will ensure that the disk is 
ready for use with the Amiga* 

You must then boot your Amiga with a 
Workbench disk and format the individual 
partitions. A quick format may suffice, but a 
full format will also make sure that there are 
no errors on the disk before you start, When 
the partitions are formatted, you have a set of 

large, blank disks. The bootable 
partition must have the Workbench 

files and programs from the other 
standard disks. This can be done 
from the HDInstall disk, or you 
could do it manually 

Your disk drive is now set 
up to your own specifications. 

...maintain, your drive 

ace a floppy clrive 

Once your drive is set up, you 
need several programs to 
keep everything working. The 
first one is DiskSatv, which is 
a must. This program can 
recover files that you delete 
by accident and repair a lot 
of errors that can appear on 
disks. A version of the 
program is available from PD 
libraries, although the new 
version is commercial. 

The second is Re Org, 
Whenever you use a disk, the 
data is fitted on to the drive 
any way it can, which means 
that it might be split into 
sections. This doesn't make 
much difference to you and 
you may never notice it, but 
with large hard drives, it will 
mean that opening a file 
might send the drive head all 
over the place, which will be 
slightly slower than if it could 
read the data in a continuous 
stream. This fragmentation 
becomes more frequent as 
you write and delete files 
from the drive. ReOrg will 
optimise your drive and fit 
these segmented files back 
together. Be aware that this 

Hard drives tend 
to get very 
fragmented 
because of writing 
and deleting so 
many files. ReOrg 
will rectify this. 

DF1;??? 
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operation carries a certain 
risk of loss of data, although 
I've never had a problem. 

Last, but most important, 
you need a backup program. 
This will help you back up 
partitions that store data you 
can't afford to lose. Normally, 
this will mean storing files on 
floppy disks, although other 
methods are available (see 
storage feature in AS55). 
These programs not only 
copy files, they also calculate 
the best fit and include 
options to archive the data 
so it takes up the least 
amount of space possible. 
There are plenty of backup 
utilities available, many of 
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Using file packers 
enables you to get 
more on to your 
hard disk. 

which are PD/Shareware; 
such as MRbackup; included 
on AS54's Coverdisks. 

There are programs that 
can expand the capacity of 
your drive. They invisibly 
pack and unpack data as it is 
read and written to the drive. 
One of the better programs 
of this type is Arctic, (on 
A555's disks). You can save 
space by keeping your 
programs stored on a 
partition in a packed format 
like Power Packer 
(StoneCracker is even 
better). These methods will 
mean that using your hard 
drive is a little slower. 

As for protecting your 
drive or partition for privacy, 
there are some password 
programs, but these are 
normally easily circumvented. 
The most secure is Enigma II, 
(on AS&Vs disks). It renders 
a partition non-DOS until a 
password is entered (never 
put it on to a boot partition). 
The program contains some 
risk, but is reliable. 

Unscrew me 
Amiga's casing, 
including the 
screws that hoid 
the drive in place. 
Open up the Amiga, 

Lift the drive up and 
out.lt should be 

easy, if not check 
you have removed 

the right screws. 

Remove the power lead; 
you wilt need to use 

something to flip the 
JL     little catch. Unplug 
A    the data ribbon. 

Bring in the 
new drive and 

reconnect the two 
leads. Place the 

drive in the bay and 
screw everything 

back in. 
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Connect to 

the WWW 

So you have decided to fork 

out for a modem, but how do 

you get to those fabulous- 

looking Web pages? 

This is one of the most 
frequently-asked questions 
at Amiga Shopper. The 
problems mainly arise 
from the fact that in 

order to get connected, you need 
to install three packages correctly. 
In fact, getting up and running is 
easier than it sounds. 

First, you need to get a suitable Internet 
account (we're going to assume Demon, 

because it s the most common). Before starting 
to install the software, you need three bits of 
information about your account. You need to 
know your account name, its password and your 
IP address. You should obviously know the first 
two already, but the third can be obtained by 
Jogging on using a normal Comms package, Jike 
NComm; or it is available from Demon, who 
should notify you of re. 

The first program that you need to install is 
Magic User Interface (MUD, without which the 
other programs won't run. The installation for 
this is all done automatically through the 
Commodore installer. 

The next program needed is the heart of the 
World Wide Web (WWW) browsing, AmiTCP. 
This package takes a little time to install, 
although it's not actually difficult as long as 
you follow the on-screen instructions. For a 
step-by-step guide through the installation see 
the box below. 

When AmiTCP is installed, you need to 
install the actual browser, which is called 

AMosaic. Again, this is simple to install 
using the Commodore Installer. 

Before using the browser, 
you should also check that your 

Amiga has several other things 
set correctly, You will definitely need 
a J PEG datatype (and possibly 
some others), because a lot of 

pictures that appear on WWW pages 
are JPEGs and so the datatype is 

used to view them. The datatype can be 
obtained from PD Houses or Ami net (it may be 

IH: g§jj future 

bnruerdl Eelo^ But.., 

MM 

Starting the 
script opens the 
dialler window. 
Now you can 
link up to 
FutureNet. 

labelled as JFIF). You should also make sure 
that your Workbench is displaying as many 
colours as possible so that you can see the 
pictures properly. This is done through the 
screen mode preferences. 

With ail the software installed, it1s best to 
reboot. Then turn on your modem and double 
click on the AMosaic program- A window will 
opent but will have nothing in it. Open a Shell 
and type ''Link up". The Amiga will jump into 
action and send off all sorts of commands. 
When it has connected to the Web, which it will 
do automatically, you can enter your first 
destination by clicking on the Open button. 
Obviously, your first stop wiif be the Amiga 
Shopper Home page at: www.futurenet.co.uk/ 
com p u ti n g/am igasho pper. html! 
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rft/s is a standard Commodore 
Installer script. Start by choosing 
a destination. 

Enter your proper name. This 
does not have to he anything to 
do with your E-mail address. 

Your user will be added to your 
actual E-mail address, e.g. Dave 
at amigashopper@demon.co.uk. 

The node name is the name of the 
E-mail account. It is the "real" 
part of your E-mail address. 

tntfr TOUT organ1±&13 on 3 e.s; FViuiU Nod* or Denoi A fcwirv jm orsaniutim nv vish to b# atmeii with a- (Jitty eumtfitS an bat disorganised you 4 <WK Fnvnwc dHH td inn- Uwir 'HO nMf', fc***Hr rHin#ifhiT Sof tlttr*J., or thf iw OT E 
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J_ 

Another additional bit of 
information for your "signature", 
You can add anything you want 

You are given the opportunity to 
check ait the details and go back 
if you've made a mistake. 

You should already know your 
password! It is the one you use to 
log on for normal E-mail. 

The IP address should have been 
given to you. Alt you need to do is 
enter the last two digits. 
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J 

tf your local number isn't shown, 
pick one and then manually edit 
the dialler script after installation. 

Again you are given the chance to 
review your entries and correct 
any errors that you've made. 

There are then questions about 
your actual modem. You should 
be able to just "OK" aft of them. 

The software is then installed and 
the option to add the necessary 
commands to Startup is offered. 
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Choose a 

programming 

language 

Paul Overaa guides you 

through the computer 

programming languages 

available for the Amiga. 

All languages have good and 
bad points, but in practice you 
need only ask three questions: 
can you learn it? Does it suit 
your purpose? Will it still be 

around when you've finished learning about it? 
It's also important to choose a language that 
you will be 'technically comfortable' with. If, for 
example, you are new to programming and want 
to find some way of making a start, then BASIC 
is a very good choice, Assembly language is 
not, On the other hand, if you are a competent 
coder who has moved to the Amiga from 

Language contacts 

mil mm 

mfiim urn 
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TfKT Af /te current price, 
Blitz BASIC is good 
value for money. 

"""IIS..IH5E! 

Devpac 3 is the undisputed champion 
with the majority of $$0x0 coders, 

another machine then you might well be 
interested in trying some of the other 
programming languages listed here. 

BASIC 
BASIC was originally designed 
specifically for teaching programming, 
but over the years the language has 
become much more powerful, yet it has 
remained easy to learn. A few years ago 
a powerful games-oriented BASIC-style 
language marketed by Euro press Software and 
called AMOS became very popular, but support 
for the language stopped when Europress 
moved into the PC software arena. These days, 
you can't buy AMOS, although versions of the 
language have been released on magazine 
Coverdisks from time to time and an AMOS 
compiler add-on is still available f rom F1 

AMOS Compiler 
Price: £14.95 (plus 50p P&P) 
Supplier: F1 Licenceware 
Blitz BASIC 2.1 
Price; £34.99 
Supplier: Guildhall Leisure 
HiSoft BASIC 2 
Price: £99.95 
Supplier: HiSoft 
Devpac 3 
Price: £99.95 
Supplier: HiSoft 
Dice C 
Price: £98.95 {plus 6.50 P&P) 

Supplier: Fourth Level 
Developments 
HeliQS Forth 
Price: £65 
Supplier: Helios Software 
GT Prolog 
Price: £69.95 
Supplier Grange Technology 
Macro 68 
Price: £130 
Supplier: Helios Software 
Highspeed Pascal 
Price: £99.95 
Supplier: HiSoft 

Contact numbers 
F1 Licenceware 
Contact: « 01392 493560 
Fourth Level Developments 
Contact: ^ 0117 995 4455. 
Grange Technology 
Contact ^01235 851&1S 
Guildhall Leisure 
Contact: * 01302 S90000 
HiSoft 
Contact:« 01525 716161 
Helios Software 
Contact:^ 01623 554828 
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HiSoft BASIC 2 is a 
solid, well supported 
Microsoft-style BASIC. 

Licenceware. (AS reviewed AMOS Pro 
Compiler £ last month.) 

Another BASIC, which has an enthusiastic 
band of followers is Blitz BASIC, and a now 

version has only just been released, Blitz is 
unusual in that it provides a number of 

language extensions including 
Q        NewTypes (C-style structures) and 

list handling. It's powerful, now 
good value for money, and a fair 

choice if you are into games coding. 
The third choice for potential BASIC 

coders, HiSoft BASIC 2r has not been 
specifically aimed at games programmers. It is 
simply a good, well supported, compiled BASIC 
whose core facilities are broadly compatible 
with Microsoft-style BASICs found on many 
other computers, Ideal if portability 
considerations are important! 

C language 
C is the most important of all Amiga languages, 
but learning to use a C compiler for the Amiga 
is quite a big commitment. The main problem is 
not understanding the C language but learning 
about the way you interface with and use the 
Amiga's library routines. At one time the C 
package that all others were judged by came 
from the SAS Institute. Development of SAS C, 
however, has stopped and the C package now 
getting some well deserved attention is Dice C 
by the Obvious Implementations Corp. G-H- 
(C plus plus) is a more powerful, object-oriented 
version of C. The SAS C package included a 
C++ translator, Dice C does not. 

32 May 1996 

The Dice C compiler is very powerful and going 
from strength to strength. 
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Assembly language 
Assembly language is popular amongst the more 
dedicated Amiga programmers but it is difficult 
to learn. Without a shadow of a doubt the most 
popular Assembly language environment 
amongst Amiga owners in the UK is HiSoft's 
Devpac 3. It's a goodp well supported product 
which has stood the test of time. Another 
commercial offering, Macro 68, though providing 
many facilities which advanced coders would 
find useful, has never been able to mount any 
real challenge to topple Devpac from its throne. 

The others 
Although BASIC, C and Assembler are the main 
languages used for Amiga programming there 
are many others available. Hi Soft offer a Pascal 
compiler called Highspeed Pascal that could 
prove useful ifr for example, you are studying 
programming at college and Pascal is being 
used as the main language. A good 
implementation of Forth, called HeliOS1 is 
available from Helios Software; and for those of 
you interested in artificial intelligence 
applications, there is a version of Prolog 
available from Grange Technology, 

There are also quite a lot of PD and 
Shareware offerings around, including the PD C 
and North C compiler packages. There's even a 
Gnu C++ available for the more ambitious 
among you, Charlie Gibbs deserves a mention 
here because he produced what is now a firmly 
established, and respected, freely distributable 

Amiga Assembler package, called A68k. A68k 
forms the basis of a lot of PD Assembler 

packages. On top of this there are 
4fl some new languages, including 

one called E which is gaining 
ground, plus a variety of 

w fringe languages 
such as SecaL 

Jargon ST 

Core facilities: 
The main parts of the language without the 
Amiga-specific extensions. 
Portable program: 
A program Is portable if its source code can 
be transferred from one type of computer to 
another and made to run with little or no 
change. The more work needed to get the 
program running on a new machine, the less 
portable the code is considered to be. 

Write an 

AmigaGuide 

You want documents that 

enable the user to work their 

way through levels? 

AmigaGuide is the answer. 

This is another area that we get 
frequent requests for help with. 
The beauty of these documents is 
that while they offer some neat 
tricks for experienced users, they 

are still easy to get started with for 
the beginner. Let's go through 
the basics behind writing an 
AmigaGuide document. 

These documents are nothing 
more than normal ASCII files; the 
normal output standard to word 
processors across platforms. These 
files don't contain any of the flash text 
effects that are signalled in specialised file 
formats like a Word worth document. 
However, they do store different styles by 
means of a set of codes denoted by letters. This 
means that if you load an AmigaGuide into a 
normal text editor, you will see not only the text, 
but also a set of additional characters 
surrounding certain parts. 

What happens is that a special program, 
either Multiview on earlier machines or 
AmigaGuide In more recent ones, will be used 
to view the document Making use of the 
AmigaGuideJibrary (in Libs:), this interprets the 
codes and instead of showing the codes it 
shows the text in the specified format 

All that you need to do is create a 
document in an editor and save it, then add an 

icon and ensure that its default tool is either 
AmigaGuide or Multiview. (To change the default 
tool, click once on the icon on Workbench and 
then select Information from the Icon menu,) The 
following is a guide to some of the codes; 

Guide to guides 
This is a short listing for an AmigaGuide, 
followed by explanations of the codes. For your 
reference, fine numbers have been placed next 
to the lines, but when typing a guide you do not 
include line numbers. 

1) ©database My Guide 
2) ©wordwrap 
3) @node Main "The Main Page11 

4) @{fg shineJThe first line of the text as a 
title@ffg text} 
5) Some normal text 
6) @{b}Text in bold@(ub} 
7) @{f}Text in italics@{ui} 
8) @{u}Text underlined@{uu) 
9) @(uMy first link1' link finkl} This is a button 
linked to another node 
10) @{"My picture" link Mydisk;picture/main} 
This is a button linked to a picture 

11} @{"My sound" link Mydisk:sound/main} 
This is a button linked to a sample 

12)@endnode 
13) 
14) @node linkl The new link" 

5) Whatever you want to say 
12J@endnode 

1) The first line of the document needs to 
inform the computer what type of 
document it is. "©database" informs it 
that it is an AmigaGuide. "My Guide" is 
simply the title of the document; you can 
call it whatever you want. 
1) <l@wordwrap" turns the automatic 
sizing on. This means that lines can be 
written as one long string without any 
returns and the guide will fit the words 

on to the line and adjust the lines if the 
window is resized, so that you don't have to 
scroll across to read the full line. 
3) The first page of the guide has to be flagged. 
Each page is cafled a node, so the first page is 
flagged by "@node Main". The text in quotation 
marks is what will appear in the titlebar of the 
document for that page. 
4) You might want the first line of your document 
to stand out as a title. JL@{fg shine}1' makes the 

AmigaGuides 
can link to 
pictures and 
use datatypes 
to show any 
supported fife 
format 

(Image by 
Alex 
ThomhilL) 

Workbench Screen 
□ sound 

% Help 
Retrace liffiOTM I 

til 
A 

_J<|>| 
V 

Above: AmtgaGutdes can atso tink to 
sound fifeSr if you have the right datatypes. 
Right: Using the wordwrap option means 
that guides will reformat the text as the 
window is re-sized. 

Sane nornal text 
Text in bold 
Text in iiaiics 
Text under1fned 
HY first lir*l Ihis 
is a button 1 inked 
to another node 
My picture This is a 
button )inked to a 
picture 
HY sound This is a 
button linked to a 

pie 
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WHILE-U-WAIT!! 

COMPUTERS AND MONITORS 

NEW LOW FIXED PR I Attention Dealers 
Ring/Fax Now for best trade prices 

and terms on Repairs, Spares, Floppy 
Drives, Hard Drives, CD Rom Drives 

and Memory Upgrades. 

FAST TURNAROUND 
«* 90 DAYS WARRANTY ON ALL REPAIRS!! 
■* £10 EXTRA CHARGE FOR WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICE 

COURIER CHARGES £6 00 + VAT EACH WAY 
<*+ A1500/A2000/A3000/A4000 .^QUOTATION 

A500, A500+ & A600 

£39.95 £49.95 

A1300 

2-5" HARD DRIVES 
For A600 & A1200 

80Mb £69-95 170Mb  £99-95 340Mb £169-95 
120Mb  £79-95 250Mb £129-95 510Mb £249-95 

All hard drives are pre-formatted, partitioned with Workbench 
loaded and include 2-5" IDE cable and software 

2-5" IDE Cable and Software (if bought separately) £9-95 

ACCELERATORS 

Apollo 1220 . £99.95 

Apollo 1232. £199*95 

SIMMS £P0A 

MODEMS 

X-Link 
14.4k . 

X-Link 
28.8k . 

£129*95 

£219*95 

FOR  BEST AFTER-SALES SERVICE 

MEMORY UPGRADES I § 

INTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES 
A500/A500+ .'. £29-95  A600/A1200 ...£34-95 

A500' 11,1 
f^Py^PI Upgrade to a Mc5 

A600 1 f1*' ' 
UNBEATABLE 

PRICES 
I              4Mb 3Mb 

A1200 E49M   tmn   «i4f<ts imn 
llMHil i Crystal £3*-« OS 

w\m fien|ock$ 

Including 
Hama 292 ., £280.00 

, QUAD SPEED »*« 
Squirrel —^ m A  A—  ^ mx 

SCSI 

Interface £249.95 

L1500..... £169.95 

L2000S ... £349.95 

CHIPS * SPARES * ACCESSORIES 

1 Meg Fatter Agnus   
2 Meg Fotter Agnus 
8362 Denise  
8373 Super Denise  
5719 Gary  
8520 CIA A500/A5OO+  
6364 Paulo A500/A500+ ..... 
Kitkstart ROM 1-3   
Kickstort ROM 2 04   
Kickstart ROM 2-05  
A500/A500+ Keyboard  
6570 Keyboard Chip  
68000 Processor   
Power Supply A500/A600/A12G0.. 
Exdionge A.2000/A1500 Power Supply .. 

* All chips are a voile 
* Please call for any 

£19 
£24 
.,£9 
£18 
..£7 
£15 
£12 
£15 
£22 
£29 
£50 
£20 
..£8 

-00 
^00 
■00 
-00 
■50 
■00 
-00 
^00 
►00 
^00 
■00 
-00 
-00 

£35-00 
£7000 
ble mi 
chip ! 

8520 CIA A600/A1 200   £14-50 
8374 Alice A1200   ... £30-00 
8364 Paula A600/A1200  £16 50 
Video DAC A1200  £19-00 
A600/A1 200 Keyboard £60-00 
Lisa A1 200  ,...£35-00 
Gayle A600/A1 200 £25-00 
Budgie A1 200 .....£30 00 
Mouse (290dpi) £15-00 
SCART lead  £15-00 
Mouse Mat ..£4 00 
10 Boxed Branded Disks  £6-00 
Printer Cable £6-00 
100 Disk Box £7 00 
Squirrel SCSI Interface £59 00 

[-stock 
r spare not listed here 

A1200 without hard drive  £299-95 

A1200 with 170Mb hard drive .. .£379-95 

A1200 with 340Mb £449-95 

A1200 with 510Mb   £549-95 

* Call for more good deals 

ANALOGIC Analogic computers timj wo ## NIW OPIHIHG TIMES ## HEW OPENING TIMES *# 
ANALOGIC unit 6, Ashway Centre, Elm Crescent, fWl A^Qli E il_ OCTC 
AINIMJOGIC Kingston-upon Thames, Surrey KM 6HH     ICR U IO I   91v«9   Wm& M 

* Ail prices include VAT ★ All prices subject to change without notice * Fixed charge for repair does not include disk drive/keyboard 
★ We reserve the right to refuse any repair * P&P charts £3 50 by Royal Mail or £6 00 + VAT for courier * Please allow 5 working days for cheque clearance fj 

★ All sales are only as per our terms and conditions of sale, copy available on request. j- 



David Taylor How to... pcrFeature 

TO; 
HyGuide.guide (Project) 

1 
496 

t3-Har-96 13:28:88 

lanigaguide 

Save I 

"You can link to 

any datatype 

supported, so not 

just pictures." 

IMS is j button linked to noUW ll IS 1 button Jinked to > ptckur* Thii is 9 button 1 (titled la * smvlw 

And here is the guide file when viewed with 
either Multiview or AmigaGuide. 

.replace a keyboard 

Cancel 

Selecting the icon 
from Workbench 
enables you to enter 
the toot that will 
read your guides. 

LdUord Pro VS.fl - Work!PaveyHyEuIflg" 
■dit abase Hv guide •wordwrap 'node (tain "The Main Page* !<f9 shinejThe first line of the text as a titlePifg text> ^one narnal text JtbHext in bold9<ub> KlJText in italtcslMui) ?{u>Text under UnedGdru* jCMy first link"; link link1> This (My picture   I ink Nydlskipictur i My sound' link Mydisk: sound/Via endnade 
■node Hnk1 "The new link' lhatever »ou uant to sau ■endno-dp 

his is a button linked to another ure/nainj TQIS is a button linked nam) This is a button linked to a 
nodi to a picture sari pie 

The guides are simply 
ASCtt text files written 

in an editor with the 
codes included in the 

text itself. 

text a different colour - white by default. Any 
text after this will appear shine, so the text 
needs turning back by using the "@{fg text}". 
5} Just typing in text will appear as normal text 
as in any document. This is just how the majority 
of the document needs to be entered. 
6) Text can be made into a bold typeface 
using the "@{b}n command, and as in (4) 
needs turning off again, which is done with the 
il@{ub}" command. 
7) The same as (6) except that text is italicized, 
8) The same as (7) except that text is 
underlined. Combinations of the commands can 
be used. You could have "@(b}@{i)@{fg 
shineJFIash Text!@{ub}@{ui}@{fg text}" which 
would put the words "Flash Text!" into bold, 
italic, shine and then reset the font, 
9) This is where AmigaGuide comes into its 
own- This is how to include a button that you 
can click on to move to a different part of the 
document. The text in quotation marks Es what 
will appear within the button- The word "fink" 
tells the guide what the button will be linked to; 
i.e. where to go in the document if the button is 
pressed. The word "linkl" is the name I have 
given to the node (page) that it should go to; 
you can call them anything, e.g. "GhapteM" 
After the button and commands, signalled by the 
closing T you can put some text that will 
explain to your readers what the button links to, 
This way you can also simply incorporate 
buttons into text. You could type "Amiga 
Shopper is the only choice for serious 

@{"Amiga" Jink amiga) owners" and have the Jink 
to the node "Amiga" where there would be more 
information about the computer. 
10) AmigaGuides can deaf with more than just 
text This type of link displays a picture called 
"picture" from a disk called "Mydisk" The Vmain" 
is needed for it to open up what is essentially a 
separate document to display the picture, 
11) You can link to any datatype supported, so 
not just pictures, which you could have in IFF, 
JPEG, TIFF, etc formal as long as you have the 
datatypes. You can also link to sounds, such as 
this 8SVX sample. When the node is selected, 
the sound will be played, 
1 2) In order for nodes, or pages, to make sense, 
the program needs to know where anode ends. 
So, every single node must be finished with 
"@endnode" 
13) A spare line between nodes will help you to 
lock through the guide later. 
14) Any new nodes have to be noted. This is the 
node referred to in (9), As with the main node 
(3), the text in quotations appears in the titlebar. 

Extra help 
There are several utilities available in the PD that 
will help to make sure that nodes link up - such 
as Badlinks, You can also convert guides into 
normal documents, using utilities like Heddley 
(on AS55's Coverdisks), so that you can strip 
away codes and having written a guide, also 
have a normal ASCII document ■ 

Open up the casing and lift 
back the keyboard. You may 
need to remove the power 
lead to the power light. 

All you need to remove is the plastic-coated 
ribbon. This is also the procedure for 

repairing the ribbonf as 
described last month. 

The ribbon 
should just 

come free. Hold 
down the white 
plastic casing 

when freeing it. 
Reverse this 

process for the 
new keyboard. 
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Shop per Review Word processing Graeme Sandiford 

Wordworth 

Two powerful word processing programs are fighting for supremacy. Can Wordworth 5 finally triumph 

over Final Writer? Graeme Sandiford is the adjudicator,,. 

As far as Amiga word 
processors go there are 
only two main camps; the 
one with users who relish 
the power of Final Writer, 

and those who appreciate the interface 
and niceties of Wordworth. These two 
mighty applications have battled for word 
processor market-supremacy over the last 
few years, Up until now the struggle has 
been pretty even, but Digita are making a 
decisive move towards Final Writer's end 
of the market by substantially beefing up 
version 5 of Wordworth, 

Despite the new, powerful features, one 
feature remains unchanged in Wordworth 5 - its 
interface. Wordworthrs HIP (Human Interface 
Protocol) interface and its unique Digisense 
system are two of the biggest reasons for the 
program's popularity. In recent years, Digita 
have been working with Swansea University to 
develop and refine the interfaces of their 
programs to ensure that they are intuitive to use 
and provide a productive environment This 
continued hard work has paid off in a big way. 

A pleasant surprise in the package is three 
extra disks containing 50 CompuGraphic fonts. 

Digita Wordworth 

Digita Wordwort 

w1- 

Wordworthfs Text Effects are a match for Final 
Writer macros like Final Wrapper, 

"Digita are making 

a decisive move 

towards Final 

Writer's end of 

the market." 

These are supplied free with Wordworth 5 and 
are welcome because choosing the right 
typeface can influence how readable or 
attention-grabbing your text is when printed out. 
If you are confused by the term CompuGraphic, 
the best way to relate to these fonts is that they 
look the same no matter what size they are 
because they're not based on bitmap images. 
When they print out they are also printed at your 
printer's maximum resolution. Wordworth has 
support for Adobe Postscript, TrueType and 
Amiga fonts too. 

Installing the program and the fonts is 
painless because they both use Installer, so you 
can have as much or as little interaction as you 
want. A full installation including items such as 
clipart, takes up just over 3Mb of hard disk 
space. If you have a fetish for swapping disks 
you can still install Wordworth to floppies. 

You may be hard pushed to noticed any 
changes to Wordworth 5 immediately because 
the default screen is nearly identical to 
Wordworth 3. To save you hours trying to find all 
these new features there is a section under the 
help menu that details them. 

You will also find one of the new features 
under the help menu. Wizards are best 

Word processing in style 

Here's the Toolbar - it 
enables you to access 
commands with your 
mouse. You can 
customise it too. 

Pictures can be inserted 
in a variety of different 
fife formats. 

W DTOWQ rth & *=J iP a ft n i $ n i--. i r n& r null onaT 
111 

Drag-and-drop style 
sheets make tight 
work of formatting 
paragraphs. 

|c& 

The diilancw between the stars 
scattered (Kf ough-out sparer 
are enormous. 
Even in our solar 
system, which is 
the name given to 
the wn and the 
planets, distances are very large. If 
we represented 
the Earth by a m golf boll, She iun would be equivalent to a sphere A.b> metre* across and 

ift> away. In lad the distance between the 
he sun is flfacul 150,000,000 km This 
r is sometimes used » a unit of measurement 
the light-year, which is the distance travelled 

3out 9.5 million million km. 
* belongs is called the Milky Way. lies 
30 light years ACt«s and 10,000 lio>l years 
ixy. Afcha-Centauri, is 40 million million km 

The Ribbon bar provides 
you with access to text 
formatting features, 
including the Bullet 
point command 

This garish headline 
was created surprisingly 
quickly with the new 
Text Effects tool. 

Using this window 
you can add a variety 
of objects including 
text boxes, images 
and tables. 
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ShopperReview Graeme Sandiford Word processing I 

described as interactive tutorials and are great 
for getting inexperienced users to use the 
program effectively and quickly. On running a 
Wizard (such as the invoice Wizard), you are 
taken step-by-step through the process you 
have chosen to be demonstrated. The Wizard 
asks you to make entries when needed and at 
the end you wiIf have learnt a new aspect of the 
program and have something to show for it. 
Unfortunately, there are only four Wizards 
included at the moment; however, you should 
expect to see more appear in the Public Domain 
because they are basically ARexx scripts and 
therefore quite easy to make, 

ARexx support 
Yep, that's right, Word worth now has support 
for ARexx. Hurrah! Excuse me for that outburst 
but this is a major addition and it could lead to 
the development of even more new tools, 
Despite being overlooked by a surprising 
number of software developers, an ARexx port is 
a big asset to pretty much any type of program, 
because it enables it to be controlled externally 
and it can also control external programs. 

However, as demonstrated by several keen 
Final Writer users, ARexx can be used within a 
program to create new features, These tools 
take the form of macros; all you need to make 
your own is a good understanding of the Amiga, 
Word worth and the ARexx programming 
language. Although well-hidden, the Help Guide 
file contains most of the program's ARexx 
Command set and is still being worked on. 

It's a drag! 
Another welcome addition are the drag-and- 
drop style sheets which Final Writer doesn't 
have. Style sheets are extremely handy because 
they can change the format of text quickly and 
easily. A style sheet contains formatting or 
styling information such as text and background 
colours, kerning, tracking, underlining, the 
typeface and the size of text. In practice this 
means creating a style sheet that has the desired 
attributes in the style sheet editor, then applying 
it to the target paragraph by dragging and 
dropping it from the style sheet window. 

Word worth's implementation of this feature 
is impressive and is comparable to the system 
found in QuarkXpress (used to lay out AS and 
many other magazines). When creating a new 
style sheet you can base it upon an existing one 
and even determine which style is applied to a 
new paragraph (each time you press <return>). 
As with Xpress you can import style sheets from 
other documents, but you can also apply them 
to selected areas of a paragraph and enjoy the 
benefits of a preview of your style sheet as you 
create it, which you can't do in Xpress. 

There are several other formatting tools in 
Word worth 5, including a Fast Format option. 
This enables you to copy a paragraph format 
and then paste it over and over on to other 
paragraphs. This is useful because you can 
simply select a paragraph that is formatted the 
way you want and then make any other 
paragraph share that formatting without having 
to create a style sheet, or find out exactly how 
it is formatted. 
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Right: This is a 256- 
colour preview of a 
document containing 
a 24-bit image. 

Below: It is easy to 
create your own 
custom toolbars with 
this editor. 
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It is also possible to create paragraphs with 
hanging indents by simply clicking on a button. 
Similarlyr you can add bullet points to a 
paragraph by clicking on the Bullet Point button, 
Doing so brings up a requester that enables you 
to specify the font and character of your choice. 
Your paragraph is then indented to the first Tab 
stop and your chosen character is inserted. 

Font Effects have been added which can be 
used to modify fonts. The available functions 
include stretch, oblique, small caps, strike- 
through, double-underline and superscript. The 
program's tabling features have been improved 
as well and ft is now possible to load TurboCalc 
spreadsheets as a table within your documents. 

If you have a high-quality printer then you 
will appreciate the enhancements that have 
been made in Word worth's image handling and 
printing capabilities. It is now possible to import 

Auto Correct 
is not a spelt 
checker; it 
expand 
abbreviations 
for you. 

j f.uin ■ twrtct 

"Wordworth 5 is 

the ideal choice 

for the beginner." 

Here's the new 
and improved 
Find and 
Replace tool 
in action. 

■ aviii11CM"I-oI pull he t.di-u Wi** ll rrt'Dn.. tht high i 
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24-bit images and have them displayed at the 
best quality of your display, It also improves the 
quality of the images that are printed out. 

There is also intelligent printer font support 
for laserjet printers, so that the program 
automatically use the available fonts without 
having to switch to a separate mode. 
Background printing is possible too, so you can 
continue working on a document as it is being 
printed out As with previous versions. 
Wordworth's printer support is excellent and the 
installation script has an enormous list of 
available printer drivers that can be installed 
with pretty much every printer I've heard of. 

One of the features of Word worth that has 
always drawn me to it is its exceNent support for 
different file formats. It can now open text in the 
following formats; Final Copy II, Final Writer, 
ASCII, RTF (particularly useful), Word Perfect 
5.1 for DOS, MS Word for DOS, MS Works 
(text files only), Wordstar and MS Write for 
Windows. It can also save files as ASCII, RTF 
and Word Perfect 5.1 for DOS. Several 
graphics formats are also supported and you 
can load pictures saved in EPS, IFF, TfFF, GIFf 
PCX, BMP and IMG formats. 

Feature perfect 
Wordworth 5 is quicker and smoother in 
operation than its predecessors, most notably 
when saving and loading files. All of the great 
features of previous versions are still there too. 

While Wordworth doesn't have the extensive 
DTP features of Final Writer, it can be used to 
create attractive documents relatively easily with 
its own collection of tools. With the addition of 
an ARexx port the program has every chance of 
gaining as many power features as FW4, 

Thanks to its excellent interface and helpful 
on-line and printed manuals, Wordworth 5 is the 
ideal choice for the beginner who is looking for 
a good balance of power and ease-of-use; it is 
definitely worth upgrading to for experienced 
users of earlier versions too. ■ 

Wordworth 5 
£69,99 

(upgrade Wordworth 3,1 £29,99) 
(upgrade any other program £39.99) 

Supplier: Digita International 
Contact: 01395 270273 

Verdict: 94% Sto-buy 
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Serving the Amiga User since 1988 

Why not try our Internet site at www.hiq.co.uk 

Multimedia PowerStation options for ail Amigas 

Speakers not included 

PowerStation Specifications 
1. 200 watt power supply for complete systems including 

monitor on one power switch, (your Amiga power lead needed). 
2. Good looking high quality steel construction. 
3. Five drive hays, various mounting configurations. 
4. Ideal monitor stand and cables slide underneath. 
5. SONY 2.4 speed CD Rom drive. 
6. Siamese PC upgrade compatible. 
7. Low cost when compared to single drive cases. 
8. DOES NOT VOID WARRANTY. 

Desktop PowerStation Pack Price 
Includes Sony 2.4 speed SCSI CD Rom + Squirrel 

NEW PRICE £279,95 Call for other options, 

Siamese Tower Version 

The Greatest Drive since the 

Model T Ford 

Panasonic PD DRIVE 
Internal Drive Unit 
NEW PRICE 

£429.95 inc VAT 
We use them, we know them! Panasonic 

Optical Storage 

Speakers not included 

!!A1200 3.5" STAR DRIVE BUYS!! 
JTS 540MB Onfy £159,95 ULTRA SLIM 
JTS 840MB Only £199,95 
JTS drives formatted, and Magic Workbench 
plus PD Software installed. Includes cable pack. 
Fits as easy as a 2.5" drive, call for details. 
Free fitting for personal callers. 
UK Post & Packing £7 (CityLink) 
SCSI Drive 
Quantum 840MB Lightning £199.95 

HiQ Ltd, Gable End, 2 The Square, Hockliffe, Bedfordshire LU7 9NB 

EMail address: steve@hiqltd,demon.co.uk 
All prices include VAT. Please Add 2,5 % for Credit Cards 

unless Connect and Delta versions. 

TEL 01525 211327 Call for brochure FAX 01525 211328 

frihrw, 5V, 5Jct</b, Gcunici, Video-, Modds> and mens,... 

IT'S THE SFX READER! 

AWARDS 1995 
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AVAILABLE FROM YOUR 

NEWSAGENT NOW! 

the roieplaying magazine 

War baby * - 2 
Introduce the ultimate j& 
conflict to your campaign ^^fc 

y *■ Roru Prayingu ^ 
What the hell is going on * 
with Japanese roieplaying? 

Woo - Woo 
The golden age of steam 
explored in our mysterious 
12 page encounter 

. .T* ...... ^B^. 
> ^ ... ?r. 

This year's most gorgeous 
card game gets the full 
arcane treatment 

II and frank review of White Wolfs 
antastic roieplaying game yet http://www.futurenet.co.uk/ 



Larry niCKmoit Printer ShopperReview 

Epson 

Now you can buy a laser 

printer for the price of an inkjet 

Larry Hickmott tests the new 

EPL-5500 from Epson. 

Peripherals like the Epson 
EPL-5500 make me feel old. 
That's because I can 
remember the days when 
you needed a warehouse to 

store your computer and a huge desk the 
size of an office door for anything that 
resembled a printer. The story is so 
different nowadays and you have to look 
no further than the EPL-5500 for proof. 

Here is a 600dpi printer that costs just over 
£420 in the High Street. It s not that long ago 
that a 300dpi mode! would have cost a lot more 
than that, so the EPL-5500 is a bargain. It's also 
very small. Most of my printers tend to absorb all 
the desk space given to them, but the Epson 
has plenty of desk visible around it. 

When in use, the desk space required for 
the EPL-5500 increases because the in-tray for 
the paper folds out in front of the printer to take 
up to 150 sheets of paper. Out-going paper 
spits out of the top and on to an angular tray 
that doesn't appear to be very strong. 

Getting the EPL-5500 up and running with 
the Amiga was simple. Making such a statement 
after having used so many printers may appear 
to be assuming too much but with Turbo Print 4,1 
and Studio 2 already installed on my Amiga, it 
was plug and play using the printer. Using 
TurboPrint 4.1 and Studio 2 also introduced me 
to some differences between the two programs. 

EPL-55 

Weighing in at 5kg 
is the lightweight champion of 

the laser market At just over £400 and 
capable of 600dpi, the EPL-5500 is a little beauty. 

First, they are two packages you will need 
to consider if you intend using this printer with 
your Amiga. This is because the printer has no 
control panel and all its internal functions like 
the number of copies and so on are controlled 
from Workbench. Both Studio 2 and TurboPrint 
do it differently though. 

Whereas Studio 2 comes with a separate 
desktop control panel called SetupPJL to set 
the various functions in the printer, these same 
controls in TurboPrint are controlled from various 
panels and some controls do not exist at all. Of 
the two, I prefer Studio 25s approach which has 
them all in the one place* 

Quality toner 
One item that caught my eye was the separate 
toner cartridge and drum assembly. In this day 
and age of all-in-one toner cartridge assemblies, 
this two-piece job is refreshing because, while 
the printer is producing good quality output, you 
don't need to replace the drum. It has a life 
expectancy of 20,000 sheets, while the toner 
cartridge is supposedly good for 3,000 sheets. 
Expect around 20 per cent less for real use. 
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Above: Controlling the functions 
of the printer has to be done 
through software like Studio's 
"Setup PJL" utility. 
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Above: With a suitable DTP program and the Epson EPL-5500, 
you have the beginnings of your very own DTP business. 

Left: The latest printing enhancement package in the UK, 
TurboPrint 4.1 has support for lasers that emulate the 
MP LaserJet 4; the Epson is one such printer. 

Bear in mind that the toner cartridge is likely 
to cost upwards of £50. When you consider 
that a toner cartridge for my LaserJet 4MP costs 
the same but also has an imaging drum in it, you 
have to wonder why the Epson toner cartridge 
costs so much without the drum. It is after all 
the drum which contains all the valuable metals 
and that's now separate from the toner in the 
Epson model. 

To be fair to Epson, if you compare the 
costs of the Epson in a run of 20,000 copies, 
to the HP LaserJet 5L (the EPL-5500's closest 
competitor), the EPL-5500 comes out ahead of 
the 5L by around £90. 

The EPL-5500 is also ahead of the 5L 
when it comes to expansion because it will take 
an Epson Script module so you can print 
PostScript. Consider that my first print test with 
this printer, a landscape A4 page, took well over 
an hour to print, but when printed using 
PostScript (on a different printer), it took only 
two and half minutes, it's not hard to see why 
PostScript is so valuable for the Amiga owner. 

The printer comes with 1Mb of memory as 
standard, although other memory versions are 
available and the PostScript model requires 
5Mb of memory. Going back to the EPL-55001s 
paper handling, as well as the 1 50-sheet paper 
feed already mentioned, you will also find a slot 
for the manual feed above the in-tray, where 
card of up to 1 57gsm can be fed. 

Overall, the EPL-5500 is cracking printer I 
had it running until I had drained it of all its toner 
and at no time did I have any problems like a 
loss in quality, overheating or paper jamming. At 
the price and with its PostScript optionr I would 
look at it more closely than the Hewlett-Packard 
5L which is a great printer but doesn't take 
PostScript, Don't forget that you will also need 
to spend £49.g5 on either TurboPrint 4.1 or 
Studio 2 to get the most from the EPL-5500, ■ 

Epson EPL-5500 
Price: RRP£399  

Epson UK 
Contact: 0800 220546 

Verdict: 91% Star buy 
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Shopper Review lusic Maff Evans 

version3 

As new forms of music appear and evolve, so too does music 

software. Maff Evans finds out whether it's all for the better. 

Objects are controlled by variables, which can be 
global or local. Here we see a window containing 
the current local variables available, 

"Problems that 

hound Loom to 

embarrassing 

levels. 
91 
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Restrict tins ■ 

/n rfle instruments window, you can load IFF 
samples, tune them and map them to a particular 
scale. There's no support for MIDI instruments. 

40 

Algorithmic com position i s 
by no means a new 
phenomenon. Classical 
composers such as Bach 
dabbled in translating 

mathematical formulae to acceptable 
musical forms and many electronic artists 
have come up with similar 
ideas. This is no surprise, since 
computers can both carry out 
complex mathematical 
functions AND Link to music 
equipment. Loom attempts to 
bring the two worlds together, 
by presenting you with a series 
of maths-based functions 
which can create random or 
ordered pieces of music 
This Is done by stringing 
together 'Objects' in a tree-like 
arrangement, each of which has 
its own function and attributes. 

At its simplest level, an Object 
can consist of a string of notes to be played as 
a pattern until the next Object is triggered, but 
all manner of colossally complex manipulators 
can also be created as Objects, themselves 
transforming other parts of a tree to create 
transpositions, arpeggiaiions, recursions and... 
well, almost anything, really, Sound 
complicated? Believe me, you have no idea. 

Window cleaning 
Loom is supplied on two disks - one with the 
main program and another with different types of 
Objects to be loaded in. When you get past the 
title screen and enter the program, you are just 
given a blank screen, a strip of icons and a few 
windows with which to begin editing. That's 
about it really. From here the mind-boggling 
complexity starts to show. 

The actual parts (the Objects mentioned 
earlier) of a composition are arranged in the 
Object window, with different shaped boxes 
depicting the Object types. Other windows are 
used to navigate your way through the 'tree1, 
including a visualiser window to show data 
within an Object, an instruments window 
displaying sounds and another window for 
playing and looking at Objects. 

Rather than having a menu strip at the top 
of the screen, each window has its own set of 
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pop-up menus, all pertaining to the functions of 
the active window. 

The most simple composition you could 
create would just be a string of mono phrases 
or chord Objects strung together alongside a 
drum beat, but to use Loom as it was intended, 
you'll need to grasp the theory of algorithms in 

composition. Tlie best way to 
describe this is in terms of a 
series of events like a computer 
program. You set up Objects with 
parameters that can be triggered 
by variables (Loom can handle 
variables that are local to a 
particular process or global to an 
entire composition). You then set 
up a series of conditions that the 
Objects must adhere to and 
mathematical progressions that 
affect the conditions that the 
Objects detect. Lost you? Well, 
think of everything being a series 
of IE.,THEN and 

WHILE...WEND loops, with the progressions 
and Objects sitting inside, 

Chain reactions 
The next step up Is to use recursions. This 

enables Objects to use other Objects or even 
themselves to define how an Object will act, In 
basic terms this is either how a musical phrase 
will play or how another Object will be affected 
by a series of calculations, all in a nested series 
which can produce wild results. Getting things 
to produce listenable music takes a lot of time 
and effort, since everything can exist in a chain. 
Make one change and EVERYTHING can be 
thrown out of whack. 

Most of the work done in Loom will be with 
transformations, which involves placing special 
Objects alongside musical phrases to affect 
them in certain ways. The actual transformations 
used vary wildly, from simple transpositions of 
notes to maths functions and ran do misers. Even 
when you use the random Objects, there's a lot 
you can do with the functions on offer. For a 
start there are various types of distribution you 
can use (linear, exponential, bell curved and so 
on), which in turn can be controlled through the 
various effects - all of which can be tracked in 
the visualisation window (which gives a 
graphical representation of what you're doing. 
When you've got a handle on all this, things can 
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be linked up into huge networks, producing 
Jong, evolving pieces of what is often called 
process music. Well it is for the first few bashes 
you take. Later, you may create something which 
is more akin to the usual forms of music. All very 
complicated stuff, I trust you'll agree. In fact I 
had to refer to my Mathematics degree-holding 
girlfriend and her text books (which, incidentally, 
featured texts on the algorithmic compositions 
of Bach) to put some of the theories into 
practice. Some of those books only lust covered 
the maths involved, and the chaos theory 
sections of Loom I'm told are too complex for 
degree courses - it's a complex brand of 
mathematics in its own right 

When you consider the amount of 
processing that has had to go into Loom to 
create these processes, the programmer must 
be a maths wizard to have been able to translate 
these theories into musical tools. 

Yes... but 
Loom is a brave attempt at coming up with a 
new way to compose music. Unfortunately it 
fails on a whole slew of levels. The first is that 
the system is very unstable. Attempting to run in 
a number of ways (from floppy, from hard disk, 
with or without extra RAM, accelerated and non- 
accelerated and even on different Amigas) quite 
often presented glitches and complete lock-outs 
(either a freeze or just quitting the program). If 
you've spent time trying to manipulate Objects 
this is much more than frustrating. 

The second problem is in the operating 
system. File-location, moving Objects, operating 
windows and structuring the system is far from 
straightforward, Windows refuse to close, 
confusion between file types gets annoying and 
navigating even a simple algorithm is fraught 
with difficulty. Expecting any musician to cope 
with an unwieldy interface places a stumbling 
block in the creative process. Not good at all. 

The third, and probably most heinous, 
setback is the environment itself. Even basing 
music around algorithms, recursions, formulae, 
random distributions, transposition maps and 
patterns needs to build up from a basis. Simply 
placing controls on a blank canvas and 
expecting you to plough through the manuals 
and learn the maths is a bit much. If you're going 
to program music using such a system, you 

The processors 

Algorithmic: composition 
usually results in a very 
characteristic form of music, 
usually called 'process' 
music. Many composers have 
produced such pieces, the 
most famous of these being 
such artists as Michael 
Nyman (who has produced 
scores for Peter Greenaway's 
film work) and Steve Reich 
(who recently performed the 
acclaimed The Cages and *Slx 

Pianos1). A name which will 
probably trigger more 
peoples1 memories is Richard 
James, also known as Aptiex 
Twin. His 'Selected Ambient 
Works Volume Two' CD 
featured many process-type 
tunes, some of which are 
extremely challenging to 
usual music forms. Perhaps 
the most well-known artist En 
the field is the prolific Philip 
Glass, creator of Einstein on 

the Beach and Koyanisquatzi. 
His work has been very 
influential in the field, and he 
even worked with Richard 
James to produce a cross 
between the techno of Aphex 
Twin and classical recursive 
themes, Get hold of issue 36 
of Shopper's sister 
magazine, Future Music, and 
listen to the cover-mount CD 
to hear Icct Hedral - the 
results of their collaboration. 

Drum patterns are predefined 
and distinctly non-algorithmic. 
This page allows you to provide 
a set of samples of your 
choosing for the various 
percussion sounds. 

might as well do it rn C or something, 
There are a number of other problems, such 

as limiting the way you create instruments to a 
specific map with a certain type of sample, no 
support for MIDI (MAJOR mistake}, poor filing 
support, a ragged, undisciplined structure - not 
open, just ragged, and instructions which take 
impenetrability to new levels. 

This isn't just an argument against 
algorithmic composition or process music, since 
there are programs on other platforms that allow 
you to use formulae, arpeggiations, recursions 
and random distributions to create music 
algorithms - and they work properly. Admittedly 
they1 re more expensive, but you get a solid 
piece of code that won't fall over, a good user 
interface, sample and MIDI-based tools and the 
ability to create music that people will want to 
hear That's worth paying more for. Loom isn't 
worth buying at all. 

Glitchy software, a confusing environment, 

limited output possibilities and too many 
assumptions on the knowledge of musicians are 
all problems that hound Loom to embarrassing 
levels. Alt the good intentions, brave inclusions 
and complex tools in the world can't overcome 
all this, 

What could be a better alternative would be 
to contact Seasoft for a copy of the acclaimed 
(and rightly so) OctaMED Pro and spend some 
money on maths books and a reference guide to 
the work of modem East European composers. 
Other musicians have managed with this kind of 
material, so why shouldn't you? 

Loom version3 
~S31 (incP&P) 

Supplier: Seasoft Computing 
Contact: 01903 850378 

Verdict: 15% 

The family tree' type structure of a typical Object This one provides 
harmonies to input note structures - at! controlled by a string of variables. 

Loom's operating page consists of windows for controlling Objects, 
instruments and structures. A control strip on the left holds the edit icons. 
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Shop per Review Sound creation Maff Evans 

Aural Synthetica 

Aural Synthetica vil.fl  E) B1 achfjrd lefhuoUgy 1995 

Maff Evans discovers whether 

this program can bring full 

synthesizer power to the Amiga. 

The Amiga has always been 
considered a very able music- 
making machine, with cheap, 
but still more than reasonable 
sampling on offer and some 

very powerful MIDI applications. However, 
there has been little in the way of true 
sound creation programs. Aural Synthetica 
attempts to bring the quality of a full 
analogue synthesizer to any Amiga, not 
just those with expansion board 
capabilities. It still needs a pretty pokey 
Amiga to run properly, including an '020 
processor (an '030 is recommended) and a 
couple of megs of free RAM, but it means 
that anyone with a 1200 or up can use it 

Model maker 
So why does it need all this processing power? 
Well, rather than just using the Amiga's built-in 
sound to play the synth tone, you construct a 
'patch' by linking modules together and 
adjusting their various settings whic^i the 
program then uses to construct a 'model1 of the 
sound. The model is then used to generate an 
audio sample which can be saved to disk. 
Although a novel approach, Aural Synthetica 
isn't the first program to adopt such a system. 
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Left; Even on the main screen a huge 
bank of buttons is on show to access 
the edit screens. 
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Users of other platforms have had this kind of 
technology for years - the classic example is 
Turbosynth on the Apple Macintosh, although 
Turbosynth's operating system is more fluid than 
the complex interface used by Synthetica. 

How it works 
At the most basic level, you use an oscillator to 
generate a sound wave. This is probably 
Synthetical strongest point, since you can use 
a lot of powerful tools to generate almost any 
type of waveform. Unfortunately, it's a complex 
process and only those who have a strong 
grounding in synthesis or audio physics will be 
able to manipulate it with any kind of dexterity. A 
certain number of standard 
waves have been supplied, but 
coming up with new ones will 
mean a trip to the library to get 
a text book for many users. 

When you've finally got 
your wave, you can flip to the 
Patch window, where the 
actual synth sound is set up. 
This attempts to recreate the 
original modular analogue 
synth architecture, with a load 
of on-screen boxes that you 
link together with red lines (simulating the patch 
leads). What you do is click on the output of one 
section (say, the wave output of an oscillator) to 
the input of another (such as the input of an 
amplifier), which in turn can be effected by an 
envelope generator. Unless you understand how 
the structure of a synth works, this could 
bamboozle you, so a few examples of how 
things link up in real synths have been included. 

Sadly, it's still far too complicated to operate 
in practice, because the screen is so cramped, 
cluttered and confusing that it's easy to make a 
mistake. If you do, the computer comes up with 
a 'PATCH ERROR1 message. Yeah, really helpful. 

Er— That's not right 
The complicated patching isn1t the only problem 
that dogs the program though. One snag that 
crops up from the off is that when a sound is 
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Aural Synthetic* ul.fl  B Blachfard Techno 

Some help is given by example 
synth configurations. It's a pity 
that you couldn't put patches 
toge ther like this. 

generated, it attempts to fill the entire memory, 
so you have to work out how much memory a 
sample is likely to need before you start. Call me 
picky, but that's a bit of a chore to attempt 
before starting work. 

Unfortunately, the way that many other edit 
screens work is also unusual. Not just in terms 
of the user interface, but in the performance. For 
example, rather than the cutoff of a filter being 
varied over time (as every other synth does), the 
amount of filtering is affected, often giving 
unpredictable results. When you have to do all 
your editing then wait a few minutes (not 

seconds) to hear the results, 
this kind of quirk is frustrating. 
You often forget the kind of 
sound you were trying to 
create in the first place. 

The delay in rendering is 
inherent in such a system, but 
it shouldn't mean that creating 
sounds has to be such a 
chore. Take Turbosynth for 
example. That does the same 
thing, but you create sounds 
by dropping the required 

modules on to a grid, linking them with an easy- 
to-use cable system and clicking on them to edit 
their settings, thus letting you decide how 
complex you want to get rather than setting an 
extremely rigid operating practice. 

I thought these criticisms would mellow with 
time, but the longer 1 tried to use the program, 
the more niggling points started to annoy me. 
The fact that this is the only Amiga program to do 
the job isn't enough. Music is a creative process 
- not an exercise in physics and programming. 
Aural Synthetical power is buried too deep to 
make it an intuitive musician's tooL ■ 

Aural Synthetica   
£30 (+ P&P) 
Seasoft Computing^ 

Contact; 01903 850378 

Verdict: 54% 
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Paul Overaa ARexx compiler ShopperReview 

ARexx scripts are sometimes a 

tittle slow. Can this new ARexx 

compiler speed things up? 

Paul Overaa investigates.,. 

ARexx is an interpreted 
language and one of its few 
faults is that ARexx scripts 
can be slow when running, 
This guarantees that the 

words "ARexx compiler1 always generate 
interest amongst ARexx users. 

Rexecute is an ARexx compiler in the sense 
that it can produce standalone, executable 
ARexx programs, i.e. programs that do not have 
to be run using the RX command. It is also easy 
to use. Just specify your script fife, ask Rexecute 
to 'compile1 it to executable term, and you end 
up with a version that you can run by double- 
clicking its icon. This is of immediate benefit to 
those ARexx users who find that making their 
scripts Workbench runable by playing around 
with IconX (and supporting AmigaDOS script 
files) either tedious or awkward. 

The Rexecute compiler produces four types 
of output: the executable files mentioned; library 
object code files that can be added to link 
libraries of external ARexx functions; object code 
modules that can be linked to C and Assembler 
programs; and Rexecute script files, If you're 
wondering why you would want to compile an 
existing script file into another script file, ifs 
simple - the Rexecute front end enables you to 
specify a variety of interrupt and trace options 
and, when you let Rexecute output a script filer 
it adds all the appropriate interrupt and trace 
code statements to your code. It also removes 
comment lines, making the script more compact. 

Save time! 
The main advantage of Rexecute, however, has 
nothing to do with speed. It's that it has a nicely 
organised scheme for using routines stored in 
link libraries, where you can create your own 
libraries and bring particular routines into your 
scripts by using an #extern compiler directive. 
Serious ARexx coders will find this feature 
useful in reducing program development times, 

A disassembler that enables you to turn an 
executable program back into script form, plus a 
separate librarian utility are also provided as part 
of the package, if you are programming using C 
or Assembler then there are other advantages to 
be had too. For example, you can add your 
compiled script to a program and execute it as 
an ARexx command string. One nice touch is 
that Rexecute itself is fully ARexx controllable 
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and has a list of over 75 ARexx commands 
which cover practically all of its operations. 
There is an introductory demo provided that 
shows Rexecute1 s front end controllability to 
good effect. 

The documentation (AmigaGuide based), 
could be improved; although qurte extensive, the 
basic ideas concerning the purpose of the 
package aren't explained clearly enough for 
ARexx beginners to understand. 

It's not what it seems 
There are disadvantages that become obvious 
immediately you start 'compiling' scripts, 
including the fact that compiled versions can 
end up significantly larger than the original 
scripts. One 2K script of mine ended up as a 
14K executable! Another disadvantage is that 
executable files still need to have ARexx up and 
running in order to run. It was while looking at 
the reasons for this that I found that Rexecute 

DfSExcc, 
the 

Rexecute 
disassembler, 
can re-create 
ARexx scripts 
from executable 
versions. 
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Jargon buster 

Interpreted Language: A computer language 
which works by reading, interpreting and 
then executing program statements on an 
effectively line-by-line basis. 
Link Library: A collection of existing 
routines that can be added to a program 
during a special stage called linking; 
performed prior to running the program. 
RX: The ARexx utility that is used to run 
ARexx scripts from a Shell window. 
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Left: Rexecute has an easy- 
to-use front end. 
Below: It enables you to set 
things iike the editors you 
wish to use for reading and 
editing ff/es, using tool type 
entries stored in the 
Rexecute icon file. 
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Above: The Rexecute AmigaGuide manual is 
comprehensive, but beginners would probably 
prefer extra help with some basic principles, 

doesn't really compile scripts at all - it just 
wraps a directly runable execution environment 
around them. 

In fact if you look at the executables 
produced by Rexecute using a debugger, you 
will find the original ARexx script buried inside 
the executable form, ARexx needs to be present 
then because ARexx is running the script under 
the surface in much the same way as always. 
This explains why there are no speed 
advantages to speak of, and why Rexecute is 
unable to catch syntax errors in your code 
during the compiling stage (ARexx is left to 
catch these at run-time). 

I am duty bound to look at Rexecute from a 
number of different technical viewpoints, but do 
keep what IVe said about the program in 
perspective. Rexecute is not expensive and 
ARexx beginners looking for an easy way to 
produce directly executable scripts, or a more 
advanced user who likes the idea of using 
Rexecute's library facilities, will find the program 
good value for money, ■ 

Rexecute  
Price: £14.95   

Supplier: Horizon Software (UK)  
Contact: 01621 778778 

Verdict: 82% 
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SUPERDOUBLE CD PACK SQUIRREL MPEG 

The superb SuperDouble CD-ROM is back! Using an excellent 2 4 speed drive 
from Sony, mis CD-ROM provides outstanding performance at an amazing 
price. With a 360KLY5 data transfer rate and a 230ms access time, the SuperDouble 
CD-ROM provides all the speed for the power user. 

The SuperDouble is fully compatible with the new Squirrel MPEG card, supporting 
the industry standard VideoCD (White Book) format. 

The SuperDouble CD-ROM pack includes the a ward-winning AG A Experience 
CD-ROM - rated 93% in issue 79 of Amiga Format. This CD-ROM is crammed 
full of pictures, utilities, demos, animations and tools for AG A Amigas. The 
SuperDouble pack also includes the latest Ami net CD-ROM. This disk is brimming 
with the latest PD, shareware, utilities, demos and picture files from the Atnlnet 
archives on the internet 
A fall classic Squirrel is also included in the pack. This allows easy connection 
of any SCSI peripheral to the A1200. The package has all the necessary drivers 
and software for easy connection of hard drives, CD-ROMs and removable disk 
drives, such as the Zip ™ Drive, to your Amiga. 

J he SCSI MPEG Haver for your Amiga, Atari, Macintosh & IBM-PC Compat&fa 

Bring the cinema into your home and onto your computer with Squirrel 
MPEG'\ Playing the popular VideoCD and CD1 CD-ROMs as well as 
raw MPEG streams. Squirrel MPEG brings high quality digitally mastered 
images and 16-bit stereo sound to you and your Amiga- 
Squirrel MPEG is a SCSI peripheral that can be used in conjunction with 
any SCSI controller, such as the Classic SquirrelTh or Surf Squirrel™, and 
any VideoCD compatible CD-ROM. Squirrel MPEG can also be used as 
a stand-alone unit, with a SCSI CD-ROM, as an addition to your TV, 
Video and Hi-Fi setup. 
Available from March 1996, Squirrel MPEG is the latest in an established 
line of ground-breaking products, for you and your Amiga, from HiSoft 
Svstems. 

Jaz is a revolutionary 1Gb 
removable hard disk system 
for any Amiga with SCSI, 
Like a Zip drive on 
steroids, Jaz provides 
astonishing 
performance. Offering 
data transfer rates of 
up to 6MB/s and access 
times of under 12ms. 

For full information on this 
amazing SCSI peripheral 
contact HiSoft Systems, 

1Gb Carts 
6MB/sec 

£599 

Cinema4D 

Professional Ray-Tracing and 
Animation for your Amiga 

Cinema4D is the easy-to- 
use ray-tracing and animation 
system for your Amiga► 
Equipped with an intuition- 
based roulti-tasking editor, 
Cinema4D is replete with every 
conceivable option including 
window-based real-time 
interactive modelling, direct 
modelling in 3D, basic and 
complex primitives with infinite 
variations, easy object 
manipulation, floating toolbars, 
user-defined menus, object and 
texture lists, definable object 
hierarchies, optimised versions 
for 68020 (A1200 etc.) & FPUs, 
and much morel 

The Cinema4D animator brings 
you even closer to the world of 
'Virtual realityM, breathing life 
into objects and scenes. 
Whether you have your 
spaceship dock with a 
space station, or take a tour 
around the darkest dungeon - 
with Cinema4D it's so simple. 
Just a few mouse clicks and you 

will have your objects 
move realistically through 
time and space. 

Cinema4D also includes 
MagicLink, the flexible 
object converter 
MagicLink converts all 
popular object formats 
(Imagine, Sculpt, DXF, 
Reflections, etc.) to 
Cinema4D format & back. 

Studio V2 Professional 

The original colour managerm 
system for your Amiga 

Use Studio 2 to get the most out 
of your printer. With its powerful 
Workbench drivers, you will get 
outstanding printed results from 
your applications, every time. 
Studio 2 brings professional 
colour management to the Amiga, 
ensuring that the colours on your 
screen match the colours on your 
prmfiT. 
Studio 2 is also directly supported 
by the popular printer 
manufacturers, and always 
includes drivers for their latest 

^printers. 
Set every conceivable print option 

from the Studio preference program 

DiskMAGIC 
Easy File & Disk Management 

Constantly doing battle with the 
Shell/CLI? Stop this futile struggle with 
DiskMAGIC, the easy-to-use file and 
disk management utility from HiSoft. 
DiskMAGIC simplifies every task you 
perform, from the copying of disks and 
files, to the viewing of pictures and 
anims. In fact, after using DiskMAGIC, 
you'll wonder how you ever used your 
Amiga without it - .if .  r -km   TTtrjn u-tt* a 

Order Hotline 

(£) 0500 223660 

To order any of the products shown on this page 
(or any other HiSoft title) - just call us, free of 
charge, on 0500 223660, armed with your credit 
or debit card; we will normally despatch within 
4 working days (£4 P&P) or, for only £6 within 
the UK, by guaranteed next day delivery (for 
goods in stock). Alternatively, you can send us a 
cheque or postal orders, made our to HiSoft. All 
prices include VAT Export orders: please call or 
fax to confirm pricing and postage costs, 
© 1995 HiSoft. E&OE, 

HiSoft 

SYSTEMS 

The Old School, Greenfield 
Bedford MK45 5DE UK 
Tel: +44 (0)1525 718181 
Fax: +44 (0) 1525 713716 

email: hisoft@cix.compulink.co.uk 

AH prices Include UK 
VAT @ 77.5% 

Zip, jaz are trademarks of 
Iomega Inc 



Larry Hickmott ISO image writer 

Master 

Writing information to a CD 

needs specia! software - like 

Master!SO from Asimware. 

Larry Hickmott checks it out 

The CD player is one of the 
most fashionable peripherals 
these days. It has become 
standard issue on the PC, 
alongside the fioppy disk 

drive and hard drive; and it's starting to 
become popular on the Amiga too. 

However, while the 'normal' CD player gains 
in popularity, another more interesting CD-ROM 
device is starting to take off in a big way. One of 
the world's largest computer suppliers, Hewlett- 
Packard, tell me they are already at full stretch 
trying to meet demand for their CD-writer, the 
4020i, which costs less than £800. However, 
these units are destined mainly for PCs. 

The HP 4020i and others like it, will 
nonetheless work with the Amiga, although the 
path to compact disc Utopia is far from easy. 
The problem is hardware. Software such as 
Master!SO already supports many CD writers. 
The real limitations lie with the SCSI port you 
may have on your Amiga. 

Not all SCSI interfaces are 
the same, and while people with 
boxed Amigas and a SCSI card 
like the 4091, Fasllane Z3 or 
Warp Engine, shouldn't have a 
problem using these cards with CD 
writers, other SCSI cards for boxed Amigas and 
the A1 200 are an unknown quantity. 

When reviewing MasterlSO, I expected to 
be able to use my Squirrel with the Hewlett- 
Packard 4020i CD writer, which is quite happily 
(and brilliantly) working on the PC. 

However, initial tests in trying to get the CD 
writer working with the A1 200 failed; I will be 
testing various other SCSI cards to see if this 
can be overcome. Talking to some SCSI experts, 
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they tend to agree that it's not surprising that 
I've had problems, because a CD writer is a 
demanding piece of kit, and the SCSI port has 
be something special, with a full DMA, to cope, 

Thereto re r you may have to look a little 
harder when buying a SCSI card because some 
of those available for boxed Amigas and the 
A1200 will not automatically be compatible with 
all SCSI devices, including CD writers. 

Master software 
MasterlSO from Asimware Innovations is 
compatible with many CD writers, providing you 
have an acceptable SCSI card. Unlike other 

devices such as flopticals, floppy disks 
and hard disks, writing 
information to a CD requires 
special software that can write 
an ISO image, 

A few years ago I thought 
process must be really high tech, 

but after using a CD writer on the PC and the 
software on an Amiga, I found 'burning CD 
images1 is almost as simple as copying files 
using a file manager 

MasterlSO takes a set of files and puts them 
together in one big file called the ISO image. 
This is then written to CD. When you look at the 
disk with a file manager, or on Workbench, it 
appears just like any other disk-based device. 

MasterlSO makes the process very simple 
and it only takes a few minutes to set up, 

left; Creating a CD is as simple as 
choosing the fifes you want, and then 
having MasterlSO build an ISO image 
ready to be written to a blank CD. 
Below: On the second of two screens 
in MasterlSO, you can give your CD a 
volume name and set many other, 
more specialised attributes. 
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while the writing of the ISO image takes a lot 
longer. Hardly surprising when you can write 
600Mb of data to a disc. However, the longest 
process by far is compiling the data on your 
hard drive ready for MasterlSO. 

I have used MasterlSO to create ISO images 
which are transferred on to CD on the PC and a 
few things about the software are noticeable. 
One is that it can't do a direct write to CD like I 
can on the PC. The ISO image needs to be 
'built1 on the hard drive and then written to CD, 
This is being changed for version 2, I am told. 

Speed control 
Another function that MasterlSO lacks is a 
feature to set the speed of the write. In some 
circumstances, it is useful to slow down the 
write from a dual-speed write to a single-speed 
write in case of buffering problems. The 
publishers of MasterlSO tell me that speed 
control will be implemented for version 2, As will 
multisession support. 

However, I found MasterlSO easy to use, 
although I felt Asimware could have provided 
more information and functions for creating 
audio CDs, Not everyone will want to create just 
data CDs, which are dead easy anyway. 

From what Asimware have implied, 
version 2 of MasterlSO will be the one to look 
out for, so check out what the upgrade options 
are first, because although version 1 does the 
job, it lacks a number of key features which 
should appear in version 2. ■ 

MasterlSO Version 1 
-Price: £129.95 " 

Supplier: Blittersoft  
Contact: 01903 261466 

Verdict: 85% 

The problem with SCSI 

You may be forgiven for thinking that 
when you buy a SCSI port for your 
Amiga, you will be able to use it 
with all those SCSI devices out 
there in PC and Macintosh land. 
Not so. In the space of a few 
days, J had difficulties getting the 
H-P CD writer to work with the 
Amiga and then a SCSI version of 
the GT-5000. Until then it had been 
fine with a number of normal CD 
players and hard disks. 

Those most at risk from possible 
incompatibility problems are Amiga 

1200 owners. If you have a boxed 
Amiga like the A4000, then a 
A4091, FastLane Z3 or Warp 
Engine tend to be quite reliable 
(although nothing's perfect), 

The moral of this is to 
check and double check that the 

SCSI card you want to buy will 
work with the type of SCSI devices 

you intend to use. 
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ShopperReview 3D modelling Gary Whiteley 

Macro 

Modelling curved or complex 

models in LightWave can 

be frustrating. Macro Form 

aims to make this easiert as 

Gary Whiteley finds out 

While Lightwave is a 
heavy duty 3D package, 
there are inevitably 
times when it comes up 
short. One area in 

particular where it fails to measure up to 
competition like Real3D is in its modelling 
of complex curved objects. Not only can 
such objects be difficult to create, they 
often don't look as good as the smooth 
spline-based models created with Real3D. 

Now, I can't say that the results of rendering 
Macro Form objects measure up to the output of 
Real3D, but they bring LightWave users closer 
than models made within Light Wave alone. 
Ultimately, this is because Real3D uses spline 
and mathematical CSG (definition) procedures 
to produce its models, whereas LightWave is 
almost entirely dependent on polygonal objects; 
so unless your LightWave model is divided into 
a very large number of polygons, it is unlikely 
ever to look as smooth as a Real3D object. 

Macro Form helps LightWave modellers 
achieve a smoother look, as well as providing 
help when modelling objects with complex 
curves and curved edges. However, the 
program's makers say you shouldn't use it with 
LightWave 4, because LightWave 4 makes 
MacroForm run very slowly. They recommend 
using LightWave 3.5 until further notice. 

It's an ARexx thing 
One of the hidden strengths of the Amiga is its 
ARexx capability, which LightWave makes good 

The slice and dice Rait forming variant segments 
an object ready for further manipulation. 

acroForm extends LightWave 
reduce complex curved mo 

use of with its Modeller Macros. MacroForm 
extends this capability by providing a range of 
modelling procedures which operate via 
compiled ARexx scripts, Not only does 
MacroForm build on Modeller3D's existing tools, 
but it adds several new ones to 
turbocharge your modelling, These 
include a range of powerful 
Raiiforming variants including 
twist, mould, scale and rout, slice 
and dice (to chop existing objects 
into bite-size chunks ready for 
further manipulation), align and 
centre functions, and distance 
and angle calculators. 

For your money, you get three 
disks containing MacroForm and a 
range of tutorial examples to 
plough through in tandem with 

MacroFornVs extensive, 
but rather technical and dry manual. 

MacroForm isn't for beginners. You 
need a sound understanding of 
Lightwave's modelling concepts! 
especially more complex ones like 
spline curves and free form modelling. 
It also requires plenty of patience to 
get through the manual; although it 
offers many tutorials, most of them 
load their objects and examples 
without need for any user intervention. 
In fact, because the concept of 
MacroForm is quite different to most 
of the built-in functions of LightWave 

Smooth LightWave 
objects need tots of 
polygons to took good. 
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it seems hard to get to grips with using it as an 
extension to M3D. Sadly, MacroForm's manual 
doesn't explain how to do your own thing with it, 
relying instead on self-contained tutorials which 
never give the feeling that you1re fully in control. 

There isn't room to describe all of 
MacroForm's many functions, but you 

can see from the objects in the 
rendered illustration above that the 
possibilities are there. A good 
starting point for many shapes is 
the NewBox tool, which enables 
the user to build segmented and 
round-edged boxes ready for 
sculpting further. By using Rail-type 
tools, segmented objects can be 
moulded in diverse ways by using 
control and free-form curves to 
bend, twist, mould and shape 
simple forms into complex curved 

objects, Many of these functions can be 
changed interactively during the modelling 
process, though some are n on -reversible, 

MacroForm is a tool for serious 
LightWave modellers who are not happy with 
Modeller's shortcomings and want more control 
over their objects. ■ 

MacroForm 
Price: $215 (about £165) 

Supplier: ActivaUK & Anti-Gravity Products 
Contact: 0181 402 5770 

Verdict: 75% 
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The Internet 

was invented 

by a man 

called Irving. 

By mistake." 

4- 

.net reveals the true history of the Internet 
and shows you how to get on-line. 

Plus Uri Geller, Anita Roddick, Internet 
widows and the on-line spy society. 

Britain's best-selling Internet magazine, 
http://www.futurenetco.uk/ 
Spring Issue on sale now. 

is bachi 

Namco revives the golden 

age of '80s coin-ops on 

PlayStation - gaming 

greats or rancid old tat? 

Find out in PSM issue 5! 

On sale now! 

PSMs exclusive CD boasts playable 

demos of Total NBA '98, Mickey's 

Wild Adventure, Thunderhawk 2, 

Lone Soldier, and Striker] 

PlayStation 

' Magazine^ 

^1 Check oul our dome psges on FuturefVei it imp:/ www lutufenet enjk ftf 
The     toga and JPlavSt^t»n, are [rademarki or Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. 



ShopperReview CD-ROMs David Taylor 

out 

check 

Harvesting a bumper crop of CD-ROMs, David Taylor separates the corn from the chaff. 

Our post bag is overflowing 
with new CD-ROMs again, 
so we thought it was about 
time that we covered a 
whole batch and cleared 

the decks for the next wave. Ever popular, 
there are a couple of picture library 
CD-ROMs, plus a new Amine! CD. There 
are also a couple of CDs for 3D users and 
one multimedia presentation. 

The Colour Library 
There was a time when picture libraries were 
being released for over £20 each. That's quite 
a lot for home users to pay for what are 
supposedly PD pictures. But now, more and 
more discs are appearing at the much more 
reasonable £1 0 mark. 

The Colour Library is a multi-format CDf but 
unlike some it caters very well for Amigas. 
There's a complete selection of the necessary 
system files as well as a couple of PD 
programs, like ImageStudio, for you to use with 
the images. There's also a custom front end 
which enables you to search the index, browse 
through the pictures and view them. 

There are 1,700 pictures in total, supplied in 
a couple of different formats, including IFFs for 
Amigas. The selection is certainly varied, but so 

FIrani la Ihr CnLfrur LlUrjrv 
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The Colour Library has a targe 
selection of pictures, over 1f700 in fact, 

and a custom 
front end to 
enable you to 
browse and view 
the images, it 
includes 
pictures of 
puppies. Aah! 

is the quality. Some of the pictures are very 
good, such as the animals selection, but others 
are poor-quality scans whose moire patterning 
betrays the printed source. This is a decent 
photo library and DTP users are likely to find it 
useful, but do you really need another picture 
CD? It's up to you, 

The Colour Library 
Price: £9.99  

Supplier: PDSoft  
Contact: 01702 466933 

Verdict: 80% 

Aminet 10 
Ami net is as good a source of new Shareware 
as ever. It seems that a fair proportion of 
software uploaded is merely an update of 
previous software and not original stuff, but 
there are some brand new utilities and besides, 
it's always best to have the latest versions of 
things anyway. The Aminet CD compilers 
have realised that to justify the frequent release 
of their CDs, they need to offer a little bit more; 
so the last few releases have also contained 
some full commercial software for free, This 
time it's PageStream 2.2 and a special edition 
of TypeSmith. 

FBfiTech 

The complete PageStream 2.2 as well as a 
functioning TypeSmith are on Aminet TO. 

What can I say? All the quality of Aminet for 
you to browse as welt as PageStream. It's a bit 
of bargain really, 

Aminet 10 E§_ 
Price: £11.99 RTI 

Active Software 
Contact: 01325 352260 

Verdict: 90% Star buy 

Nothing But GIFs AGA 
It's strange that a CD designed for the Amiga 
with its own AmigaGuide-based interface and 
everything working directly from the CD should 

3D-GFX has a set of objects for many different 
3D programs as well as a host of utilities and a 
tot of example 
pictures of 
renderings. It's a 
fine CD, but 
might be found a 
littie lacking or 
incomplete by 
some people. 
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David Taylor CD-ROMs 

contain GIFs. But this one does, so there you 
go. ft means that you might need some software 
to change the format if you want to use the 
pictures in some packages. Anyway, the 
AmigaGuide is easy to navigate and well 
ordered, The pictures are well chosen and look 
very good. There are sections for real and 
rendered, each divided into obvious categories. 
Amongst some of the finest are the abstract 
images that are simply enchanting. 

Nothing But GIFs AGA 
Price: £19.99  

Supplier: 17-Bit Software  
Contact: 01924 366982 

Verdict: 84% 

3D-GFX 
Here's another well-ordered CD, It contains 
objects, textures, scenes and projects as well as 
a selection of utilities, The utilities are very well 
compiled, but you get the impression that there 
is actually less here than meets the eye. The 
textures directory contains remarkably few 
textures and too often you look into a plurally- 
named directory to find a single item. 

Having said all that, this CD does have a 
hell of a lot on it, just not as much as it could 
have done, The directory structure has its clarity 
to commend it. All in all, 3D-GFX is a very 
good CD and well worth investing in, but the 
12 month development time should have turned 
up more material. 

3D-GFX 
Price: £21.99 

PceJay 
Contact: 0181 985 3850 

Verdict: 89% 

World Atlas 
Well, I did say that M.M.Experience was very 
capable of creating a professional release and 
sure enough, here rs one. World Atlas is a 
multimedia CD that must have taken a very long 
time to compile. There is information on each 
country presented in a variety of ways. There's a 

little text about each, as well the national flag 
and then a set of maps showing lots of different 
details and positions. The maps are of excellent 
quality and the final round up of details including 
population, religion, languages and GDP are 
very interesting. 

The text introduction to each part is the only 

3?t:&l>ti|:nArtl0Ji 

downside. Although it contains some things that 
I never knew, even about England, it looks a little 
sparse. In terms of presentation too, this is the 
worst area, because of M.M. Experience's one 
failing - its boring text handling. 

However, the index is extremely thorough, 
linking not only countries and capitals, but 
dates and products so that you can find out 
who, what, where and why from almost any 
angle. When you first start the package you 
come to the main mapr but I found it hard to get 
back to that map after I'd worked my way 
through a few levels. It's always possible to 
move using the Index, but I liked the graphical 
part for browsing. 

This is not a research CD, but more a 
leisure one to browse through. If you're 
wondering whether it's worth getting for the 
educational value for children, Td say yes, but 
only if they have a penchant for geography. 

World Atlas 
£29.99 

Supplier: WiseDome Limited 
Contact: 0171 702 9823 

Verdict: 90% Star buy 

Texture Portfolio 
Lots and lots of royalty free textures. High 
quality supplied in JPEG, PICT and Targa 
format. If you want to use them in commercial 
renderings you need Ground Zero's written 
permission. If you1 re not a 3D artist (or possibly 
2D), you'll not be interested. If you are, what 
more can I say? Nothing. If you need more 
textures, here you go, ■ 

Texture Portfolio 
Price: £29.99 

tf: Ground Zero 
Contact: 0117 907 6733 

Verdict: 93% Star buy 
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Turn your excess equipment into cash, or find a true bargain. Sell, buy, swap, exchange... no matter 

what your intentions are, these are the only pages that reach the truly devoted Amiga users. 

FOR SALE 

• Amiga 4000/040 computer 
10Mb RAM, 240Mb hard disk, 24-bit 
graphic card, genlock and multisync, 
high resolution monitor, plus Ad Pro. 
Morph Plus, Scala 300, Real 3D 2, 
Deluxe Paint 4, Scroller 2. A2A Adobe 
Font Maker, Quarterback Tools, 
Simpatica Machine Controller, £2,000. 
« 0114 255 5000. 
• 68020 A2000, 300 Mb HD, 
SCSI interface, monitor, V34 Supra 
268 fax modem, 5Mb RAM and lots of 
original software. Internet ready with 
registered AmiTCP, £500. E-mail: 
Jonathan.Moora@MlRA.co.uk, or call 
n 01203 355289. 
• CD32 plus SX-1, plus black 
keyboard, Network CDs 1 + 2, mouse, 
joypad, serial and parallel leads, six 
games, including Tower Assault and 
Super Stardust. Worth over £600, will 
accept £300 ovno. Call Stuart on 
« 0181 698 4276, or E-mail on 
stuart@draught.demon co.uk 
• SIMMs 6 x 1Mb 32-pin, Offers. 
IT 01780 721898, or E-mail: 
dmcl ean @ woridscope.net. 
• Amiga 486/50M Hz SLC 
bridgeboard with 4Mb RAM, 16-bit 
sound card, VGA card and multi 
I/O card. Price £400. Call * +3531 
820 9529 now. 
m Amiga 1200, Zappo CD-ROM 
drive, high quality colour printer. Loads 
of software including Page 4.1. 
Professional sale due to upgrade. All 
for £400 ono. Mike * 01452 780482. 
• Power PCI 208 RAM card, uses 
32 SIMMs and PCMCIA friendly, 
includes BB clock and FPU socket. 
£40, PCMCIA card suit A600/A1200, 
4Mb, £150. CD32 £95, games 
included. * 01865 37576Z 
• CD-ROM quad speed Mitsumi IDE 
internal drive with Audio Excel 16 
sound card or Tandem controller. Price 
£150. Call * +3531 820 9529 now, 
• Amiga 4000, 6Mb RAM, 
120Mb HD, 1942 monitor, LightWave 
3D and all system software, all boxed. 
Will split. Contact CPL Moffat, 
BMM Rinteln, BFPO 31. * 0049 5722 
5953, evenings. 
• DICE C Compiler v3.01, unused, 
£80; or will exchange for Real 3D v2x 
E-mail: U940143B@bournemouth.ac.uk, 
or phone » 01202 789433 
(Bournemouth), ask for Rob. 
• For sale! Mag CD-ROMs, £2 each, 
including PAP, or five CDs for only £8. 

Phone Matthew on ^ 0973 301 8S2, 
or " 0181 523 8058 (office hours). 
• For sale! 50 3,5-inch high density 
disks, £10 including PAP. Phone 
Matthew on « 0973 301 882 
{evenings), or tt 0181 523 8058 
[office hours). 
• Supra fax modem 14400 
baud, up to V,32 bis, includes modem 
software. £75 ono. Phone Mario 
9 01203 386947. 
• Power supply unit for A500, 
A8O0, A1200. Only £15. Call Trev after 
6pm on * 0181 851 0317. 
• A2000 2Mb RAM A2091 SCSI 
controller, 60Mb hard drive, A2088 
PC XT bridgeboard. Call Dave on 
• 01395 263754. £200. 
• Zappo CD-ROM with power 
supply, two joypad s and startup 
software. £95 ono, * 0181 467 2516. 
• For sale! 100 3.5-inch high 
density disks. £10, including PAP, 
Phone Matthew on * 0973 301882 
(evenings), or * 0181 523 8058 
(office hours). 
• Performs 450, 3/120 one 
year old, colour, 14-inch Perf Plus 
monitor, vgc, boned. ClarisWorks 3 
and Remaker Pro 2, £800, 
v 01780 721898, or E-mail: 
d m clean @ worl d sco pe.n et. 
• For sale: two Amiga 600s, one 
Wild Weird Wicked, one Epic with 
HD. £190 each or £350 for the two! 
Quick sale required. Offers considered. 
■B 01646 683411. 
• Tandem IDE HD + CD-ROM 
controller for 1500-4000. Price £50. 
Call * +3531 820 9529 now. 
• Amiga A1200, 10Mb RAM, 85Mb 
internal hard drive, 40MHz GVP 
A1 230-11 accelerator and FPU £600 
ono. Contact: Mike « 01626 821315 
• Power Computing external 
quad speed CD-ROM drive, two 
months old. Cost £199, will accept 
£165. Mint condition, boxed with 
manual, leads, etc. Call after 6.30pm. 
110161 230 6914, Steve. 
• Amiga 1200, Blizzard 4Mb with 
FPU, 420Mb hard disk, HD disk drive, 
Microvitec 1438 monitor, fast modem, 
Squirrel SCSHI, CD-ROM drive, 
speakers, sound sampler, mouse, two 
joysticks, hand scanner, over 1,200 
disks of software, CD software. £1,100 
ono. Phone Redcar * 01642 474599, 
ask for Andrew. 
• GVP HC8-I1, 50Mb HDD, 2Mb 
RAM, £1 20, A2286 emulator, 3-5-inch 
and 5.25-inch floppies, £80. Future 

Domain smart SCSI I/O PC card £25; 
all with manuals, software and cables, 
• 01296 22669. 
• Imagine 4, just arrived from 
Impulse USA. Bargain at £75. Also 
LW3D for good offer. Call * 01405 
860798, evenings or weekends. 
• A1200 Desktop Dynamite, 6Mb 
RAM, 540Mb HD, 50MHz 68030, vgc 
external floppy, all boxes and manuals 
£750 plus postage. Call Mike » 0131 
346 7665, after 7pm. 
• Megalosound 8-bit stereo 
sampler, brand new, still shrink- 
wrapped in original box with full 
software, manuals, etc, £15. 
Write to: David J. M. McCorkell, 27 
Dalriada Walk, Bailsmen a, Co. Antrim 
BT42 40Y 
• SIMMs, 1Mb, 72-pin SIMMs, 
£17.50 each, or four for £60, Phone 
• 01362 6 9 4976, ask for Barry. 
• A1200 with 1 20Mb HD, software 
worth £300, plus games and 
magazines, excellent condition. £300. 
Goliath 22Watt power supply, new, 
£40. Amiga Computing since 1994 
with disks, £1.25 each. Kiran » 0181 
575 8489. 
• Amiga Video Back up v3.0 and 
v1.5, store 150 disks to tape or 
back-up H/D. £25 P&P free, tr 0161 
790 0962. 
• Amiga 1200 as new, plus extra 
disk drive, only £250. Price includes 
pay on delivery service by Parcel Force, 
Steve o 0973 814123. 
• Amiga genlock for sale, I have 
two and one must go. Rendale 8802 
or Rocgen Plus. Call -for details. David 
e 01247 274408. 
• A500+ 5Mb with hard disk 
controller, 80Mb hard drive and extra 
memory, Phillips monitor, loads of 
software {serious and fun), with 
manuals. £360 and Amiga games. Call 
Kiran after 6pm * 0181 575 8489. 
• PC Task 3,1, boxed with manual, 
£45; Amiga Shopper's with disks since 
1993 £1.25 each the lot; Amiga 
Format with disks since 1994 £1.25 
each the lot. Kiran a 0181 575 8489, 
after 5pm. 
• S5Mb Seagate 2,5 hard disk 
£40, 4Mb 72-pin SIMMs £30. Phone 
TT 01273 553266, ask for Patrick. 
• A1200 with 127Mb H/D 
packed with application and games 
software. Original boxes, manuals, etc. 
included. Joystick, etc., etc. Phone for 
details; asking price £330. Call David 
« 01 247 274408. 

• A4000/30 10Mb RAM, 120Mb 
HD, Picasso II colour card, 
Commodore 1942 monitor, Co-Pro, 
second drive with LightWave, 
Photogenic*. Final Writer, TV Paint Jr, 
AMOS Pro, plus games, all manuals 
supplied. £1,500 ovno. Phone evenings 
on Southampton ^ 01703 443907. 
• A4000/40 with 214Mb hard 
drive, 8Mb RAM, multisync monitor, 
CD-ROM, LC200 printer, including 
Scala MM220, DP4, PageStream, 
DirOpus 4, Word worth, excellent 
condition. £1,500. Phone Julian 
n 01865 376697, evenings. 
• A4000/040 68882 FPU, 10Mb 
RAM, 320Mb HD, Philips monitor, 
excellent condition, original software, 
including LightWave 3D. Colour 
digitiser, 1,000 misc, floppies, books 
and magazines. £1,200 in total. 
« 01424 446359. 
• For sale! 100 5.25-inch high 
density disks, £7.50 including P&P. 
Phone Matthew on ^ 0973 301 882 
(evenings), or v 0181 523 8058 
(office hours). 
• A120O 420Mb hard drive, US 
Robotics 14,400 fax modem, original 
software and games. Immaculate 
condition, £330 ono. Call Carl on 
H 01455 552409. 
• Memory: 4x1 Mb SIMMs (30-pin)r 
£15 each. PPage 3 + 40 CG fonts 
£15, Amiga educational software, 
three-disk games, nine CD games,, 
priced £3 £S. Amiga BASIC book 
£6. For details call fGobham) 
v 01932 865057. 
• AMOS Pro Compiler, IntOS £35; 
Directory Opus v4 £10, All complete 
with boxes and manuals. Mastering 
Amiga DOS 2 books, volumes "I and 2 
£10. * 01206 573634. 
• A120O, 250Mb HD, 50MHz, 
SCSI-I I, 6 Mb Fast FPU accelerator, 
monitor, Citizen 240C printer, 
external drives, Vidi 24 RT, Zappo 
CD-ROM, AMOS Pro Compiler, 
Imagine 3, Essence II, Forge, Vista 3, 
games. Separate offers welcome. 
» 01332 273679. 
• Alpha Data HD drive, 40Mb for 
A500, £100; Theme Park, AMOS 3D, 
AMOS Compiler, all £15 each, all 
boxed; Action Replay III, £15. Phone 
Baz TT 01302 337839, Doncaster. 
• CD32 for sale, Diggers, Oscar, 
Microcosm, Now Games 1 and Lamb 
American Challenge. 14 Coverdiscs, 
Phone Rory on *r 01343 542096, 
Offers around £90 ono. 
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• DCTV 24-bit digitiser and 24-bit 
paint package. Plays back hi-res 
24-bit anims in real time. Records 
straight from box. Great for 3D 
animators, £100 including postage- 
Martin it 01298 22862. 
• Amiga 1200, plus GVP 6330 
Turbo accelerator, 10Mb RAM, 120Mb 
hard drive, Zappo CD-ROM drive. Plus 
3D programs. Total worth £1,100, will 
accept £650. « 01924 862063, 
• Amiga 4000/030 with 16Mb 
RAM, 249 HD, Microvitec 1438 
monitor, external disk drive, GVP 4008 
SCSI board, colour hand scanner, plus 
games. £2,000 ono. Call « 0161 284 
9435, ask for Mike. 
• international One Day Cricket, 
good condition, fully boxed with manual. 
£8. Ring Philip on tr 01702 714174. 
Please phone between 9am and 7pm. 
• A4000 030, 6Mb RAM, 320Mb 
HD, 68882 FPU. Microvitec multisync 
monitor. Citizen HQP-40, 24-pin colour 
printer and external floppy drive. Also 
4Mb GVP RAM and software. £1,200 
ono. Phone Derek * 01483 505801 > 
• Amiga memory SIMM for sale. 
For more information please phone Lee 
on o 0956 451 748 any time, or I can 
phone you back after 7.05pm for a free 
chat, problem solving, etc. 
• Amiga 4000/40 6Mb RAM, 
400Mb HD, etfra internal HD disk 
drive, HD fult of games, art programs, 
various utilities. Boxed with all disks, 
manuals, keys. As new. £1,175. 
a 0181 679 8986. 
• Wordworth 2 plus The Publisher, 
InterBase; all original disks, manuals. 
Also manual only for Kind words 3. £50 
the lot Scala HVT100 with manual 
£30, or swap lot/Blizzard 1220/4 4Mb 
RAM add-on. « 0181 575 7556, 
• A1200, 6Mb RAM. 240Mb hard 
disk, 50MHz 68030 and 68832, 
Phillips CMS833-II, Canon BJ-2G0, 
Roctec Roclite, GVP D558+, software 
and magazines. Excellent for DTP. 
£1,000 ono. Phone Oliver on 
H 0121 354 7843. 
• CD32 with SX-1 expansion module 

and keyboard, mouse, 80Mb hard 
drive, one floppy drive, 3Mb total 
memory. All for £300. Call David on 
*r 01257 400481. 
• Amiga 500+ for sale, 2Mb RAM, 
GVP 52Mb hard disk, Philips 
CMS833-11 colour monitor. Much 
software, gold disk office, Deluxe 
Paint IV. Plus Naksha mouse and disks. 
£325. Phone * 01252 713822. 
# A1200 4Mb RAM on Hawk board, 
540K HD, Arches duel speed CD 
external disc drive, B/W hand scanner, 
games and DTP software galore. £650 
ovno. Call Ray ™ 0256 497 51 a. 
# A1200 127Mb hard drive, 4Mb 
RAM expansion, external floppy drive, 
genlock. Ideal for DTV software, 
includes applications and games. Will 
split, Best offer takes the lot. Call David 
on n 01247 274408. 
• A1200 Workbench 3 0, MUI 3,2, 
WB 2.0, registered versions, 120Mb 
hard disk, external floppy, A1230 
68030/68882, 40MHz, 8Mb RAM, 
Microvitec monitor 1438 200, 
PowerCD drive (2x) with CD's (two 
weeks old), Squirrel SCSI interfacef 
Megabsound, two joysticks, Final 
Writer 4, Imagine 3.0, DirOpus 4.11, 
Image FX 1.5, Zyxel 14.4 modem, 
software and games. All in perfect 
working order. Included a one month 
warranty. All this for £1,400 ovno. Cllve 
Hollans, E-mail: te940192@newi.ac.uk, 
or = 01352 759722. 

WANTED 
• GVP A530 HD/accelerator wanted, 
Any spec, any condition, even broken! 
Call Keith on * 01567 820816 now! 
• Wanted: Workbench 3 0 OS, Write 
to: Marcus Lord, 60 Bedford Avenue, 
High Crompton, Shaw, Oldham, Lanes. 
OL2 7DW rt 01706 840116 between 
5pm-6pm. All week. 
• Hilsea Lido £9.99, Sim City 2000 
£15, AMOS Pro £15, Gloom £12, 
Roadkill AG A £10, Tornado AG A £10. 
Contact Dave Hog ben at 128 Gaston 
Way, Shepperton, Middx. TW17 8ES, 

• Wanted: Powerscan 4 colour, or 
Epson flatbed, Pro Grab 24RT and must 
be latest version, A1200 Blizzard 030 
accelerator, with or without RAM. Call 
Paul before 5pm on » 0113 255 5585. 
• Amiga 2000/3000/4000 
keyboard, reasonable price paid. 
Any condition considered, 
• 01203 675299. 
• Wanted; AD I Junior reading 4/5 
6/7. Please write to: Randall, 107 
Homhill Road, Maple Cross, 
Rickmansworth, Herts, WD3 2TG, 
• A3340 040 daughterboard to 
upgrade 4000/030 to 040CPU. Cash 
waiting for your chance to upgrade, 
Call David v 01247 274403. 
• Amiga 500 users from anywhere 
as contacts or would sell or swap. Lend 
me an operating manual for the Zappo 
SCSI 3.5-inch HD, Please drop me a 
few lines: Steven P. Hyde, 20 Charles 
Street, Rugby, Warks. CU21 2EW. 
• Internet users! I need my anims 
uploaded on to Ami net. Want to help? 
Jonathan, RM21, Hampshire Block, 
North Hampshire Hospital, Aldermaston 
Road, Basingstoke RG24 9NA. 
• Excellence word processor with 
thesaurus and dictionary. Please ring 
Leicester« 0116 291 1323. 
• AMOS Pro Compiler. Will pay fair 
price. Call me on «■ 01692 404642, 
• Wanted for Amiga A500. DataFlyer 
or GVP or similar SCSI hard disk. 
(Basically to run a Quantum type hard 
disk.) Call Dave « 01522 684590. 
• Aladdin 4D must be A1 condition, 
Will make good offer and pay P&P 
with manual, « 01469 576487, home 
IT 01469 577088, South Humberside. 
Ask for Mac, 
• Analog joystick for A1200. Please 
ring * 0151 355 8763. 
• GVP HD8+ hard drive for Amiga 
500. H 0175B 612615. 

PERSONAL 
• Pen pals wanted to swap games, 
software and tips for Amiga 1200. 
Send your lists to: Zoe Green, 35 

Constantine Place, Baldock, Herts. 
SG7 6ST. 
• Want to get more from Blitz 
BASIC? Write to: Blitz, M. Tillet, 27 
Hillside Avenue, Worlingham, Beccles, 
Suffolk NR34 7AJ. Monthly magazine 
on paper, 
• Pentrisoft, the programmers' user 
group. Tips, advice and contacts. Free 
membership. Write to: Mark Harman, 3 
Highlea Close, St. Leonards, o/s, East 
Sussex TN37 7SS for details. 

FANZINES/BBSS 
• Visions. A new SF/fantasy/horror 
fanzine (printed) needs fiction and 
artwork for issue one. Send S.A.E. for 
full details to: S, Kennedy, 41 Larwood, 
Worksop, Notts. S81 OHK 
• No Limits BBS 01293 413666, 
v34+, 1.2Gb, Xendrix Pro software, 
very friendly SysOp, free call to other 
Eurobell subscribers, complete Fidonet 
backbone, many other networks, perfect 
for poinls. Binary net HQ! 
• Echoes BBS, Camberley, Fidonet, 
Sportsnet, plus many more. Always the 
latest Aminet CD-ROM online. Free 
pointing all networks, Xenolink Pro 
software, friendly, helpful SysOp. All 
welcome, 24 hours 01276 62099, 
• Entity's a new diskmag that aims to 
keep Amiga alive by getting you 
creating. Issue one and two ready. 
Contact: Jono, 25 Denness Place, 
Llandudno LL30 2UX, for more info. 
• New Amiga diskmag. Only £2 for 
two di^iks on AMOS, Imagine, PD and 
lots more. Contact me via post for info: 
Jono, 25 Denness Place, Llandudno, 
Gwyneddr Wales LL30 2UX. 
• Maggy's BBS. Contact Anthony 
Morris on    01772 496590. Amiga 
only! Over 1,000 files on-line and CDs 
to choose from! Speeds 2400 to 
28,800. 24 hours. Call today! 
• Black Magic BBS. Online 
midnight till breakfast. 14400, full 
graphic (IFF) adventure game with 
sound. Online soon! It's a new BBS so 
spread the word, n 01482 473458. ■ 

Sell your used hardware and software in Amiga Shopper... for free! AS62 

77?e editor reserves the right to refuse or amend ads. We accept no responsibility for typographical errors or losses 
arising from the use of this service. Trade ads will not be accepted, including PD advertising. 

Name:  

Address: (Not for publication). Use one space for each word. Only the words in this section will be printed. 

 Post code  

Telephone Date  

Tick to show required heading 

□ For Sale        Wanted      I I Personal Fanzines 

Return to:   Reader Ads, Amiga Shopper, 
30 Monmouth Street, 
Bath, Avon BA1 2BW 

Unfortunately we cannot guarantee insertion in a particular issue. 
I have read and understood the conditions for the inclusion of my ad 

Signature  
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Gary Coulter1 lovely picture shows the quality achievable when different machines work in harmony, instead of being separate 
entities, The renderings were done in Light Wave on the Amiga with textures done in Photoshop on the PC. Remember, even 
if your picture doesn't win here, we may still use your efforts elsewhere in Amiga Shopper. If you want to win £25, send your 
picture as a JPEG to: David Taylor, Amiga Shopper, Future Publishing, 30 Monmouth St, Bath BA1 2BW. 

If you are stuck 

with a problem 

on your Amiga 

and you just can't 

find a solution, 

write in to Amiga 

Answers, where our panel of 

experts are here to help you. 

They can deal with all sorts of 

problems; DTP, video, music, 

Operating Systems, monitors, 

word processing, programming, 

Workbench, networking - 

anything that you can do with 

your Amiga, in fact Just fill in 

your details in the form on page 

57 and send it in! 

Paul Overaa is our 
Operating Systems 
programming expert. He 
has written several 
books, including; 
Mastering Amiga 
Assembler, Mastering 
Amiga ARexx and 
Mastering Amiga C. 

His main interest is in program design and 
he is heavily into the music side of the 
Amiga. Pauls other interests include red 
wine, maths and wind-surfing! 

Gary VVhiteley is our 
expert on video and 
graphics. He regularly 
produces work lor 
films and TV. Gary has 
also written several 
books on his favourite 
subjects - amongst 
them is Amiga 

Desktop Video, published by Future 
Publishing (call tf 01225 822511 to order a 
copy). Gary also regularly reviews new 
products for Amiga Shopper. 
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John Kennedy is our 
hardware and music 
expert. John has written 
Supertests and features 
alike for Amiga Shopper 
in the past, including 
the CD-ROM Supertest 
in issue 49 and our 
monitor Supertest in 

issue 55. He has written our CanDo 
Coverdisk instructions this month, and he is 
co-writing our music tutorial with Darren 
Irvine (see page 60). 

Larrv Hickmott is our 
DTP and word 
processing expert. 
He produces his own 
DTP maga/Jne called 
Em and has written 
several books, including 
The Wordworth 
Companion for Digita 

and Future Publishing s books division. This 
month Larry answers your queries in Amiga 
Answers and has also written the review of 
MasterlSO on page 45. 
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Adding fonts to PPage 
I have recently purchased a CD 
with thousands of CompuGraphic 
and PostScript type 1 fonts and 
want to know how I can use them 
with Pro Page, Can you tefl me 

what I need to know to install the fonts and also 
whether I need to convert the PostScript fonts 
when I already have the CG Fonts. 

Lawrence Sparks 
Stevenage 

ProPage can make use of two types of fonts, 
Amiga bitmaps and CompuGraphic fonts, if you 
intend using a PostScript printer, ProPage also 
requires a PS Font which is the PostScript 
equivalent of a CGFont used on-screen. 

Forget about the Amiga bitmap fonts that 
come with ProPage, unfess you want to use 
them as your screen fonts when using a 
PostScript printer in other words, on-screen 
you wouid use the Amiga bitmap font Times, 
and then when that page is printed to a 
PostScript printer, the PostScript type 1 version 
of Times in the printer is used to print the page. 

To install CG Fonts for use with ProPage 4, 
you need three files for each font Using the 
example of Times again, the three fifes would 
be called; Times.dat, Times.metric and 
Times Jib. As you can see, the name of the font 
remains, white the extension changes. When 

Answers contents 

If you're looking for a particular 
problem, this handy index will help 
you find the answers you need: 

Fonts and ProPage 53 
Fountain 53 
ProGrab problems 54 
Gadtools Buttons 54 
Modifying Start-Up 55 
HiSoft BASIC 2 55 
Grabbing advice 55 
Genlock advice 56 
Psion 3 link 56 
ProGrab problem 56 
RTTY solved 57 
Recording samples 57 
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installing a font for ProPage you have to make 
sure that you have one of the three extensions 
present after each of the three files. Older 
versions of ProPage used an extension called 
".ate" but this is no longer required. 

To install the CG Fonts, use a fife manager 
such as Opus or DirWork to copy the three 
files to the directory called CG Fonts. Now go 
to Workbench and find the utility in ProPage's 
drawer called CGJJpdate. Double click on this 
and it will update a couple of files in CG Fonts 
so ProPage can use these new fonts. 

In some instances, you may find that when 
you run ProPage, the new fonts are not listed. 
To correct this, go to CG Fonts using your fife 
manager (Opus, etc) and delete the file called 
ufontlist.pp Now reset your Amiga and run 
ProPage again. The fonts should now be visible 
in your typeface requester, 

The final question about whether to use the 
PostScript type 1 fonts on your CD depends 
on whether you use PostScript printers or are 
ever likely to in the future. If the answer is yes, 
then use Font Manager to convert the Type 1 
fonts to a CGFont for use with ProPage, as 
well as answering yes when asked If you 
would like the downloadable printer fonts 
copied to CGFonts:P$ 

That way, you wilt have your CG Fonts for 
use on-screen and if you ever print to a 
PostScript printer, and you select "Include 
Downloadable Fonts" in the "Print to 

PostScript" requester, the PS Font created by 
Font Manager will be included in the PostScript 
file for use by the PostScript printer. My advice 
is don't burn your bridges and click yes to this 
option in Font Manager. At worst, if you want to 
save on disk space, you can copy all your 
PS Fonts from the PS drawer in CG Fonts to a 
floppy disk until the day comes when you 
require them. Larry 

Fountain 
I My son has tried to load Fountain 

Ij^wjTl from the Extras 2 disk of his A500 
[A | Rj Pius (Workbench 2.04). No matter 
^sj**^  what we do it comes up with an 
Beginners| "unable to open library 37" error 

message, We've tried running the program from 
hard disk and from the Workbench floppy. 

Any ideas on what is going wrong andf 
more importantly, how we can fix it? 

A. Jarvis 
South sea, Hampshire 

Fountain is the old version of the Amiga outline 
font utility that is now called Intelfifont. You 
need at feast version 37 of a library called the 
diskfont library to run the program. This library 
should be in the libs: directory of your hard 
disk, but the error message is telling you that 
the library isn't there I Although I haven't got a 
Release 2 Amiga around, I believe that the 

ProPage can 
make use of 
two types of 
fonts, Amiga 
bitmaps and 
CG Fonts. 
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ProGrab problems 

I recently bought a 
ProGrab 24RT Plus 
video grabber and 
was so impressed 
with the stills I got 
from it that I thought 

I would invest in the PCMCIA 
interface as well. 

I was particularly drawn to 
the fact that it (apparently) 
allows animations to be grabbed 
direct to hard disk. The problem 
is, however, that this feature 
does not appear to function on 
my machine. 

The equipment I'm using is 
as follows: A1200 (circa 1093); 
80Mb IDE hard disk with 
approximately 30Mb free; 4Mb 
32-bit Fast RAM; Panasonic SD40 
video recorder (with 5CART 
input); ProGrab 24RT Plus with 
PCMCIA interface. 

OK, what happens is this: I 
select the options to grab a colour 
animation to disk. Then I go to the 
grabber interface and, sure 
enough, it is standing ready to 
grab. So - I can now do one of 
the following: 

1. Use the RECORD button: 
which generates a series of 
numbered files on my hard disk 
in an unknown file format (even 
the ProGrab software cannot 
re-load them)* The decoded 
animation is blank (completely 
black) and when saved to disk 
using the SAVE ANIM option 
the resulting files are full of 

garbage (and often software 
like Viewtek refuses to play 
them). The anim file is usually 
surprisingly short, suggesting to 
me that it may be incomplete. 

2. Click on the preview window: in 
which case 19 or so numbered 
files are written to the disk (as 
above). This happens despite the 
fact that I asked for more than 19 
frames. The frames do appear to 
have stuff in them when decoded, 
but once again the SAVE ANIM 
option produces a garbage/ 
unusable/in co mplete(?)file.(Oh, 
by the way, the hard drive isn't 
anywhere near full after the grab 
and save is finished!) 

The strange thing is that when 
grabbing animations to RAM it all 
works fine. The animation (black 
and white or colour) is grabbed 
and decoded correctly, and the 
resulting Anim file is fine. 

My only suggestions coy Id be 
that faster hardware is needed 
(Le. faster CPU, RAM or HD), or 
that the software is incomplete 
and that this feature simply does 
not work! However, the ProGrab 
advertisement and documentation 
do not comment on either of 
these things! 

If you could help me out I 
would be very grateful. If not, do 
you know an address to which I 
can write (or E-mail}? The only 
details I have are for the mail- 
order hotline. I've also tried 

Gordon Harwoods ProGrab 24RT Plos digitizer was reviewed in our 
September 1995 issue where it was awarded 95 percent! 

asking for advice in Use Net Amiga 
newsgroups, but to no avail. 

Simon Morris 
Liverpool via E-mail 

fish @ esc. I iv.a c. u k 

Since you say that grabbing to 
RAM works fine there's obviously 
no problem with your ProGrab 
Pius functioning correctfy (at 
least as a video grabber). On the 
other hand, it maybe that there is 
a problem with the way that your 
hard drive is set up. Perhaps your 
MaxTransfer value needs 
changing to enable the data to 

be written correctly to the drive. 
My advice would be to call 
Harwoods (makers of the 
ProGrab} on * 01773 936781, 
explain your problem and ask for 
technical help. QKr it's the sales 
hotline, but Ym sure that they 
could be persuaded to pass you 
on to someone more 
knowledgeable, or at least give 
you another number to caif for 
technical support. After all, If 
there's a problem with a piece of 
their kit, there should be some 
way to contact them to try and 
find a solution! Gary 

diskfont library used to be stored on the Amiga 
Fonts disk and, presumably, your hard disk 
installation didn't install this library in the libs: 
drawer for you, 

If this is the case, the missing library 
problem is easy to fix. Insert your Amiga fonts 
disk, double click on it, and then select the 
'show ail files' option from the Workbench 
menu. This enables you to see files and 
drawers even if they do not have icons. Look 
through the drawers and files present and 
locate the file called diskfontlibrary (if this fife 
is not on the Amiga fonts disk, rest assured that 
you will find it on one of the other Amiga 
system disks). 

Having located the diskfontlibrary file, 
double click on your Workbench icon and use 
the show ail files' menu option again in order 
to display the normally-hidden Workbench 
drawers. You will see a drawer called libs. - 

Inte-liMj-iL; HfldlFy EJClStinq iyjvfx t ing Dwt Liar lypmttl 

Btcktrtltd  Bl ipp«CrU!-H«>MV 
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Tens, 

Inteiiifont is the new version of the Amiga 
outline font utility 
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Double click on it to open its window and then, 
if necessary, rearrange the positions and/or 
sizes of the libs window and the one containing 
the diskfontlibrary so that you can see both 
windows at the same time. 

Now, use your mouse to move the 
Workbench pointer to the diskfontlibrary file 
and press and hold down the left mouse 
button, if you keep the left mouse button 
depressed, you'll find that you can drag the file 
over to the fibs window, ff you do this and 
release the left mouse button the diskfont 
library will be copied to your hard disk^s fibs 
directory and your missing library errors 
should stop. Paul 

Gadtools buttons 
I have a question regarding C, 
Intuition and Gadtools and, 
because you are the only real 
technical Amiga mag, I thought 
you might be able to help me out. 

I'm writing a program that, as part of its user 
interface, needs a pop-up gadget similar to the 
ones found on the Mac. I know I could simply 
use a cycle gadget and cycle to menu, but I 
don't like the way C2M works. 

I've already written the code that pops the 
gadget on to the screen, waits for the user to 
select an option, and then returns the selection 
back to the main loop. The routine doesn't use 
BOOPSI because I don't understand it yet. 
Instead, 1 coded the gadget myself and use 
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mouse co-ordinates to find out where the user is 
within the gadget, However, after a user selects 
an option, I want to change the name of the 
button gadget (this is a standard Gadtools 
BUTTON_KtND gadget), to reflect the selection 
that the user has just made. 

I tried removing the gadget in question and 
changing the ng.ng_GadgetText pointer to the 
new string, adding the gadget back again and 
refreshing the gadget list, but to no avail I also 
tried changing both the ng.ng_GadgetText and 
the Gadget->GadgetText->IText pointers, but 
the gadget still keeps the same name as when it 
was originally created. 

So, where does Gadtools keep the pointer 
to the string of the Gadgets text? 

Matt Gorner 
Radford, Coventry 

i have no idea, but I do know that it isn't in the 
gadget's intuitext IText field. The button gadget 
text pointer, and most other Gadtool gadget 
structure fields, are private to Gadtools and as 
such are not published. They shouldn't be 
altered either, because these internal field 
arrangements could change with subsequent 
OS releases. 

As you've probably realised, there are no 
tags to dynamically alter Gadtoof's button text 
via the GT_$etGadgetA ttrs () function, but there 
is however, still a way to do what you want You 
will need to remove the gadget from the list, 
free it so that Gadtools releases whatever 
associated resources it was using, alter the text 
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in the NewGadget structure, and then make 
another call to the Gad tool OreateGadgetO 
function to produce the new gadget 

You wilt, of course, have to dear the 
NextGadget field of the gadget you remove, 
otherwise the FreeGadgetsO caff will remove 
the gadget nodes further down the fist 
Because of this the gadget removal fragment 
will actuaily end up looking like this: 

RemoveGadget (windows gadgetjp); 
gadget_p->NextGadge t=NULL; 
FreeGadgets(gadget_p}j 

Once the gadget has been dismantled in this 
way you can modify the text in your 
NewGadget structure and create a new gadget 
using this sort of code: 

newgadgec, ng_GadgetText=■SQMENEWTEXT"; 
previous_gadget_p=CreateGadget(BUTTON_KINDH 

las t_gadget_p, &ng r TAG_END); 

Having done that, you will then need to use the 
RefreshGadgetsO function [or RefreshGListO if 
you Hke]} followed by a call to the Gadtools 
GT_RefreshWindow() function: 

Ref reshGadgets(gadgetli s t_p,window_p,NULL}; 
GT_Re freshWindow (window_p, NULL) -, 

This will update your gadget display and give 
you your new button gadget text label! Paul 

Modifying a Startup 
Sequence 

When I use my A2000 
(Workbench revision 2775, 
Kickstart 2.1) for rendering, 
multitasking or any memory- 
intensive application, I like to keep 

memory overheads as low as possible and so 
use a Startup with the bare minimum, i.e. MUI, 
ASSIGNWEDGE, ARQ and FASTM EM FIRST 
only. When, on the other hand, ] wish to do my 
'housekeeping1, for which I use DOpus4t I would 
like to switch in other utilities like Blanker. Is it 
possible to add a branch somewhere in the 
User-Start Up to query current requirements on 
boot up, and if so how? 

Simon Smalley 
Devon port, Plymouth 

You 're running Release 2 of the Operating 
System, so if you look at the main StartUp- 
Sequence file in the s: directory, you'll see, 
towards the end of the script, some lines that 
read like this: 

IF EXISTS s:User-Startup 
execute s:user-Startup 

End:*' 

In other words, the commands in your User- 
StartUp file are being performed near the end 
of the main StartUp-Sequence via the 
AmigaDOS Execute command. You can easily 
alter the appropriate StartUp-Sequence lines to 
execute any number of separate User-StartUp 
scripts If you wish. 

For your purposes all you need is a couple 
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of independent script files. Let us suppose you 
create two different User-StartUp script files 
called User-StartUp 1 and User $tartUp2< To 
get either, or both, of these fifes executed at 
hoot up time just use ED (or some other text 
file editor) to after the StartUp Sequence 
fragment that f mentioned above. Change it so 
that it uses this sort of conditional test scheme: 

IF EXISTS sJJser-Startupl 
ASK "Run User-Startupl {Y/N)?' 
IF WARN 

execute s:User-Startupl 
EndlF 

EndlF 

IF EXISTS s_User-Startup2 
ASK "Run User-SUrtup2 (Y/N)?" 
IF WARN 

execute s:User-Startupl 
EndlF 

EndlF 

When you next boot your machine the two 
prompt fines will appear in turn asking you 
whether you want to run, or not run each 
particular script Just enter Y or N accordingly 
and you'll get only the User-SiartUp(s) that 
you choose! Paul 

HiSoft BASIC 2 snag 
Help! ! think l have found a 
^genuine problem'. I'm grappling 
with HiSoft BASIC 2 and haw 
been playing around with the 
Intuitext example on the Work disk. 

There is a line in the listing (line 51) that calls a 
subroutine called InitlntuiTextQ. I was sure that 
if I changed the drawmode being used, from 
JAM2& to INVERSVID&, the text would be 
printed in inverse mode but for some reason 
this doesn't happen. 

I rang HiSoft, but although they managed 
to reproduce the problem, they couldn't 
figure out how to fix it and suggested I hit the 
RKM manuals. I am desperate - upon more 
playing around it seems that the pens cannot 
be set properly! 

David Storey 
Horsham, West Sussex 

f've taken a fook at the HiSoft example you 
mention and you are right - the lines that do 
the fntuiText printing stuff, namefy: 

InitlntuiText my I text j J (nry textpenrirybackpen, 
JAM2kr 0,0,textattr{},*hello there\ 0 

Printltext 
PEEKL(wiri&trport) ,VARPTR(myitext{Qn, 50,50 

...aren't working properly. By repfacing JAM2& 
with INVERSVID& you would expect the text to 
show in inverse characters and it doesn't 

The reason lies in an error in the 
fnitlntuiTextf) subroutine which f've reproduced 
in listing 7 so that other readers can see the 
sort of code that you are talking about. The 
suspect line is the one that pokes a drawmode 
value into the fntuiText structure: 

POKEW tk+lntuiTextDrawMode,drawmode 
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The IntuiText DrawMode structure field is byte 
sized, not word sized, so the routine should be 
poking an 8-bit value into the structure, not a 
16-bit value. 

Listing 2 shows the change needed to get 
the routine working and you'll find that with this 
alteration In place your inverse text will appear 
when you use the 1NVERSVID& flag in the 
subroutine caff 

SUB InitIntuiText <T (1) r BYVAL frontpenH BYVAL- 
backpen, BYVAL drawraode, 
BYVAL left edge, BYVAL topedge, font UK 
textstring$, BYVAL nextptrk} STATIC tfc 
t&=VARPTR(t{0)J 
POKED t&rfron:pen 
FGKEB t&+Int uiText BackPen,backpen 
POKEW t&+IntuiTextDrawMode, drawmode 

< THIS IS WRONG! 
POKEW u+intuiTextLef tEdge,leftedge 
POKEW t£tInt uiTextTopEdge rtopedge 
POKEL t&+ITextFont, VARPTR(font(0)) 
POKEL t £+IText, SADD(textstring$+CHR£(0)) 
POKEL tk+NextText,nextptrfc 
EMD SUB 

Listing 1: 
The original InittntuiTextQ routine. 

SUB Init IntuiText (T(l) ,BYVAL frontpen, BYVAL 
backpen, BYVAL drawmode/ 
BYVAL leftedge, BYVAL topedge, font(1}, 
textstring$, BYVAL nextptrk) 
STATIC t& 

FAQ 

The best way to grab 
I need to get some lOxENnch 
colour photographs into my 
Amiga (A3000, 6Mb RAM, HD). 
Which is the best approach - 
video grabber, hand scanner 
or flatbed scanner? I already 

have an S-VHS camcorder, so would a video 
grabber be the way to go? 

The answer to this dilemma is mainly 
dictated by how much you can afford to 
spend, since in this case money is directly 
reiated to quality. Flatbed scanners give 
the best result, because they provide far 
more resolution than all but the very best, 
broadcast quality cameras- Although video 
grabbers are more flexiblet since they can 
usually capture stills or moving sequences 
from camera or tape, the overall quality wilt 
generally be noticeably worse than your 
average flatbed scanner. Hand scanners 
don't do such a bad job, but because of the 
limited size of their scanning head and the 
fact that they are manually controlled, 
you'll probably find it difficult to make the 
several passes required to scan all of your 
photograph and then accurately join the 
strips together into a finished image. So 
the best solution is to plump for a good 
quality flatbed scanner. 

Take note, howeverf that 6Mb of 
memory may not be enough, especially If 
you want to post-process your images with 
a 24-bit paint program or image processing 
software such as Art Department, since 
high resolution scans can gobble up 
memory. Think about adding at least 4Mb 
of extra RAM. Gary 
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Wa/re sure that the drive is not selected as 
bootable; this stops the DH5: icon from 
appearing on Workbench. 

tfc=VARFTR(t(0)) 
POKEB tkt frowtpen 
POKEB £&+IntuiTextBackPenrhackpen 
POKEB t&+IntuiTextDrawModerdrdwmode CHANGE 
NEEDED 
POKEW t&+IntuiText Left Edge, lef t edge 
POKEW t&+:ntuiTextTopEdge,Lopedge 
POKEL U+ITextFont, VARPTR(font (0)) 
POKEL ti+IText, SADD(textString$+CHR$(0)} 
POKEL t&+NextText,nextptr& 
END SUB 

Listing 2: 
The modified IniiintuiTextO routine, Paul 

A happy genlock 
owner 

mi 

Video 

This response is intended to offer 
a little help and advice to Nick 
Grundy ("More genlock thoughts" 
AS59), with regard to his genlock 
difficulties, I now have an A1200, 

along with an Archos Overdrive (540Mb), Turbo 
2Mb memory expansion, a Rom bo digitiser and 
a Rendale 8802 genlock. 

After using the genlock for three years, 
initially with an A600, I experienced a 
compatibility problem with a recently-purchased 
monitor and the through port on the genlock. 

I called Rendale in Northampton, who dealt 
with my enquiry over the telephone almost 
instantly, very professionally and, even more 
rarely in these times, knowledgeably. What's 
more, the answers they gave were in terms 
which even I could understand - not in some 
jargon-laden, technical gobbledygook. 

The outcome was that I took my genlock to 
Rendale's workshop, where the necessary 
upgrade was undertaken with the same 
courteous attitude- 

My findings convinced me that if I ever 
needed to upgrade my genlock, and if Rendale 
made it, then I would probably buy from them. 
Their aftercare is not only second to none but 
also vastly in advance of my general experience 
of dealing with other suppliers. 

I must emphasise that my only 
connection with Rendale is that of a highly- 
impressed customer who owns a three-year-old 
8802 genlock. 

John m Hate ley 
Du n s t a b le, Bed sfordsh i re 

/ am glad that someone has been getting some 
satisfaction from their genlock, and good 
service from their supplier too. Wouldn't it be 
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Use the "change drive type" screen to read 
the configuration for blocks per track and 
heads/s urfaces. 

nice if every Amiga supplier could be 
recommended so highly? Gary 

PC Format 

TOT 
I am using PCTask (v2) on my 
Amiga as a way of linking my 
Psion 3 palmtop. 1 have 

PfMm      successfully created a hard disk 
Software | partition (DH5:) for PCTask to use 

as drive C: and installed MSDOS6 on it. The 
link software works fine but the icon name on 
the Workbench screen turned from DH5: to 
DH5:+ garbage characters. 

I am now trying to set up a Cross DOS 
device so that AmigaDOS can also access the 
partition and hence the files from the Psion. 
Following the instructions supplied with PCTask 
and using the information supplied by PCTask 
and Syslnfo, I have created a DOSDriver file 
called PH0:. 

This seems to mount OK, but I cannot 
access PH0: because I keep getting system 
error requestors informing me that this is not a 
DOS device. What am I doing wrong? 

Niall Hallett 
Slough, Berkshire 

It's fun playing with multiple file systems on the 
same hard drive isn't it? The garbage after the 
name is understandable, because the Amiga 
really doesn't know what to make of the HD5: 
partition. It has no way of reading it at all, and 
merely tolerates it. 

My system also has PCTask on it set up to 
use a partition of a hard drive as dhve C; - it's 
the only sensible way to use PCTask, in my 
opinion. You can see from the shot of 
HDToolbox (see pic above left) that I make 
sure that the drive is not selected as bootable. 
This seems to keep the DH5: icon from ever 
appearing on the Workbench. 

teHl jH^j j^l  '^Hl fe^Hl 
■fePHl   te»Hl   J^i    '&HI &£Hl 
tek j^l ^1 J^L 

As you can see, the PCTask hard drive is i 
readable from AmigaDOS. 

May 1996 

Now for the other problem- I use a similar 
Seagate hard drive (an ST3145A), and have 
discovered that Syslnfo can get a lot of the 
drive geometry values wrong. Always use the 
HDToolBox program to get the start and low 
cylinder values, and then use the "change drive 
type" screen to read the configuration for blocks 
per track and heads/surfaces. 

Use these In your mountlist and try again. 
This is exactly what I did five minutes ago and 
as you can seer my PCTask hard drive is now 
readable from AmigaDOS. (See pics.) 

Here are some tips: 

* Check you have the CrossDOSFiieSystem 
installed properly and that you can read and 
write to PC format floppies, 
9 Check with HDToolBox (not Syslnfo) that 
you have the right drive settings in your special 
PCTask mountlist. 
w Try a different name: sometimes if the drive 
name ends in a number other than a letter such 
a "C" there are problems. My drive is called 
PPC: as far as the Amiga is concerned, 
m Make sure that you are using two different 
names: my drive partition is called HDPCO: but 
the AmigaDOS mountlist is called PPC:, 
# Quoting from the manual: if the parameters 
given for Heads times BiocksPerTrack do not 
equal B!ocksPerCylinderf assume the Heads 
value is one and the BiocksPerTrack is the 
same as BlocksPerCyfinder, 

ff you still can't get the drive to mount, 
the only thing I can suggest is an upgrade 
to version 3, because that is the version of 
PCTask I am using, John 

ml 

Video 

It's all Greek to me 
Hello to all Amiganauts! Today 
(7th February 1996) a purchase 
which I had made from England 
arrived - my new Pro Grab 24 with 
the PCMCIA interface to go with 

my Amiga 1200. 
The problem is that I don't know what kind 

of cable I need to connect my video (which is 
VHS, not S-VHS, but I don't think this really 
matters), or to my 14-inch PAL Sony TV with 
SCART output, or my 8mm camcorder, to the 
ProGrab's input. 

I have tried it with a cable which I had 
been using for copying video tapes from one 
video to another by connecting the source 
video and audio outputs to the recorder video 
and audio inputs. 

I used the same cable with the digitiser by 
connecting one end of the cable to the video 
out and the other end to the digitiser, but the 
software tells me that there is No Video Signal. 

What is happening? Am I using the wrong 
cable? Am I connecting the cable to the wrong 
input of the digitiser {it has two and I don t really 
know which I should be using). 

I also bought a SCART cable which I 
connected from my Sony TV to my digitiser (to 
the same input as I tried above), but the 
software still tells me that there's no video 
signal present. I have tried connecting the 
digitiser to both the parallel and PCMCIA 
sockets on my Amiga, but I still get the same 
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results - that isr nothing! I intend to use my 
Amiga with a Blizzard 1 2301V (8Mb RAM) 
professionally for graphics. 

Menis Malaxianakis 
Greece 

The most likely cause of your problemr since 
you do not say which video connector you 
are using to output the signal from your 
camcorder, VCR or TV, is that you are 
attempting to use an RF signal (the one that 
comes either out of your VCR or camcorder's 
aerial-type socket), with your ProGrab, This will 
not work, since it isn't the kind of video signal 
the ProGrab is expecting, 

What you need to use is either a composite 
video signal (aka CVBS or FBAS in certain 
parts of Europe) connected to the Phono 
socket on the ProGrab, or an S-VHS one 
(using a special S-VHS cable to connect from 
your camcorder's S-VHS output) connected to 
the ProGrab's S-VHS (four-hole) socket. Note 
that it is unlikely that your TV will have a video 
output at all, unless it is a professional-style 
monitor, rather then TV. 

I would advise you to buy an S-VHS cable 
(if you haven't already got one) and connect 
one end to your camcorder's output and the 
other to the ProGrab's S-VHS input 

Make sure the camera is running, with the 
lens cap off, or with a tape playing back, if you 
want to test the ProGrab, Check that you can 
see an image in the camera's viewfinder, then 
try to grab it using your ProGrab. The software 
will automatically sense which Input the video 

RTTY? No problem 

Regarding the query from 
Monsieur Breul <A560) and 
the reception of RTTY 
transmissions. One can 
certainly use the Amiga for 
RTTY. It requires a TNC 

(Terminal Node Controller) and one firm in 
England who specialises in digital 
transmission and reception equipment is 
Sistim Electronics Ltd, Unit 1A, Hampton 
Lane, Blackfield, Southampton 5045 1WE. 
I hope this is of some help. 

Reg Holland 

Our readers come to the rescue again! 
Many thanks for helping us out! John 

signal is connected to, so there's no need for 
you to change any software settings here. 

if this doesn 't work, try connecting a 
composite output from your VCR to the 
ProGrab's phono socket (the one with just one 
hole in it), You may either need a SCART to 
phono cable, or some other cable depending 
on the video (not RF) output from your VCR. 

If both the above suggestions fail to work, 
see if you can find a friend with an Amiga 
1200 and try the ProGrab on their machine, 
just in case there is actually a hardware 
problem with your Amiga itself. 

If none of my suggestions work (and they 
should, if all the hardware is working correctly), 
check your cables again, and, if they are 0Kf 
you might well find that you have a faulty 

ProGrab, which you will need to return to your 
supplier for replacement 

If you need to contact Gordon Harwoods 
(makers of the ProGrab) for more assistance 
you can E-mail them at gharwood@eworld.com. 
Good luck! Gary 

The sample facts 
I am looking at recording samples 
into my A1200 from a tape 
recorder and direct from a "line 
out1' on an amplifier I am using 
Technosound Turbo 2, I noticed 

that my computer hasn't got an audio input. 
Do I need to buy some hardware? Is it possible 
to do what I want it to do, and if so how and 
what do I need? 

Divo (an enthusiastic beginner) 

First the good news: yes it is entirety possible 
to achieve what you want to do with your 
A1200, Unfortunately, as you noticed, the 
Amiga doesn't have any "audio in" facilities as 
standard. You will need to buy a sampling 
cartridge which costs about £20, 

it wasn't so long ago that everybody was 
advertising samplers, but at the moment they 
are surprisingly difficult to find. In fact, Datel 
fa 01782 744707) are the only company I 
know about. However, many dealers may still 
have some buried in a store room somewhere, 
so it's worth asking. Alternatively, ask around 
for a secondhand unit or look up Aminet where 
there are plans for 01Y versions. John ■ 

in and get answers to your questions AS62 

If you send in a question for the Amiga Answers experts, please fill 
in and include the form below (or a photocopy if you don't want to 
cut up your magazine). If you have several questions in different 
fields that should he addressed to more than one of our experts, 
please send in your queries on separate forms. 

Send your form and question to: Amiga Answers, Amiga 
Shopper, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. 
Name:  

Agnus chip (if known)   
Extra drive #1 (3.5in/5.25in) as DF : Manufacturer. 
Extra drive #2 (3.5in/5.25in) as DF : Manufacturer. 
Hard disk: JAb as DH  

Manufacturer 
Extra RAM fitted - type, size in Mb and manufacturer 

Address: 
Please indicate details of any other hardware which could help us 
to answer your question: 

Your machine 
□ A500 

□ A1200 

□ A4O0O 
Approximate age of machine 

Post code. 

□ A500 Plus 
□ A1500 

A600 
□ A2000 

D A1000 

□ A3000 

Kickstart version (displayed at the "insert Workbench" prompt) 

□ l,2 Dl.3 D2.x D3.x 
Workbench revision (written on the Workbench disk) 

□ 1.2 [J 1.3 .   i 1.3.2 D 2.04/2.05 

□ 2.1 □ 3.0 

PCB revision (if known). Do not take your machine apart just to 
look for this!  
Total memory fitted (see AVAIL in Shell for Workbench 1,3)   
Chip memory available (see AVAIL in Shell)  

Now, use this space to describe your problem, including as much 
relevant information as possible. Please continue on a separate 
sheet if necessary. 
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HiSoft BASIC2 

In the second part of his 

HiSoft BASIC 2 tutorial 

Paul Overaa explains the 

use of tag lists. 

Last month's installment should 
have convinced you that the 
mechanics of using Amiga 
library functions from HiSoft 
BASIC 2 are not particularly 

difficult. Before we can discuss gadget use 
and event handling, however, there is one 
subject that needs to be put to rest. It 
concerns the way parameters are passed 
to some library functions. 

In order to provide the enhancements that 
arrived with OS Release 2, the functions used 
to perform many established operations, like 
window opening, needed additional parameters 
to be specified. One possibility, namely the 
extending of many existing system structures* 
would have been an easy solution; but the 
next time OS enhancements were made the 
same problem would arise. Some structures 
would doubtless need to be modified again. In 
the end. Commodore wisely opted for a more 
long-term solution based on the use of arrays 
that contain self-identifying parameter values, 
Since these lists provide a way of tagging 
additional parameters on to existing OS 
structures, they were called tag lists. 

Tag lists 
Tag list entries consist of a pair of long word (i.e. 
four byte) values. The first long word provides a 
32-bit identity field, the second a corresponding 
32-bit data value. Most lag identities are library 
specific and their definitions tend to be found in 
the be constants files of the appropriate library. 
For example, one asl library tag is called 
ASLFR_TitleText&1 and this enables you to 
specify the title text that is used when an asl file 
requester appears. 

A few general tag item values have also 
been defined and can be found in the utility.be 
file. There's only one you need to worry about 
and that's a tag called TAG_END& - this 
signals the end of an array and needs to be 
placed at the end of any tag list you prepare. To 
use this definition you need to include the 
jtility.be constants file (or the utility.bh header 
file which, as explained last month, would bring 
in the constants file automatically). If you look in 
the HiSoft utility.be file you will see that this has 
a value of zero; programmers often terminate tag 
lists with an explicit G& to avoid having to 
include the utility.be or .utilitybh files. 
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Jargon buster 

Long wont: 32-bit, i.e. four byte, value. 
Basic long word variables and constants are 
designated by appending an & to the end of | 
the name, e.g. some value, & 50& 
OS: Operating System 
Parameter: Any value expected by, or 
passed to, a function or subprogram 
Pointer: Long word variable holding the 
address of another object in memory 

The best way to come to terms with tag lists 
is to see them being used and, in preparation 
for this month's discussions, I made use of one 
tag list-based function call in the second 
(test2.bas) example of the last tutorial, Now itTs 
time to both explain in detail what was going on 
and extend the ideas a little bit. 

If you look back at the code you will see that 
asl requester use followed this type of scenario. 
First an AllocAslRequest&Q function call was 
used to allocate the main data structure for the 
requester. The program was then able to bring 
up the requester by calling an AslRequest&Q 
function as many times as was necessary, and 
this function was tied to a 'Load File' menu 
option. Before the program terminated a 
FreeAslRequest() function was used to hand 
back all the resources allocated by the original 
AlIocAslRequest&() call. The original call to 
allocate the file requester structure looked like: 

g_f ile_request_p&=Al locAslRequest St (ASL_Fi 1 eRequest 
fit,VARPTR(reques ter_Cags&(0))) 

The more adventurous of you will have noted 
from the function box outs provided that the 
second parameter was a pointer to a tag list. 

The easiest way to prepare a tag list 
with HiSoft BASIC 2 is first to use a DIM 
statement to allocate a long word array. I 
arbitrarily set up space for six pairs of tags by 
using this statement: 

DIM requester_tags&(12) 
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To get a set of tag entries into this array, 
HiSoft BASIC 2 provides a TAG LIST instruction, 
This requires a pointer to the array that is 
used to hold the tag list along with the tag 
pairs themselves, 

The address of the array can be obtained 
using BASIC'S VARPTRQ function on the first 
element of the array, VARPTRtrequester_tags4(0Ht 
in the above example, 

The pair of tag items used last month 
consisted of a ASLFR_TitIeText& tag identity and 
an "Amiga Shopper Requester" text string. With 
the TAG_END& labef being used to terminate 
the entries, tag list creation looked like this: 

TAGLIST VARPTR(reque$ter_tagst(0)) r _ 
ASLFRjritlerext£r"Amiga Shopper Requester"r _ 
TAG_END£ 

Notice how HiSoft BASIC'S underscore '_r 

continuation character at the end of each line 
enables the various sections of this statement to 
be written on separate lines. This is important 
since it helps keep longer tag lists readable. 

If this is the first time you have come across 
these ideas, you might think that fiddling around 
building tag lists is a pain. But you must 
persevere with it. Tag lists have been adopted to 
solve the problem of adding additional 
parameters to function calls once and for all; 
from Release 2 onwards they have become an 
integral part of the Amiga's programming 
environment If you are interested in getting into 
up-to-date Amiga programming you MUST 
understand how they work! 

Now the good news 
First, once you know how to build one tag list; 
you will be able to build ANY tag list. Second, 
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A word of warning 
once you are using a tag list-based function call 
you can make many changes simply by 
modifying the tag entries. Let me convince you 
that this is true by explaining about some of the 
tags available in the HiSoft asl.bc file. 

For example, the tags ASLFR_initialLeftEdge*, 
rtSLFR_Init ialTopEdgefc, ASLFR_Ini t ialWidthfi and 
ASLFFLinitialHeigh-i enable you to specify the 
position and size of the asl file requester 
window. «SLFR_DrawersOrtly& is another useful tag. 
Setting this tag to TRUE* causes the file 
requester to have no fife gadget and to display 
only directory names in the file list. You can use 
this tag if you want to have the user select a 
destination directory for a particular task. 

Another useful item is the ASLFR_Rejecticons& 
tag. When this is set to HUE&, this tag prevents 
.info files (icons) from being displayed in the 
requester. You should use this tag in all your 
software because Workbench users should 
never have to see .info files. 

Suppose that we wanted to make an asl file 
requester appear at top left screen location 
(50,50), be 400 pixels wide, and have a height 
of 200 pixels. We would set up these tags; 

ASLFR_InitialLeft:Edge&, 50t 
ASLFR_InitialT'opEdge&, 50k 
ASLFR_InitialWidth&J 400& 
ASLFR_initialHeight&, 200k 

In other words the TAG LIST statement needed 
would look something like this: 

TAGLIST VARFIR(requester_tagsk(01), _ 
ASLFRJTitl eTextJc,"Amiga Shopper 

Requester", _ 
ASLFR_InitialLeftBdget, 5Q&, 

ASLFR_Initial'IbpEdge&r 50&r _ 
ASLFR_InitialWidthfc, 40Q&, _ 
ASLFELInitialHeight&H 200&, _ 
TAGLENB& 

In practice, it's not always advisable to throw 
loads of lmagic numbers' into your code - it is 
better to define constant values near the start of 
the program. If, for instance, the file requester 
was to be the same size as the window being 
used we could define these constants: 

CONST W_X&-50 
CONST W_Y&=50 
CONST W_WlffTH£:=40Q 
CONST W_HEIGHTS:=200 

One of the reasons that BASIC coding is great 
fun is that you can use variables without 
declaring or initialising them. Past that stage? 
Well, most people think that but don't you 
believe it - everyone inadvertently does it 
occasionally simply by making the odd typing 
slip. With tag lists this Is fatal; let me explain 
why by looking at this tag entry: 

ASLFR_InitalLeftEdge&, W_X& 

What's the problem? It doesn't work because 
there is an 'V missing in the tag identity name. 
We should have written; 

ASLFR_Init ialLe ftEdge&r W_Xt 

OK, so it's an easy mistake to make when 

typing tag identities and an easy mistake to 
miss as well. The interesting thing is that when 
a tag list containing a misspelt identity is used 
it, and all subsequent tags in the list, stop 
working. What happens of course is that 
BASIC regards the identity item as a variable 
and then initialises it to zero (in true BASIC 
fashion). Now you ought to know what 
happens next - the library function using the 
lag list encounters this zero identity value 
and interprets the entry as the end of the 
list. All subsequent tag pairs therefore get 
ignored. I've mentioned this because if you 
find tag entries don't seem to be having 
any effect during your HiSoft BASIC 2 tag 
list experiments, look very carefully at the 
entries you prepared to make sure you 
haven't slipped up. 

Both WINDOW OPEN and TAG LI ST 
statements could then use these symbolic 
values. For instance: 

TAGLIST VARFTfi(requester_tags&(0)), _ 
ASLFFLTitleTextfc, 'Amiga 

Shopper Requester"r 
ASLFR_InitialLeftEdge&, W_X&r 

ASLFR_InkialTopEci3e&J HJflfc, 
ASLFR_InitialWidth&J VLWIETm&, _ 
A$LFR_mitialHeigJit&, HJffilGHTfc, _ 
TAG_END& 

I have done this with the first example on this 
month's Coverdisk (test3.bas), (See page 12 for 
details of the disks,) 

The code is based on the test2.bas example 
from last month and the significant point to bear 
in mind is that the only real changes that have 
had to be made is the inclusion of the additional 
tags shown above. 

HcrK      A #- a-« r *■*-#- d 

Above; The new menu options used in the 
test4.bas example program. 

A second example 

A file requester's initial position and si7e 
characteristics are normally specified just once 
when the AllocAslRequest&O function is used. 
However, the AslRequest&O function used to 
bring up the requester can also accept tag 
parameters (see last month's tutorial for 
function details). 

For the second example 1 have tied 
AslRequest&Q calls to separate menu items and 
incorporated additional tag lists that make use 
of the ASFR_Reject icons & tag. In one case the tag 
value supplied is FALSER (SO Jnfo files are not 
shown), and in the other case the same tag is 
set to TRUE&. so that .info files are displayed 
(you'll find this example code on disk as the 
program test4.bas). For the extra tag data IVe 
specified an array using DIM extra_tags&N); but 
instead of initialising this array at the start of the 
program, it is done within the case statements 
which handle the menu operations. 

Make the most of the fact that much of the 
code will be familiar from last month's tutorial 
and concentrate on the small changes 
associated with this month's tag list 
discussions. From now on I will assume that you 
understand the use of tag lists. Both of the 
examples on the disk, incidentally, are again 
using HiSoft BASIC'S conventional high-level 
menu/close-gadget event handling. 

Unfortunately, this approach has inherent 
limitations and so next month I will explain what 
they are and how to avoid them. ■ 

left: The 
modified case 
statements 

the test4.bas 

Right: Don't 
forget to set 
appropriate 
include and 

library paths 
before compiling 

the examples. 
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Shopperlutorial Music John Kennedy 

AmiganrlUSIC 

"Sampling is so 

popular because 

it is so powerful." 

IThis is the original waveform. It varies 
smoothly with no steps. This is the 

waveform we will sample. 

In part three of our music tutorial, John Kennedy discusses the 

power of sound sampling on the Amiga, 

Sound on the Amiga is produced 
using sound samples: real 
sounds replayed at different 
pitches. Samples are extremely 
useful throughout modern 

music, because they are extremely flexible. 
On the one hand, samples form the 

basic building-block of almost all modern 
synthesizers, which use a "wave table11 of 
sampled sounds and then process them to 
create realistic sounds. On the other hand, 
dedicated samples can store drum kits, vocals 
and media snatches, and replay them exactly 
like the original, or processed in some way. 
Samplers are also used as digital tape 

2With only three sampling levels, the 
resultant sample (the green shape) is pretty 

rough. The sampling level is high (the markers 
on the horizontal access), but there isn't enough 
resolution to capture the waveform property 

recorders: capturing sounds to hard disk for 
editing, processing and mastering. 

Sampling is so popular because it is so 
powerful. Converting an analogue sound source 
into digital data means it can be processed, 
stored and replayed with excellent quality. The 
music stored on a CD is digital, and it sounds 
much better than analogue vinyl records or 
analogue compact cassettes ever do. 

The process of converting the sound into 
digital format (which is often called ' sampling15 

or "digitising") and vice versa is carried out by 
electronic chips. There are two quantities 
which determine the quality of an audio 
sample. The first is the sample rate, the second 
is the resolution. 

Quality of sound 
Taking the resolution first, it soon becomes 
obvious that the more detail you use to store the 
sample, the better it will sound. You can see this 
if I quickly change into some flared trousers, put 
on a kipper tie, grow a strange beard and adopt 
my best Open University lecturer-type voice. 
(See pics 1 to 4.) 

You can see that the resolution is important, 
and that's why CD players have 1 6 bits of 
resolution: that's up to 65,536 different levels to 
measure the sample. The Amiga has 8-bit 
resolution, but even that means 256 levels, so 
the sound quality is pretty good. 

Making the most of Amiga sampling 

The Amiga's built-in sampling 
hardware may be only four 
channels with a resolution of eight 
bits, but it stills sounds excellent. 
In fact, it can occasionally sound 
better than cheap, 16-bit 
sound cards used on PCs. 

However, there still comes 
a time when the quality simply 
isn't enough. Sadly, it isn't 
possible to unplug the Amiga's 
sound hardware and slot In a 
new card. The Amiga just doesn't 
work like that 

Do you really need sampling? 
If you only need high quality 
instruments, it is possible to 
buy an external MIDI synthesizer 

for a lot less than an external 
MIDI sampler, 

Will you be using sampling 
mostly for "media snatches"? 
If you plan on using the sample 
replay function for short bursts 
of voice from films and so on 
(ahem, cough, cough, copyright), 
then you probably don't actually 
need 16-bit stereo sampling. If you 
sample from radio or non-NlCAM 
TV then the Amiga's eight bits will 
do very well indeed. You can 
process the samples for echo, 
phasing and filter effects with a 
sample editing program and then 
play them back for very expensive- 
sounding results. 

Do you need many samples 
replayed at once? 
Dedicated MIDI samplers can 
replay many samples at the same 
time. For example, the EMU ESi32 
which we use can replay 32 
samples at the one time - this 
makes the Amiga looks decidedly 
weedy. There are ways around 
this, though. The easiest way is to 
fabricate the samples yourself: if 
you are always (or mostly) going 
to be playing certain samples at 
the same time, create a new 
sample from the two originals by 
using the "MIX" feature of any 
sample editing program. Another 
solution is to use another Amiga - 
you can pick up a used AS00 very 

cheaply these days, and hey 
presto! another four voices. 

Will you be using sampled 
drums? 
With a dedicated sampler, you can 
keep an entire drum kit in memory 
at one time and trigger each 
sound individually. This is a 
tremendous luxury, but you will 
rarely have the same capability on 
the Amiga. One way around this is 
not to sample drums individually, 
but sample entire drum riffs: the 
kick, snare hi*hats and everything. 
Sample the entire riff and trigger 
it at the start of every bar or four 
bars. This is a great way to create 
Jungle music! 
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Why sample rates are important 

It Is Important to pick a sample rate which is fast enough to capture all 
the detail in a sound. The sample rate of choice is defined by the 
"Shannon-Hartley Sampling Thereom" as twice the highest frequency in 
the sound, This is also known as the Niquest Rate. If you sample at less 
than this rate, detail wiM be lost as you can see from this example below. 

Step t; Here is the original audio 
signal, it's not digitised yet, so (ike 
any analogue signal, it varies over 
time: there are no steps. It's the 
sort of signal you would see if you 
connected a microphone to an 
osciiloscope and watched the 
waveform bounce up and down. 

Step 3; Now we can remove the 
original waveform and leave the 
samples behind. These are the 
only pieces of data we store, 
because we know that each 
sample is a "snapshot" of what 
level the original waveform was 
at for each point in time (or at 
least each point in time separated 
by the sample rate). 

ft * 4 

M I I I I I I I I I I 

Step 2: Now we digitise it at a 
sampling rate defined by the marks 
along the horizontal axis. For each 
marker, we put a dot at the closest 
point to the original signal. We 
can onfy space the dots 
horizontally at the rate of the 
markers on the axis. (We are not 
dealing with resolution here). 

Step 4: To replay the sample, we 
re-create the original waveform. 
The only way we can do this is to 
make use of the samples we have. 
You can see that at the start of the 
waveform where there is a lot of 
movement, our sample rate wasn't 
enough to capture ail the detail. 

3Double the resolution and things start to get 
better. Only a little, mind you. Deciding 

which level to put the green bar to is difficult 
when you don't have much to choose from. 

Tunes, please 
We have explained how a sample can be made 
and replayed, but how is it possible to play back 
samples at different pitches? It's all very well 
sampling a piano playing Middle C, but do you 
need to sample all the other notes as well in 
order to be able to play a tune? 

Thankfully not: the trick is to replay the 
Middle C sample at different rates. Play it 
slightly faster and it goes up in pitchy play it 
slower and it drops in pitch. A single sample 
can therefore be made to play an entire tune. 
You can see this yourself easily with an Amiga 
tracker program such as OctaMED. The Amiga 
keyboard is used as a music keyboard, and 
depending on which key you press, the sample 
is replayed at different rates and therefore 
different notes are created. 

You might be thinking that since the 
samples are played at different rates, the 
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4With increased resolution the sample starts 
to get closer. With a high enough resolution 

and a fast enough sample rate, the sample 
would took pretty close to the original. 

samples would all last different lengths of 
time. The higher-pitched samples would 
sound for a lot shorter than the lower-pitched 
samples. Also, after taking so much time to 
get the sampling rate right, won't playing it a 
lot slower (to get a deepr low-pitched sound) 
effect the quality? 

The answer is, of course, yes on both 
counts. Higher-pitched samples don't last as 
Song and very low-pitched samples can sound 
rather ropy. A dedicated MIDI sampler gets 

Next month 

In next month's music tutorial we will look 
more in-depth at sample analysis, and 
some of the software and hardware tools; 
which will help you make the most of them 
on your Amiga. Stay tuned! 

May 1906 

"A single sample 

can therefore be 

made to play an 

entire tune." 

around this problem because it can 
automatically loop each sample. Every sound 
has an attack, a sustain and a decay to a 
certain extent. With careful editing you can 
loop the sustain and so extend the sound. The 
MIDI sampler hardware can keep the loop 
happening for as long as the keyboard is 
pressed down, which makes a big difference. 
(MIDI samplers can do all sorts of other tricks 
such as adjusting the amplitude, pan, tuning 
and filtering as well - but that's what you pay 
your £1,000 plus for). 

The best way to get around the sample 
length/quality problem is to create multiple 
samples* Obviously, it would be best to sample 
each note individually: and so have 48 or 49 
separate samples for a four octave keyboard. In 
practice you can usually get away with one 
sample per octave, and usethe altered replay 
rate trick to create the extra notes. ■ 
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features 

Darren Irvine takes a closer 

look at IRC, and explains some 

of its more arcane features. 

Last month, we covered the 
basic principles behind the 
operation of IRC, and looked at 
common commands used In 
normal IRC operation. In most 

situations, those commands will be 
enough to see you through, but knowing 
the ins and outs of some of the more 
obscure features of IRC can be useful. 

Creating a channel 
When someone first joins a brand new channel, 
that person becomes the channel operator or 
"chanop1' of that channel. This person has the 
power to affect the way in which that channel is 
perceived by other IRC users, and can also 
make other people c nan ops for that channel. 
The command which does most of the work in 
terms of changing the status of a channel is the 
/MODE command One of the most significant 
things that can be done to a channel is to use 
/MODE to make the channel "private" rather 
than the default "public11 mode. As weVe seen, 
anyone can see who is on a public channel and 
anyone can join that channel. Private channels 
on the other hand, can't be joined by just 
anyone, and normal users can't obtain 
information regarding the people on a private 

«Act tort* 
TheK 

cJo Lrt* 
*Bct ion* 

Users- on # ire Land: darsy TheK nstn2695 tippet GWraUh GJawJaBot 
HaUch enuLr_WoLf 
End of /1SRMES I isi . 
Current modes for #ire land: 
Ha Iich hugs t tppet, doesn41 
HaUch: What do you study? 
muggy (guest 13§192,197.196, 
darsy Suddenly Wakes up 

topic protection, no messaging, 
matter, I t Ike u more 

3) has joined the channel. 

darsy j 

Above: You can use the /ME command to give 
some feel of animation to your presence on IRC, 
rather than sticking to simply chatting. 

channel - use of the /NAMES or the /LIST 
command usually returns something like "Prv: *" 
when examining a private channel. The format of 
the /MODE command is as follows: 

/MODE [channel] [+|-] [modecontrols] 
[parameters] 

This looks a bit complexf but it can be broken 
down into simple sections. 

The channel bit is fairly obviously the name 
of the channel which you want to affect with the 
/MODE command, Of course, you must have 
chanop status for that channel for the command 
to work. Next followed by a plus "+* or minus 

sign are the mode control characters, each 
one of which affects a particular aspect of the 
channel.      adds the effect of that mode 
control character, and 11-" cancels it. The last 
parts of the /MODE command are any optional 
parameters which are needed for some of the 
control characters. 

Note that the channel name must be in 
uppercase, and the mode characters in 
lowercase. The valid control characters and their 
associated parameters are listed below. 

/MODE control 

characters 
b [person] Bans [person] from this channel. 
The [person] parameter must usually be in 
nickname !user@host format for the 11 b" control 
character to work. 

Sets the status of the channel to invite-only. In 
other words, only nicknames who have been 
/!NVlTEd by the chanop can /JOIN this channel. 
I [number] Limits the number of possible 
users to the parameter supplied. 

Defines that channel as a moderated 
channel. This means that only users who have 
been given chanop status can talk, 
n Forbids the use of the /MSG command from 
another channel into this one. 
o [nickname] Makes [nickname] a channel 
operator for this channel. If you do this, then 
leave the channel, the newly-created chanop 
can ban you from your own channel, 

More than just a chat system 

Although IRC was designed as a 
method of communication 
between Internet users, it's been 
expanded into a more versatile 
system using what is known as 
the Client To Client Protocol 
(CTCP). This system enables two 
users who's IRC clients both 
support CTCP to perform client- 
specific actions across the IRC 
network, such as transferring files. 

The main /CTCP command 
itself can be used to find out 
various information about the 
client software being used by an 
IRC user, and the general format 
of Its operation is as follows: 

/CTCP [nickname] [command] 

The commands that can be used 
with /CTCP are: 

VERSION: Displays information 

about the version and release 
numbers of the IRC client being 
used by [nickname]. 
FINGER: Displays information 
relating to the amount of time 
[nickname] has been idle on IRC 
and which server is being used. 
CLIENT!NPO: Used without a 
nickname to return information on 
the CTCP commands that are 
supported by your particular IRC 
client software. Use it with a 
nickname to see if the person you 
want to communicate with also 
has software which supports the 
command that you want to use. 

Although new CTCP commands 
are being developed all the time, 
the most commonly used one is 
the /OCC Or Direct Client 
Connection command which is 
used for file transfers. One word 
of warning; never send or receive 

a file from someone unless you 
know exactly what file is being 
transferred - It is possible for 
unscrupulous IRC users to gain 
control of, or damage, your local 
system by sending bogus 
password files, or getting you 
unwittingly to send your own. 

The options available for the 
/DCC command are: 

/DCC SEND [nickname] [filename] 
Initiates a file transfer procedure 
between your machine and that 
belonging to [nickname] - in the 
first instance [nickname] will be 
informed that you want to transfer 
the file. It is up to the remote user 
to continue the transfer using the 
next /DCC command: 
/DCC GET [nickname! [filename] 
Accepts the file transfer which was 
initiated by the remote user s 
/DCC SEND command. 

/DCC LIST 
Shows the current DCC 
connections with details of 
their types, status and the 
nicknames involved. 
/DCC CLOSE [type] [nickname] 
[arguments] 
Aborts an unwanted DCC 
file transfer request. The 
arguments should be the same 
details as shown using the 
/DCC LIST command for that 
DCC connection. 
/DCC CHAT 
Establishes a direct client-to-client 
chat which, unlike normal IRC 
communications which pass 
through any number of IRC 
servers, enables secure 
com muni cation directly between 
two users. Once the /DCC CHAT 
connection is established, the 
secure messages are sent using 
the normal IRC /MSG command. 
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Defines the channel as private, 
s Defines the channel as secret. Secret channels 
are an extension of private ones, and can1! be 
seen at all using a /LIST or /NAMES command. 

Defines the channel to be "Topic Limited" In 
other words, only chanops can change the 
channels' topic. This is the default on most IRC 
servers anyway. 

Using the /MODE 
command 
/JOIN #mychannel Join my rather 
egotistically-named channel. 
/MODE # my channel +p Make the channel 
private - so I can be in my own little world, 
/MODE #m yen an net +1 1 Just to make sure 
I won't be bothered, I'll limit the number of users 
on my channel to 1. Normally, you will want to 
consider a higher limit than this. Unless you like 
talking to yourself. 

Advanced IRC 

commands 
Once you start using IRC a lot, you'll need to 
know some of the more exotic commands, so 
you can appear to know what you are doing. 
This is important if you have created your own 
channel to be a chanop on, or have been 
granted chanop status on an existing channel. 

/AWAY [reason] This command marks you as 
being away from your terminal, without ending 
your IRC session. You can use this command 
when you want to pop to the loo or go and 
make a cup of coffee, or pour a beer, without 
actually logging off the channels you are on, 
/1G NO RE   [n ic k name] | [ user @ add res s] 
[type] Sometimes you will wish to not see 
messages from a particular nickname or 
address, and the /IGNORE command is the 
one to use. The type parameter specifies 
which types of IRC message to ignore - 
MSG, NOTICE, PUBLIC, INVITE, ALL, or 
NONE. If you precede one of these with a 
minus sign, you will stop ignoring that type of 
message from the specified nickname or user. 
Using the /IGNORE command on its own with 
no parameters lists who you are currently 
ignoring. For example: 

Below: The results displayed when using the 
available CTCP commands with Grapevine. 

Grapevine Amiga Internet Re ^ y 1 - *  tlienf i .33. '£Tf£§4 Brian J, Cerveny. 
□ | Grapevine Tools Active project: O (#DARSYCHANNEL) 

a |   [O mc] Channel ttDARSYCHANNEL (pi) 1 users, 1 chanop: 
*lfnn> 

HtHte* 

ScroIIbaak byffer c(,tf*r*d, You haw joined channel  ■DflRSYCHfltfEL. Users on  ttDRRSVCHflNMEL    i  v End of /MRMES list. dcjrsy changes the channel mode to private darsy changes the channel mode to   Um. t   1 users darsy sets banCs) on liflTTE1! »e#. 

1^1 
ttDRR'ji'iirnfUfrii 

- i s^i ..mi ^i 1^1 Ram Disk Workbench    Work Stuff 

Above: Using the /MODE command to configure 
my newly-created channel. 

/IGNORE jimbob ALL Ignores all messages 
from the user with the nickname "jimbob" 
/IGNORE *@dumbas5.oxy.edu This will 
ignore any INVITE" messages from any user 
using the server dumbass.oxy.edu. 
/INVITE     [nickname] [channel] 
Sends an INVITE1' message to the specified 
nickname to join the specified channel. If no 
channel is given, the current channel is used. 
This command is handy if you want to speak to 
someone on IRC, but you don't know which 
channel they are on - you can simply ask them 
to join your current channel. 
/KICK       [channel] [nickname] 
Kicks the specified nickname of the specified 
channel. You can use this if someone is 
behaving in an abusive or otherwise 
unacceptable manner Note that unreasonable 
use of the /KICK command will get you a bad 
name on IRC, and it's probably a good idea to 
leave any /KICKing that has to be done to 
experienced IRC users - in other words let 
someone else do the dirty work. Plus, you will 
only be able to kick someone from a channel if 
you have chanop status, 
/ME [description] Produces a 
description type message on the screens of 

Brim J . Ctnmiy tbr i mo* L rat * I # , t*>A^ . rf»r»^USGEH*0:  I ACT■ % (H( pILcrt       th* Lnfamil Lnn 5*^>*rti l</w*y 
dvif TltE- The currrot tlH orr IhL* ha* I fl£ 48:23, 

*D™3yCHANHG. tpQ i uwrt, i champ: p. I u» j   11 '-i-i m 

i 

& 
0 

liaa -all i^l Rant Di*.     r •     >. i.    '■    h .-i.r 

□ I U$eriist|£D|£S 

L i a-m 
\MagLk 
Shokvave Ra$pji in 

v_SbaL I ■\ Trumpet rubberban 
\LSD 
\ tubby "\flnguzHawk 
\f\i i. ago 
Auridead 

Above: in Grapevine's 
Useriist window, users 
with Channel Operator 
status appear with a 
tittle wand beside 
their nicks. 

everyone on the current channel. For example, if 
your nickname is "Fred11 and you type the 
command: 7ME falls off his chair laughing", 
the other users will be treated to a message 
like: * Fred falls off his chair laughing. 
/ NICK        [nickna me] 
Changes your currently-used nickname to 
whatever you like. If you do this too often other 
users will think that you have a bit of an identity 
problem - in general the rule is to pick a 
nickname and stick with it every time you use 
IRC. The only usual reason for a change of 
nickname is when two users with the same one 
try to use IRC at the same time - whoever is 
first on will be allowed to use the name. 
/NOTICE    [nickname].[channel] [text] 
Works in a similar way to "/MSG" but puts ;'-ir 

characters around your nickname as it appears 
on the recipient's screen. Many automated IRC 
processes (known as "Sots" which will be 
covered later on in this series) use / NOTICE, 
so it is probably best to stick to using /MSG 
unless you want to give the impression that you 
are nothing more than a program. 
/ NOTI FY [nickname],, 
Adds the specified nickname(s) to a list of 
names who you'll be warned about when they 
start or stop using IRC. Including too many 
names in this list can slow things down, both for 
you and other users using the same server. 
Unless you are really looking out for someone, 
it's best to avoid using /NOTIFY. 
/QUERY     [n i ck n a me J, [channel] 
Starts a private conversation with the supplied 
nickname on the optionally-specif ied channel. To 
cancel this private mode, use /QUERY with no 
parameters. In effect, using /QUERY is like 
issuing a series of /MSG commands. Be aware 
however that no conversation, even protected 
by /QUERY, is secure on IRC Any 
unscrupulous operator on any IRC server 
anywhere on the Internet can eavesdrop on any 
messages, so be careful what you say. 
/TOPIC      [channel] [topic] 
Changes the channel topic for the specified 
channel, as seen when using the /LIST 
command. In general, you'll need chanop status 
to be able to change the topic. ■ 
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Cinema AD and Imagine 4 head-to- 
head; 10 new printers tested, reviewed 
and rated; how Shell can improve your 
housekeeping tasks; an interview with 
amateur film makers; loads of reviews; 
tutorials; PD and Amiga Answers £5 

Will piracy be the death of the Amiga?; 
printer enhancement software; reviews 
of the Siamese System, Ma in Act or 
Broadcast, SyQuest EZ-135 drive; new 
music tutorial; Personal Fonts Maker 2 
and Aural Synthetics on the disks ,~J55 

The essential guide to souping up your 
Amiga starts this issue; an interview 
with Amiga Technologies; games 
creation feature; loads of reviews, 
including the Canon BJC-610 and the 
Four Square drive; plus the first part of 
our HiSoft BASIC 2 tutorial— » £5 

We help you to choose a new monitor; 
discover the most efficient ways to 
store your data; Mojo starts another 3D 
tutorial; more on DTP, Comms and C; a 
completely revamped PD Select; plus 
HiSoft BASIC on the Coverdisk!... £5 

Read our essential guide to WP and 
DTP programs; find out how to network 
your Amiga; loads of reviews Including 
the Media Vision drive and Falcon 040; 
tutorials; PD; Amiga Answers; plus 
Aural Illusion on the Coverdisks  

□ 46 □« 

□ 54 DSS 

Other  ,  

Amiga Shopper back issues 
• Up to issue 46, back issues are £3 each (ones with Coverdisks are £4 
each). Back issues from issue 47 onwards are all £5 each. 
• Prices are per copy and include postage and packing. 
• Do not send cash through the post with your mail orders, 
• Please make all cheques payable to: Future Publishing Limited. 

□ 48   D49   CISO   D51   D52   □ 53 

□ 56   □ 57   □ 58   □ 59   □ 60   □ 61 

 (Please tick the back issues you require) 

Amiga Shopper Binder only £4.95 

Please debit my Visa/Mastercard with £.. 

OR I enclose a cheque payable to Future Publishing Ltd. for £ , 
(Cheque must be in Sterling drawn on a UK bank account) 

Signed Date «  

, Postcode- 

Please cut out and send to: 
Amiga Shopper back issues, Future Publishing, 
FREE POST (BS4900), Somerton. Somerset TA11 6BR. 
Offer expires 7th June 1996 AS/SC/05/96 
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NO W EVEN MORE LOWEST PRICED TOP QUALITY PRODUCTS 
0fficial 

^—^ & Educational 

INCLUDING RIBBONS, INKJETS, TONERS, DISKS, ETC orders welcome 

Printer Ribbons 
BLACK 1 Oft It 5+ It* B l .\CK 1 off 2± S± lfl± Amstrad DMP2000/3O00 2-H0 2-65 2-45 2-25 Panasonic KXP10HO/1180/90 2-80 274 2-34 2-34 

Amslracl DMP4M0 3-66 3 51 3-31 311 Panasonic KXP2123/2124/2180 4-95 i 4<60 440 
Ainslrad PCwa2S6/LtJJS0G Kab 2-SS 270 2-50 2-30 Seikosha SliM)/,J2/9S/y& ;1TH 5-55 535 5-15 Amstrad PCWSS12 M/Strike •1.1 2-2"> 2.05 surLCio/avioo 244 l-$4 ] R4 
Brother M \ 009/ 3 024/] 109/1 209 3 75 3.55 335 Star LC200 3.00 2.85 2.65 245 
Citizen L20D/LSP10/Swift 24/9 2.85 270 2-50 2-3U Star LC24 - 10/20/200 2.86 2 71 251 231 
Commodore MPS 1220/1230 450 4-35 445 395 Star 1X240C, LC24-30 775 7-60 7-40 7-20 
Epson LQ1O0 4*10 395 3-75 3oS Taxan KaRa KPSlfl/ftl 5/910/915 314 2.9? 2-79 259 
K|>sr>n l.(jlJ0li/-1i)ii:'nf|0:Wli).-«ni:< i-r> 3-30 2-90 COLOUR 1 off 2* Si Jili Epson FX/MX/RX80./FX/LX800 2>90 2-75 2.35 2-35 Citizen 224,240, Swift 24/9 1195 11.80 11.60 11.20 
Epson 1JC80/S6/90 212 1-97 1.77 [■67 Panasonic KXP2123/2124/2180 1063 10.48 10.28 9.88 
Mannesmann Tally BO/81 3-75 3-55 335 Star LC10/20/LOO 600 585 5-65 525 
NEC PJnwrLter P220O/P2- 303 2-SS 266 2-43 Star LC200 9-73 9-63 943 9-03 
OkiMLifta/iwi^/iy^/iy;, 317 3-02 2-82 Star LC24-10/50/200 963 048 9-28 8<83 
Panasonic KXP1 ]23/l 110 3.46 3-31 311 Star LC240C, LC24-30 920 9-05 8-35 845 

Thla to Just a small selection of our Rlbhona - Ring for those not listed 

Ring us and WE WILL BEAT all other Ribbon prices 

31" Disks 
Bulk 

DD HD 

Branded 

10 Disks 
25 Disks 
50 Disks 
100 Disks 
250 Disks 
500 Disks 

£5 
£10 
£16 
£29 
£65 

&125 

£6 
£11 
£18 
£33 
£76 

S148 

DP 
£6 

£24 
£41 
£96 

£187 

HD 
£9 

£35 
£55 

£153 
£288 

All Disks Certified 100% 
ERROR FREE and INCLUDE 

Labels 

Disk Boxes/Draw7 e rs 
Lockable 3T 
100 Capacity Box 
50 Capacity BOK 
200 Capacity Drawer 
100 Capacity Drawer 

Other Boxes & Wallets 
5.99   3tH 10 Capacity Boxes L5Q 
4.99  3J" 6 Capacity Wallets 3.99 

15.99 Loclmble CD Drawers 
13.99  30 Capacity 16.99 

Joysticks & Mice 
Quickshrt Apacne 1 §M Quickshot Python 1M 8^9 
Quickshot Aviator 25.99 Quickshot St a lighter 1 8.49 
Quickshot Intruder 1 22.99 Quickshot Turbo it 6.49 
Quickshot Maverick IM 12.49 Mouse 11-99 

Dust Covers 
CPU & Monitor 
Mini Tower 
SO Column Printer 
132 Column Printer 
PC Keyboard. 

6.49 Monitor 14"- 
5.99 Atari ST 
3.99 Amiga 500 
4.99 Amiga 600 
3,99 Amiga 1200 

-5.99 
3.99 
3.99 
3.99 
3.99 

Inkjet, Bubhlejet Cartridges 
1 oft i± 5± 

Apple Stylewriter 17-54 17-24 16-84 
Canon 6 J 10/lOex/20 1754 17-24 
Canon BJ 30, BJC 70 Elk {Pk3 ReEil D 15 20 14-95 14-60 
Canon BJ 200/230 19 90 19-50 19*0 
Canon BJC 600 Black (Double Ca[ ) 11.50 LI 25 10-90 
Canon H.IC      Blac k (Singe Cap] 600 580 5-50 
Canon BJC 600 Cyacir Mag or Yellow 8.50 8-30 8*0 
Canon BJC 4000 Black throw awa r 29 40 28-60 28-20 
Canon BJC 4utH) HeaoVBLk^Cal EieEUI 42 00 41-20 40-60 
Canon BJC 4000 Black Refill 8.50 8.30 8-0O 
Canon BJC 4flOQ Coioor Reiiil 14-50 14 25 13-90 
Commodore MPS 1270 12-13 1193 11 S3 
Epson Stylus 400/800 9-99 9-79 9-49 
Epson Stylus Colour Black 14-00 13 75 15-40 
Epson Stylus Colour Colour 30.00 29.50 29.00 
Epson Stylus 620/Colour ll/ECS Black RinR tor prices 
Epson Stylus 820/Colour ll/ICS Colour Ring lor prices 
HP Deskjet 500/10/20/40/50/60 Black 22*0 21.65 21-25 

Miscellaneous Items 
IW Single Colour 3V Disk Labels 1.99 
3 000 Single Colour 3i" Disk Label s 8 99 
1 000 Multi-Colour Sr" Disk Labels 9 99 
1000 White Tractor Feed 3!" Disk Labels 10.99 
W Disk Cleaning Kit 2-99 
Parallel Printer Cable (1 -Sm) 3-S9 
Mouse Mai 6 mm Thick - 2 99 8 mm Th Ick - 3-99 
Mouse House 2-99 
2 Piece Universal Printer Stand 5-9? 
14"/15* Optical Glass Screen Filter 16-99 

Paper & Address Labels 
2000 Sheets 1L K M, 60 gram, 1 box - 22-99 

Mkro Perforated, Listing Faper 2± boxes - 17-99 
500 Single Sheets A4\80 gram, Laser I pack - 9-99 

Paper (suitable lor Inkjet printers) 2- packs - 6'99 
Tractor Feed Address Labels, 500 - 449 

1 across width, 3J" xlfc" '- 01 Id - 7 -49 

I off s± 5± HP Deskjet .iriii. -iC' ">n. (10 Tri-Colour    26 00 25-65 25-25 
HF Deskjet Portable. 310 18-00 17-70 17-30 
J IP Deskjet 600/66DC Black 25-50 2615 25-75 
HP Deskjet 6U0/66QC Tri-Colour 28-50 28.15 27-75 
HP Deskjet 850C Black 25-00 aS-4i» 25-25 
HP DeskJet S50C Tri-Colour 25-00 24-25 
HP Thinkjjct/Quietjet 12 13 11-93 11-63 
Olivetti JP3S0/150 (DnubleC.o I'h- k ■tii-.v. 36 00 35-50 
Star SJ48 17-54 17-24 16-84 

Ejp^     Cartridges not listed 

Inkjet/Bubblejet Refill Kits 
S\ii lable for most Printer?; 

Tri-Colour Inkjet/Bubblejet Refill Kits 16 00 each 
(2(lml oE each coioor - i.e. cyan, magenta, yellow) 

Large Inkjet/Bun ulejet Refill Kits 
(40ml of any of the following colours) 

Black. Cyan, Magenta, Yellow. Red. Blue. Brown, 
Light Green. Dark Green, and Gold. 

1 Part SLl-nO. 2, P.-i.: ks SlIMifi wh,     l':., k:^ SH-JiH ..^LlL 
Rhijjjjj.1 /ietailft if you are not sure if your 

cartridge can be refilled* 

Laser Toners 
HP Laserjet 11/311 40.00 each 
HP Laserjet IIP/1IJP 15.OH ™h 
HP Laserjet 4L. 4LM 50.00 each 
HP LaserJet 4, 4M ■ 7 LOO each 
IBM. 4019.4028t 4029,4030 90.00 each 
Kvi>ier.-iFlfl(lO/L(llll/]2lii:i.P^<:ilHI 24.00 each 
KyDcera F80O/82O, FS850 21.00 each 
Oki OL400/800 21.00 each 
Panason Ic KXF-4410/4430 26.00 each 
Panasonic KXP44O0/S40O 17.00 each 
Ricoh LP60OO/L 060 10.50 each 
Sharp JX95O0 25,00 each 

Ring for Tonere not listed 

All Prices INCLUDE VAT (@ 171%) & FREE UK Delivery 

01543 250377 Ring us or send cheques to:        Q1543 250377 

Owl Associates Ltd, Dept 443, Owl House, 

5 The Brambles, Lichfield, Staffs WS14 9SE  
VISA 

D-R0M„XD»R0M„XD- .EDROM.XD-ROM^CDROM,„CD-ROM„.CD«ROM„XD4IOI 

Aminet Set 2 
AMINET® SET % doted November 1995, 
consists of approximately 4 gigabytes of 
software in 12.000 archives. Whether you 
like applications, games, communications 
or programming^ the SET gives you all you 
need. Easy to use index files and search 
facilities make accessing It a pleasure. 

120 MB 
270 MB 

40 MB 
75 MB 

630 MB 
170 MB 
150 MB 
630 MB 
250 MB 
110MB 

10 MB 
5 MB 

340 MB 
150 MB 
30 MB 

Utilities 
Documents 
text software 
Business software 
Pictures & animations 
Graphics software 
Miscellaneous 
Graphics & sound demos 
Games 
Development software 
Disk/HD tools 
Hardware related 
Music modules 
Co m m un icatton s 

A 
Music software 

Aminet 11 
Aminet CD 11, dated April 1996, consists 
of approximately 1,1 gigabytes of soft- 
ware in 3700 archives. Since the release 
of Aminet CD 10 more than 700 MB new 
software has appeared. The current edi- 
tion has a special focus on pictures, more 
than 1000 pictures from the internet were 
included^ User friendly access software 
makes the Aminet CD 11 a pleasure to use. 

18 MB Business software 
34 MB Communications 

189 MS Graphics & sound demos 
21 MB Development software 

2 MB Dlsk/HD tools 
52 MB Documents 
72 MB Games 
43 MB Graphics software 
14 MB Miscellaneous 

156 MB Music modules 
122 MB Pictures & animations 
25 MB Utilities 
10 MB Music software 

XiPaint V4 
XiPoint 4 is the new version of the leading 
edge, 24-bit paint program. It's suited to 
the demands of novice and expert alike, 
and within a short time, you loo will be 
able to produce colourful and creative art 
in 16.8 million colours. This version of Xi- 
Paint features animations as well as easy- 
to-use raytracing-capabilities. 
Overview of Features; ■ Diverse paint 
functions including colour, contrast and 
saturation ad[uslment < Mask, outline, 
recofour and fill functions ■ Airbrush with 
adjustable spray functions ■ Light-table 
function for manipulating montages and 
animations ■ Text functions with anti-alia- 
sing using Corrtpug rap hie fonts - Support 
for a variety of graphic formats - Unlimited 
Undo - Diverse manipulation of alpha 
channel - Supports many graphic cards ■ 
Layers to combine different projects - 
ARexx port ■ Drag & Drop colours « Exter- 
nal filter module - Extensive documenta- 
tion ■ 60 textures, 50 landscapes, 30 other 
pictures and many fonts Included. 

5A£ 
,9* 

: 

Workbench Add-On Vol 1 « 
O The Workbench Add-On CD-ROM is the 5 

Idea! companion to your workbench, On ^ 
this CD you will not only find the best pro- L 

grams, that ore available for the Amiga, 
but you will also get them ready to-run 
from the CD, The CD cavers all areas of 
interest, all, the programmer, the user, the 
creative and the gamer will find what they 
are looking for+ On this CD-ROM there are 
many shareware programs, some of them 
at a special price, if you gel registered. 

All products are available in your local 
Amiga-shop or through national 

mai l-orde r-compa ni e s 
International Distributor: 

GTI 
GrenvilleTrading International GmbH 

Zim me rs m u hie n we g 73 
61440 Oberursel ■ Germany 

Tel +49-61 71-85937 
Fax +49-6171-83 02 

EMail; Compuserve 100336,1245 
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Call our Order Hotline on 01225 822511 

Mega Mouse 2 and 
scanning pad 
Broken your mouse? Why not replace it with 
the Mega Mouse 2. And our new pad will 
help make your scanning a doddle. 

Description Mega Mouse 2/scanning pad 
AS price Mega Mouse £8.50 
Special subscribers price £7.99 
AS price 
Special subscribers pri 

Moga Mc 
Scanning pad ,£6.99 

Scanning pad £6.50 
AS price Mega Mouse 2 and scanning pad £14.99 
Special subs price    Mega Mouse 2 and scanning pad £14.20 
Order code Mega MOUSE 2 AFM MQ2 
Order code Scanning pad AFSP02 

K'S     | |rj e \\\9\a 

in li ■ 1 

AMOS Pro 
Compiler 2 
Speed up your AMOS 
programming with the 
AMOS Pro Compiler 2 
from Europress, which 
Ft Licence ware have 
re-released for a limited 

Guide 
in* 

about the program, we ran a review of it 
in the April 1996 issue, where we gave it a 
respectable 87 per cent. 

Description AMOS Pro Compiler 2 
AS p ice £14.99 
Order code AS/AM/1 
Special subscribers price 

TUrbotech Clock Cartridge 
Your Amiga will always know what day it is with this handy device 
- even when it's switched off! Once the software is installed, boot 

up and the time 
and date are already 
set. Fits into the 
disk drive port (or 
on the back of your 
second drive). 

Description Turbotech Clock Cartridge 
RRF £19.99 
AS price £17.99 
Order code ASCLO 
Special subscribers price £16.99 

Amiga Shopper reader offer order form 

ShopperPromotions 

Phase 1, 2 and 3 
E.M.Computergraphic's excellent CDs are 
full of fonts, clipart and images. Save £4 off 
each CD or £ 15 when you buy all three 1 

Description Phase 1,. 3 and 3 
AS prist! Pack of three £59.99 (RRP £75) 

AS p - e Per CD £21.99 (RRP £24.99) 
Order code AS/PH/1 
Special subscribers price 
Special subscribers price Pe- CD £19.99 

mm   ! Cerent z'.if.MW. 

Mini Office 
A collection,of database, spreadsheet, 
graphics and word processor programs 
from Europress that you shouldn't be 
without. It can be especially useful if you 
are planning to set up a small business. 

Description Mini Office 
AS urice £24.99 
Order code CB95 
Special subscribers pnee £22,99 

AS62 

'SUBSCRIBERS: Please place a Q 
Name  

before each order code. 

Address 

Method of payment   Access [ ]  Visa □   Cheque □ 
Please make cheques payable to: Future Publishing Limited. 
All prices include posting, packing and VAT. 
Credit Card no 

Post Code 
Phone Number_ 
Description  Price Order Code* 

£ 
£ 
£ 
Total order £ 

Customers outside the UK add £4.00 lor overseas delivery. 

Expiry Date 
Send form to: Amiga Shopper, Future Publishing Ltd, FREEPOST 

(BS490Q), So me Hon, Somerset TA11 6BR 
Do not send cash. Use the methods of payment listed above. EEC 
customers registered for VATr please quote your registration number: 

CZI Tick here if you don't want to receive special offers from other 
specially-selected companies. AMS/62 
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ShopperPublic Domain Domain Choice David Taylor 

David Taylor tunes into PD-FM once again and picks the hits from the misses in this month's 

selection of toptastic Public Domain software. 

Leisureware rears its head 
with two culinary programs: 
Gourmet And Wine Steward. 

m4  l pern* 1 Print List .. H-ijX. ...J 
tfOURM&T 

There has been a rather odd 
development in the way 
magazines treat PD recently. 
It seems that a number of our 
rivals don't seem to think that 

there is enough stuff to review. We're 
somewhat bewildered by this, because we 
have more than enough. So while 
everyone else cuts their coverage, you can 
rely on us to keep bringing you as many 
PD reviews as we can possibly cram in. 

Gourmet And Wine 
Steward 
This disk comas from the Lifestyles series which 
provides programs that are not computer 
orientated. It's refreshing to find packages that 
use the Amiga for something other than just 
plain old WP/DTP/DTV, etc. Essentially, the two 
programs on here are specialised databases, 
but although they are custom created for the 
purpose, they are not simply files running 
through a database program. 

Gourmet is a demo and has three areas. 
The first is a recipe database, which has some 
good ideas for entertaining, but is a bit limited. 
The second is a bartender area that has the 

recipes for cocktails. I tried to convince Sue that 
for a thorough review we should try making each 
and every one to check the authenticity of the 
mixes, but she remained unconvinced. The other 
part is a section for keeping track of your own 
wines that you have in stock. For this to be of 
use, you've got to have an extensive cellar. 

Wine Steward might be titled second, but it 
is the more intriguing of the two programs. 
Moving through menus and submenus, you can 
select a course and an actual dish and Wine 

1 H 
by 

Steward will then select the wine that it thinks 
best accompanies your meal. The downside is 
that the database of dishes is not exhaustive; it 
gives you a fair selection, but there's no real 
section for main courses. Still, it's a pretty good 
starting place if you need ideas about 
integrating food and drink 

Verdict: 80% 

Who, what, where, when, why, how... 

No Oil TVp# of pfO<luct_ Contact 
Gourmet And Wine Steward Applications 90p + 50p       Roberta Smith DTP        0181 455 1626 6fl 
Uars two Demo £1.50 + 75p     Online PD 01704 834335 60 
ShapeShifter 3.2a Application 75p + 75p       Online PD 01704 834335 95% 
Magic Selector Utility £1.50 Kew=ll 0181 657 1 617 90% 
Final Wrapper 3.11 Utility 75p + 75p Online PD 01704 834335 70 
TurboCAT-Pro 2 Application 75p + 75p Online PD 01704 834335 90% 70 
Chaos Pro 619K Application n/a aminet/gfx/fractp Chaos Pro. I ha 
X-Password 6 
VMM 3.3 

Utility SOp Saddletramps PD 01709 888127 
Utility £1,50 Kew=ll 0181 657 1817 

20% 71 
72 

Roswell Crash Slides 2 two Slideshow £1.50 + 75p    Online PD 01704 834335 20% 72 
Ultimate Memory Tools Utilities 75p + 75p       Online PD_ 01704 834335 60% 73 
Flu m my Utils 5 Utilities 7Sp + 75p       Online PD 01704 834335 75% 73 
OctaM ED Technique Educational £5.50 See PD directory n/a 70% 75 
AG ASS M 7.22 Application £2.95 50 Licence ware 01709 8SS127 95% 75 

Tell The Time Educational £3.99 4 SOp    Ft Licenceware 01392 493580 75% 75 

Paint, Paste And Draw Application £3.50 Horizon@Seasoft 01903 850378 75 
Some prices listed here include postage and packing 
of the program with the PD House before purchasing 

charges; buying more than 
More information on all the 

one disk from a PD house is likely to reduce the price per disk; check compatibility 
PD Houses and their prices can be found in the PD Directory on the Coverdisks. 
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David Taylor Domain Choice ShopperPublic Domain 

Liars 
Is this a slideshow, education, fiction 
or a demo? The truth is out there. 
This two-disk set fades in sets of 
high quality pictures and text that 
explain the US Government's cover 

up of alien contact. Apparently, Eisenhower met 
up with aliens who needed humans to keep their 
race alive, In exchange for advanced technology 
for the Americans, he promised to keep the 
aliens' visits secret. The plot thickens from here 
on and I'll not explain it all. I1m not sure how 
seriously you're supposed to take all this, but it 
does make compelling viewing. When it's all 
over, it finishes off with a small demo sequence 
of swirling and spinning effects that have 
absolutely nothing to do with the rest of the title. 
Some of the demo part might not be exactly 
inspired, but the burning plasma is still ntce. 

I'd say that of all the slideshows, diskmags 
and demos about aliens that we've seen 
recently, this is one of the best. It might not be 
crammed with text or pictures, but it's not reliant 
on the Roswell film for footage and although it's 
really no more than rolling demo, it is 
fascinating, A must for sci-fi and UFO fans, 
although it may fail short of the mark for fanatics. 

Verdict: 90% Star buy 

ShapeShifter 3.2a 
jEl^^yi  This program is still causing waves 
■B   and, as we reported last month, has 

been more than just noticed by 
Amiga Technologies. It is an Apple 

^^^^   Macintosh emulator for the Amiga. It 
is completely software driven and relies on 
software versions of the Mac's ROMs that you 
take from a real Mac yourself. For legal reasons, 
you must own the Mac too, Because the Amiga 
runs on the same processor family as the Mac, 
the speed of emulation is astonishing. This is no 
gimmicky program; you can use it for serious 
work. It means that if you own an expensive 
Amiga set up, but want or need to run Mac 
software, you can just get a cheap, secondhand 
Mac and then use the Amiga and all its power 
and peripherals as a faster Mac. 

This is a Shareware package and has a very 
cheap registration fee of only DM50 (approx. 
£30). Because of its Shareware status, the 
author is constantly updating and improving the 

Liars may or may not be true, tut it 
is entertaining. The aliens are 
already among us. Apparently. 

program (sometimes dramatically), which means 
that a version you get from a PD House can 
soon be superseded. Indeed, this version has 
already been supplanted by 3.4, although I 
expect that if you order it you will get the latest 
available version. These newer versions are 
always worth keeping up to date with. For the 
sake of the cost of a PD disk, don't make do 
with an earlier version, because essential parts 
like the Pre pare Emu I command and the speed 
of the emulator have been improved, as well as 
additional support being added. 

The unregistered version of ShapeShifter 
3.2a has a few of the options disabled, but it is 
still perfectly usable for you to try it out in real 
operation. If you want to use it, then register, 
because the Amiga must have continued 
development for this program, 

Workbench Screen 
p| Workbench 

HagicSelector Preferences ISIS 
Pattern Sound 

SelecMode| f>| Randan 
Renapplng &| Remap p trig 

Wait | 8 wimrtji before neu patterns 
Workbench    '[     Windows     j       Screen | 

Work;Triunph Patterns/Trlunph_ 
Nork J T r i un p h Pat t e r n s/Tr i un P h_ 
Work: Triunph Patterns/Triunph_ 
Work:Triunph Patterns/Triunph_ 
Work:Triunph Patterns/Triunph_ 
Work;Triunph Patterns/Trtunph_ 

Top 
LIP 

Down 

Sort 
v Remove flit 

Rdd Renove 

Save Cancel 

ISIS 

IBB 

(<h= 

NjEPattern- CGUBP 

-*<\>\A 

New backdrops and 
sounds for your 
Workbench that 
change every time 
you boot up, 

Issue 62 May 1 

If you want to know more about how 
ShapeShifter works and how it is installed for 
use, check out this month's DIY feature on page 
28, which has a section covering the program. 

Verdict: 95% Star buy 

Magic Selector 
It appears that several programmers 
have noticed how poor the original 
WBPattern preferences are. Forget 
the fact that ft only uses IFFs, but 
consider that it doesn't actually put 

the backdrop pattern up correctly. An update 
called CGWB Pattern has been included on this 
month's Subscribers disk, which has datatype 
support and a random option. 

Magic Selector takes a slightly different 
slant. It consists of programs for the 
WB Startup drawer and a preferences interface 
that enables you to choose a set of backdrops 
to be picked at random, or in order; it also has 
a set of samples for the system to use for 
things like alerts - do something wrong and 
a crowd might show its amazement. The 
package requires WB3, MUI and, realistically, 
a hard drive. 

The disk also has a small selection of 
patterns and samples archived on there by the 
author to start you off. It might not be the most 
exciting utility ever, but it's easy to use, well 
programmed and it brightens up your Amiga in a 
customisable fashion. 

Verdict: 90% Star buy ► 70 
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Fi'na/ Wrapper has been updated a 
little bit, but the disk has more 
interesting stuff on offer. 

3.0 
50> 

Arexx Mgcro for Final Write i ' 
(c) 1995by AndreasWelss 

Final Wrapper 3.11 
This disk contains three programs. 
The main one is Final Wrapper, an 
excellent selection of macros for use 
with Final Writer to create text 
effects, We included version 3,1 on 

the Coverdisks of AS56 and this version is only 
0.01 on from that. It offers little more of interest 
if you already have our disk - just one small bug 
fix and an additional catalog. If you don't have 
our disk, but you do have Final Writer, either this 
disk or that back issue are a must-have, The 
new features this gives you are what led Larry 
Hickmott to say; "Quite simply, anyone with Final 
Writer should get their hands on Final Wrapper1' 

However, also on this disk is a patch to 
speed up FW4 by up to 400 per cent for users 
with 030 Turbocards. If you've got one, then the 
author claims that the speed increases are 
excellent, which makes it a pretty interesting 
disk, I would have thought. 

Lastly, packed away as an Lha archive in the 
FW patch directory, I found an archive that I 
have seen before, but I have not had the time to 
play with. It's by the same author as the patch 
and it contains a set of updated maths libraries 
that replace the original Workbench ones for 
people with FPUs or 040 and above processors 
(there are two versions). So, if you've got an 
A1200 with accelerator and FPU, or just a 
memory board with FPU, you can get an even 
better performance; and A4000 owners are in 
for a real treat. 

There are some benchmark test programs 

supplied and using them as guides, the results 
are amazing. So amazing in fact that I've 
reproduced them (see box below). I accept that 
I have an 060 processor, but the difference in 
times on this same processor using the new 
libraries is staggering. Of course, it's a big 
difference between the author's benchmark 
programs and real usage. \ tried to find a 
program that uses the libraries intensively, and 
after an afternoon's testing, concluded that 
these libraries are used so briefly by programs 
that testing by stopwatch is almost impossible. 
All I can say is that if you concentrate, you will 
notice a slight increase. Judging by the 

benchmarks, anything that does use them 
intensively should be really moved up a gear. 

The libraries have so far proved stable, but E 
have kept a backup of the original libraries in 
case any problems arise and would strongly 
advise everyone to do the same. 

I get the feeling that this archive just found 
its own way on to this disk, because it's not 
mentioned anywhere, !n fact, the disk feels a 
little sloppy, The Installer is left totally unpacked, 
when it almost always supplied crunched to 
save space. A ReadMe file is missing, which will 
really annoy the author (rightly so). However, the 
three programs that are on here are useful, 
which means that even though it could be 
better, it's still a good disk. 

Verdict: 92% Star buy 

TurboCAT-Pro 2 
It's back again! Dave Hill, the author, 
is obviously determined to develop 
this program so that everybody likes 
it. The last version was reviewed in 
issue AS59, but there have been a 

number of changes since then, TurboCat is a 
disk cataloguer and can manage a number of 
databases (restricted to two in the PD version) 

D| TurboCfiT-Fro VZ By Dauid Hi 11, Feb 19%, {Dene Versio a 

1- 
-TurbotflT-Pro 
4Wjtilsl5 r 

Next Disk 4 

A new version of TurboCAT solves 
some of its earlier problems and 
surfaces as a very competent utility. 

Database Hanagerteftt, 

Edit Volm 

J4U to a d'.sk.. 
Search j^tine DiiMenjs^ 

Type in the name of the file(s) you are looking for: |     Reac>^ I 

Ignore Case: 

□ | Search For Title. ■ *. is 

23. Total 
m * 

Dili, 
•i. 

Disk 
Disk 
Disk 
Disk 

3- 

Hlatched fiie:> VMM 
-fetched Fiie:> VHH 

Watched FUe:> m 
—Matched FI(e-> mde.w 
—Matched File:> info.™ 
—Matched File > show.™ 
■—Matched File;> statjjff.i 

Fast maths replacement libraries test results 

math ieeesin gtra ns.li brary 
250000 iterations 

v37.1 V40.5 
SPAcos 23.21 sees 1.01 sees 
SPAsin 24.11 sees 1.42 sees 
SPAtan 30.58 sees 1.16 sees 
SPCOS 30.58 sees 1,45 sees 
SPCosh 34.24 sees 1.63 sees 
SPExp 29.87 sees 1.24 sees 
SPLog 30.19 sees 1,29 sees 
SPLoglO 31.69 sees 1.37 sees 
SPPow 2.27 sees 1.23 sees 
SPSin 29.99 sees 1.50 sees 
SPSin cos 34.19 sees 1.77 sees 
SPSinh 36,49 sees 0.79 sees 
SPSqrt 0.47 sees 0.47 sees 
SPTan 28,59 sees 1,84 sees 
SPTanh 37.97 sees 1.77 sees 

Total time: 404.53 SeCS 20.03 sees 

mathtrans.li brary 
250000 iterations 

V37.1 V40.6 
SPAcos 6.20 sees 1,08 sees 
SPAsin 6.50 sees 1.56 sees 
SPAtan 2,45 sees 1,25 sees 
SPCOS 2.13 sees 1.55 sees 
SPCosh 5.21 sees 1.69 sees 
SPExp 4.12 sees 1.35 sees 
SPLog 1.66 sees 1.38 sees 
SPLoglO 2.51 sees 1.51 sees 
SPPow 2.03 sees 2,62 sees 
SPSin 2.13 sees 1.59 sees 
SPSin cos 2.47 sees 1.97 sees 
SPSinh 36.49 sees 0.88 sees 
SPSqrt 1,19 sees 0-56 sees 
SPTan 3.21 sees 1.94 sees 
SPTanh 5,55 sees 1.82 sees 

Total time 53.05 sees 22.85 set 

iti atrtieeed ou btra ns. I i braiy 
250000 iterations 

V37.1 V40.6 
D PA cos 42.14 sees 1.2S sees 
DPAsin 40,50 sees 0.93 sees 
DP Atari 35.85 sees 1,00 sees 
DP Cos 38.15 sees 1.28 sees 
DPCosh 41.80 sees 1.66 sees 
DPExp 37.39 sees 1.23 sees 
DPLog 40.66 sees 1.28 sees 
DPLoglO 42,37 sees 1.38 sees 
DPPow 74.45 sees 2.64 sees 
DPSin 38.21 sees 1.28 sees 
DPSincos 40.74 sees 1.60 sees 
DPSinh 42.26 sees 0.79 sees 
DPSqrt 0.52 sees 0.52 sees 
DPTan 34.28 sees 1.44 sees 
DPTanh 43.42 sees 0.77 sees 

Total time: 592.82 sees 19.16 sees 
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Delete Picture 
Calculate Picture 
duplicate Picture 

Close Hlndous 

of your floppy disks. A number of enhancements 
have been made, including a cleaner interface 
and a couple of additions that I had [polish my 
halo) suggested. The program now scans below 
root level into directories and has support for an 
external drive, It can also ignore the system 
directories so that your database doesn't 
become cluttered with things such as multiple 
scans of C directories. 

The program can also automatically scan 
and add the contents of Lha and Lzx archives. 
The former worked fine, but I had problems with 
Lzx (I suspect that is down to our special, 
licensed version of Ux). 1 still get the slight 
problem with the program trying to rescan disks 
straight after scanning it; although this is easy to 
cancel, it's a bug that needs rectifying. 

Still, I think that this is my favourite 
cataloguer and if the bug gets sorted then it 
would happily notch up a few more percentage 
points. Anyone who looks at the program will 
see Can Do in the credits, so if you are looking 
for the level of competence that this month's 
Coverdisk can attain, here's a pointer 

Verdict: 90% Star buy 
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X-Password 6 
It is with a heavy heart that I'm writing this 
review. With PD, you often find that there are 
parts that can be improved, but that there is 
something good at the heart of the program. But 
X-Password has nothing to recommend it. The 
author has produced a lot of other utilities, some 
of which show promise, but quantity does not 
equate to quality. It is better to produce one 
polished program than 10 useless ones. 

In the hope that it will be useful, I will list the 
flaws of X-Password. It does not work as it 
should for a start; icon tools are set incorrectly. 
When you do get into the interface, the text has 
been displayed with a bad choice of colours 
that makes it hard to read. The password 
chosen must be eight letters. You end up 
installing the X-Password program manually and 
in such a small utility, its 4OK size is 
unacceptable. The real problem though is that 
circumventing the password is too easy. Either 
remove the X-Password line from the StartUp- 
Sequence or read the data file stored in S;, 
which tells you the username and password. 

You need adequate knowledge of the Amiga 
to install the program and yet anybody, certainly 

May 1996 

a child, can remove it. In comparison to the 
sophisticated Enigma II system, reviewed in 
AS60 and included on the Coverdisks of AS61 p 
which actually makes a disk or partition non- 
DOS until a password is entered, X-Password 

PD submissions 

If you have some exciting PD disks that you 
would like to be considered for review in 
Domain Choice, send them in to Amiga 
Shopper, Future Publishing, 30 Monmouth 
Street, Bath BA1 2BW, clearly marked as a 
PD submission. We welcome any type of 
disk, except games. 

If you are a PD house, make sure you 
include all the information necessary, such 
as how to contact you, how much the disks 
cost and how people can pay. If you are the 
author of the program, state where people 
can get your program from, and whether 
you would like us to consider it for inclusion 
on a future ShopperChoice Coverdisk. 

Information about new PD houses 
or PD authors Is accepted for inclusion in 
the PD directory (see box on page 73 for 
further details). 

► 73 
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finigaQS 3,8 MA  1,292,569 (57/) Chip  11,597,248 <73x) Fast   VMH VHH va.3 
p | Workbench □ I VMH 

Virtual nenory free; 
Public Fast Hen free: 
Nunber of pagefaults: 
Nunber of pages read: 
Nunber of pages written: 
Nunber of page franes: 
Pages used on device: 

BIS 

ISIS 

423704 
9653 
5479 
4300 

308 
72 

Tasks/T¥ogran5 Mencry Hiscell 

lPadBi V4. 
lexus 
ryQpus 
dPro 
4im 
luxe 

eus 
acker 

Code Data 
Y 

Tasfcs/FVograns 
 DEFAULT- 
Photogenic^ 
PcwerCachett? 
nungual1#? 
Enforcer*!? 
Fastcache 

|Fower Cachet? 

Add Erograftl   lop [ 
Add Djr 1   UP 1 

Add lasfe J   Doyn j 
add 1 fiottonl 

Qelete | Sort [ 

Code Don t use VH | 
Bl BonJ t use VH | 

Mm. PUBLIC alloc. plMfl^l 
Min. non-PUBLIC alloc, | WS:- L^ ■ \ 

J** 1 

DPaint 

Line J Qance1 

ftPFro 
Iconian 

SCSIMounter 
HiniFlay 

Virtual memory is incredible, if slightly 
unstable. Still, took at all the images opened 
in Photogenics on an A1200. 

looks very silly indeed. Why is a program so 
lacking in its sixth version? Earlier versions, and 
possibly this one too, should never have been 
released and without a complete change there 
is no reason for V.7, because it is so outclassed 
by others. Abandon this and concentrate on one 
powerful program, 

Verdict: 20% 

VMM 3.3 
Virtual memory. It's like memory for 
free really, isn't it? You've only got a 
4Mb SIMM on your A1 200 
accelerator, but you want to be able 
to use 1 2Mb of RAM. VMM is the 

answer You need MUI, a hard drive, an 030 
processor and a maths co-processor, but then 
you are away. The most amazing thing is it 
actually works. Well, most of the time. 

Virtual memory works by using a handler 
that makes the Amiga believe that a section of 
the hard drive or a file on a hard drive is actually 
an extension of RAM. Of course, when a 
program uses virtual memory, it works a lot 
slower than real RAM because it has to access 
your hard drive. 

This sort of memory cannot be a 
replacement for as much proper RAM as you 
can afford, but it is an amazing supplement that 
enables you to work on projects larger than you 

72 

C0HSTBL2.LBM : 736x568 ClSIIbi 

736x283 C813Kb> 

Liases - Drag an Icon over here to Make rt the current Iraae 
In ages I Alpha Second 

would normally be able to from time to time, So, 
for 3D renderings and graphics, it's essential. 

The last version refused to work with an 
060 processor (not that there are that many 
people with one yet), which caused me some 
grief. However, one of the improvements with 
this version was supposed to be 060 support. 
After four hours of trying every permutation and 
sitting through a lovely B500 0835 guru every 
five minutes, I was beginning to think that 
perhaps it didn't work with 060s after al In a 
final attempt, I decided to adjust the partition it 
uses for the virtual memory and suddenly it 
worked. It crashed again when I overloaded it, 
but apart from that seemed to work fine. 

Oh, a clay head, how convincing! Please stop 
sending in Roswelf slideshows. 
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There are one or two bug fixes from the 
last version, but several important fixes since 
version 3, so do upgrade if you haven't had this 
program for a while. If you use and keep VMM, 
don't forget the Shareware fee, which is only 
$20 (approx, £15). Pretty cheap for 10Mb of 
memory. Or 50Mb. Or 100Mb. Or 500Mb! 

Verdict: 95% Star buy 

Roswell Crash 

Slides 2 
Oh, the aliens are coming to get me! Oh, stop 
them! The aliens are coming to get met Tm 
scared,.. Blah, blah, blah. Stop it! Please, stop it! 
I can't stand another slideshow of the Roswell 
incident. I'm beginning to believe that this is a 
secret US Government plot to bore us all so 
much with tedious photographs that we simply 
don't care if aliens are annually holidaying in 
the Algarve wearing G-string bikinis, never 
mind just visiting Earth. 

What adds insult to injury with this 
slideshow (apart from the fact that the 
pictures have mostly been seen elsewhere), 
is that the whole thing runs from a simple and 
slow GIF viewer that runs from a Shell script, 
and that they have tried to disguise this fact 
and make it look like there's more to it than 
there actually is. This is a poor quality slideshow 
that could have had everything fitted on to one 
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B2BK in : 

!prt*toitm$: j^j     tr^ss pOJO^' request: |J£ 

Load 

disk by using a different file format and which 
shouldn't have been dumped on us in the 
first place. 

Verdict: 20% 

Ultimate Memory Tools 
Ah, the idea of Essentials disks and Ultimate 
compilations. Wish I'd thought of that. Anyway, 
this disk purports to contain all the memory- 
related utilities that you might want. The snag 
being that, while it has a couple of good 
programs on there, it falls a long way short of 
containing all the programs. 

HDEnv is a useful way of gaining some 
memory back by having your Env: directory 
based on your hard drive and it can save 
hundreds of Mbs of RAM if, like me, you have 
masses of software installed. There are also 
ones for scanning memory for errors and for 
mapping out the errors, and ones for letting you 
actually look at memory or access it directly, 
There are then masses of memory meters, but 

The PD directory 

You will notice 
references to the 
PD Directory In the 
"Who, what, when, 
where etc" boxout 
on page 68, This 
directory used to be 
printed within the 
magazine, but had to 

be in very small text because of the amount 
of information it contained. To solve this, 
we have updated and recompiled the list 
and put it on our Coverdisks as a text file in 
the InformatlonZone. 

The InformationZone contains both the 
PD Directory and the list of User Groups 
(which also used to be in the issue). They 
are both in two formats, Amiga Guide and 
ASCII. The AmfgaGuide enables you to point 
and click your way to the information, 
making It much easier to find the details you 
require. Read the Read Me file for more 
Information. See page 10 for details. 

o| 1I99.6K Chip; 19B9.3IBI& 
Fast 
Chip 

Fteal Tine Hen 
Fast Nenory :2292752 
Chip Henory :122S36B 

Total Nwwry :3265384 
■ ■iPi/B, Thursday 87-Har-% 17:29:81 

5BK  J    1,1TB H 
48x  |    1,942 H 

TTie memory utilities are not awe- 
inspiring and repetitive, but Flummy 
offers more useful programs. 

Issue 62 

that's one of the problems. Why so many? One 
or two of the best would have been enough to 
give people a choice. In addition, there are some 
utterly useless programs, like the one that just 
sucks memory. In the words of Wayne the Wise. 
"It certainly does suck." 

What is most annoying thoughr is that this 
wasted space could have been used 
constructively. Where is FastECS, the program 
that remaps the exec.library in RAM? What 
about Low Frag, the program that improves 
memory management? The aforementioned 
VMM could also have been fitted on as an 
archive and an Installer script written. Or 
WB Extender which can show more information 
about what is held in RAM in your WB titlebar 
and flush unused libraries from RAM, 

There are some good programs on here, but 
too many of them are old and pointless, The 
good ones have been included on AS 
Coverdisks in the past, so regular readers 
wouldn't benefit from this disk at all. Come on, 
put some effort in. It would be easy to produce 
a genuinely comprehensive selection of useful 
memory toofs that could help users. Follow the 
instructions above! 

Verdict: 60% 

Flummy Utils 5 
Unlike the other disks in this series, this one only 
has two programs on it. The first is a very large 
package called, ironically, Tiny Meter. It's a 
memory meter which has masses of options and 
looks pretty neat. The second is a new interface 
for the Disk Masher System called MagicDMS, 
This interface looks pretty good, It's large and 
clear and has lots of options, including the 
ability to de-archive to RAD. 

This is supposed to be a beta release, 
which detracts from the disk's attraction, but 
anyone looking for a memory gauge may be 
better going for this disk rather than the 
memory utilities one because at least you get 
another useful program, ■ 

Verdict: 75% 
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PURELY PD 

Details of individual 

PD Houses can now 

be found in our new 

Purely PD advertising 

section on page 77. 

Amiga Shopper's 

100% PD page has 

been included by 

popular demand so 

that you can find the 

details you need as 

quickly as possible. 

► 75 
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A1200 RAM CARD WITH 
CLOCK & FPU SOCKET 

0MB 
1MB 
2MB 

8MB 

>TAR 

BUY 

mm 

£45 
£59 
£89 
£99 
£199 

SIMMS FOR A4000, VIPER, 
APOLLO & MANY OTHER 

CARDS 

72PIN SIMMS 
1MB £29 

£49 2MB BEST 
4MB £55 

8MB BUY £119 
16MB £249 
32MB POA 
30PIN SIMMS 
1MB £20 
4MB £89 
64PIN SIMMS 
4MB £159 

ACCELERATORS FOR 
A600, A1200& A4000 

A600 £109 

A1200 
VIPER 28MHz £119 
VIPER 50MHz £199 
APOLLO 28MHz £109 
APOLLO 50MHz £199 
APOLLO 040 30MHz £399 
APOLLO 040 40MHz £499 

A4000 
Blizzard 2060 £699 

FPU 
MATHS-CO PRO 

28MHz £24 
33MH2 £33 
50MHz £89 
WORKS WITH RAM CARD 

AND ACCELERATORS 

2.5" HARD DRIVES 
FORA600, A1200&SX1 

30 MB 
40MB 
60MB 
80MB 
120MB 
170MB 
210MB 
240MB 
340MB 
520MB 
810MB 

DRIVES 

IN 

STOCK 

£35 
£45 
£55 
£65 
£89 
£85 
£95 
£105 
£145 
£199 
£299 

COMPLETE WITH 
SOFTWARE, CABLES & 
INSTRUCTIONS 

3.5" IDE HARD DRIVES 
FOR A1200 A4000 

850MB 
1GIG 
1.6GIG 

STAR 
£159 
£179 
£239 BUY 

2GIG £299 
COMPLETE WITH 
SOFTWARE CABLES & 
INSTRUCTIONS 

MICE & TRACKBALL 

290 MICE 
400 MICE 
OPTICAL 
TRACKBALL 
MOUSE MAT 

£7.99 
£10.00 
£29.95 
£29.95 
£4.00 

MONITORS 
FOR ALL AMIGA 

MICROVITEK1438 £255 
SAMSUNG 15" £319 
SAMSUNG 17" £529 
WITH SAMSUNG FREE 
SOFTWARE ALLOWS YOU 

TO PLAY GAMES 

EZ135 DRIVE £199 
EZ135 CARTS £13 

CD-ROMS 
FOR A600 & A1200 

2SPEED CD-ROM £155 
4SPEED CD-ROM £245 
RENO £159 
EXTERNAL SCSI CD-ROM 
WITH FREE SQUIRREL 

CD-ROMS 
FOR A4000 &A2000 

IDE CD-ROM & TANDEM 
2SPEED £89 
4SPEED £109 
SCSI CD-ROM & OKTAGON 
2SPEED £199 
4SPEED £299 

EXTERNAL SCSI HARD 
DRIVES 

540MB £199 
1GIG £299 
2GIG £550 
WITH SQUIRREL FOR 
A600&A1200ADD £39 
WITH OKTAGON FOR 
A4000 & A2000 ADD £79 

FLOPPY 
FOR ALL AMIGA 

1MB EXTERNAL £39 

1.76 EXTERNAL £79 
A500 INT £33 
A600 INT £33 
A1200 INT £33 

RAM FOR A500, 
A500 PLUS & A600 

1MBFORA500+ £18.95 
1MB FOR A600 £19.00 
1/2MBFORA500 £14.00 

GASTEINER 

§| STERLING WAY, NORTH CIRCULAR ROAD, 

EDMONTON N18 2YZ 

DELIVERY CHARGES 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. SMALL CONSUMABLES AND SOFTWARE 
ITEMS UNDER THE VALUE OF £59 PLEASE ADD £3 50 P&P OTHER 
ITEMS EXCEPT LASERS, NEXT DAY COURIER SERVICE £10 PER 
BOX. OFFSHORE AND HIGHLANDS, PLEASE CALL FOR A 
QUOTATION. IN ADDITION WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING EXPRESS 
SERVICES; SATURDAY DELIVERY NORMAL RATE PLUS £15 PER 
BOX, MORNING, NEXT DAY NORMAL RATE PLUS £10 PER BOX, 
E&OE PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE 
ALL TRADEMARKS ACKNOWLEDGED. 
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Licenceware Choice 

For some reason Sue thought that me making a 
coffee for her was more important than writing 
this section, just because 1 haven't made one 
yet this month. Rest assured, I didn't fold 
immediately and continued to grumble for 
hours afterwards and also made sure that it 
wasn't a very good cup anyway. The one good 
thing to come out of the whole episode was an 
ideal way to introduce the selection of superb 
Licenceware titles that we've got for review this 
month, and you've just read it. 

OctaMED Technique 
Last month, we looked at the modules designed 
for games programmers from the author of this 
techniques package. Technique comes as an A4 
booklet with accompanying examples disk. The 
booklet covers creating reverb, echo and 
chorus, using loops and breaks, time stretching, 
digitising tips and some miscellaneous topics. 
This package is like an addendum to the 
OctaMED manual. 

While I'm sure that the techniques will be 
of use to budding musicians, I'm not sure that 
the text and disk offers enough coverage. What 
there Is is good, but the examples disk Is 
sparse and the manual thin. The price of £5 is a 
little steep, but I'm sure that some people will 
find it worthwhile. 

Verdict: 70% 

AGASSM 7.22 
A slideshow creator Wow. OK, 
another one of my biased views 
bites the dust. This is a great little 
program. It reminds me of the 
excellent Nucleus, in that it 
combines power with a really easy 

to use interface. Essentially, it comes with a 
creator and a player. You create the project and 
then distribute it with the player As standard, 
the player can deal with IFF pictures and 
animations and a couple of module types. 
Doesn't sound too advanced? Well, it also has 
ARexx support so that should you want to use 
something that it can't deal with, all you have to 
do is use a program that does support the 
format and use ARexx to communicate between 
the two programs. 

If that sounds daunting, then don't worry, 
because you can still produce some excellent 
pieces without ARexx. Within the interface is 
the ability to choose the files and select how 
they will be shown, whether faded in or shown 
using a set of special effects (a little like 
M.M.Experience). The program automatically 

JBBQB 

Another excellent paint 
package for kids of alt 
ages appears and our 
editor becomes 
"otherwise engaged." 

recognises the file type, so it knows whether to 
play a module or show a picture. In fact if you 
were starting out, you need know little more 
than how to select a file with a requester. It 
even supports powerpacked files to save disk 
space. At the moment, the system requires 
WB2.1 or above, but the author Is trying to fix 
the system to work on lower machines. 

5D Licenceware are showing that some 
quality software can be released for a price that 
anybody can afford. 

Verdict: 95% Star buy 

Tell the Time 
This educational program is a bit of a mixed 
bag. On the one hand, there are some 
genuinely useful games that will help children 
to work out the time. Although some of the 

Teh The Time suffers in the looks department, 
but is aimed at the younger audience, 

BHW  

graphics are poor, I would have thought that 
the age range that are learning the time 
probably wont worry about them, they'll just 
like being allowed to play on the computer. 

However, some areas of Tell The Time are 
simply games like Breakout, which has some 
time-related questions tagged on the end; other 
areas have been badly thought out. One shoot- 
out type game has a whole screen of text 
explaining it alt before the game. Because the 
game consists of adding up times and picking 
the answer from a set of three, I would have 
thought that any child who can read all of that 
can also work out that they only need add up 
the final digits and match that with the one that 
ends with the right number. Still, there Is 
certainly some good stuff in this program. 

Verdict: 75% 

Paint, Paste And Draw 
I have been relegated to writing 
about this program, because 
everyone else has kicked me 
off my computer to play with it 
Huh. Paint, Paste And Draw Is very 
similar to Magic Paint Box, the last 

Licenceware paint package to bring the AS 
offices to a halt. 

Like MPB, this is aimed at children, but it 
takes a different slant. You are provided with a 
set of black and white line drawings that you 
can fill in with colours, which Is fun in itself. 
Then, you can select a set from clipart that 
relates to the picture - there are several 
different backgrounds with themes like 
farmyard, outer space and seaside. When you 
select a piece of clipart It magically pings on to 
the screen and you can then colour it in. 

There's also a small freehand drawing 
section for you to design your own 
backgrounds, or to use to add the final touches 
to a piece. The whole program Is tied together 
with fun samples and basically what I'm saying 
Is that kids and immature adults (which means 
most of us) will love this program. 

Dirt cheap and in the words of the editor 
"Fab"! More backgrounds is all we ask. ■ 

Verdict: 96% Star buy 
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Thousands of disks available from only sop each, 

including over one thousand Fred Fish and 
other utility titles. These include... 

U043 Disk Mai 
UO^ FafceMei 
U05I-52 N> 
Ul 13-1* [marine 

Sysrem 

Internet 
Epoch Master wS 

. 10MCWBVL.2P 
'223'filnijfa Fax ul.40 

U241 SOOOPOOSV 
We also stock CDs for very cheap pri< 

Here are iust a few. 
ftmihat 1-7  \L * Clip Art & FonfS CO 

; firniea Desktop Uidco Goldfish" >C 
Goldfish ft Sim Citv 
Plus hundreds more 

RRI 
£1399 
£14.99 
£24.99 £29.99 
£14,99 

TreeHouse Price 
£14.00 £<7.SC £14.00 i2C.CC 
£23.50 £14.00 

and CDTV/CD12QQ alike. 
All prices include postage and packaging. 
Can for a price list* 1 
For a catalogue disk send £1 or a disk and an SSAfc. 
alternatively vou can download the catamite from wr 
supporr BBS - Capital 68S 01 SI 560 8964 rS4nrSJ 

TreeHouse PD, 
8 Oaktree Close. StoborMldL Uforetiam, Dorset BH20 SAP 
Tel: CI 929 553893 E-mail: tneebotise«thpd.dernon.co.uh Please makE ch MMS/PC's nnvaMn to TreeHwise PD 

RGtMH PUBLIC DOMRIN 

AGA, Animations, Business, C64 
Games, Demos, Education, Fred 
Fish, Games, Music, Slide Shows, 

• Sound Samples, Spectrum Games, 
PD 90p Per Disk 

FREEH Hardware Virus Killer 
with orders over 40 disks! 

For a disk catalogue send £1 to 

Agima PD 
9 Bader Close • Westwood 

Peterborough * PES 7JZ 

Cheques and Postal Orders made 
payable to AGIMA. 

UFOiEfEmvinclotheG KnttiEs V2A2 fihjpEsh.iflerV.12A Breathless (ACAl 30 Pro Master Blaster V2.21 Fsstiiew .11 Midhouse VI. I 
VIV HM.MI- ■ C Blai*#r JHOJ Bi-wikin- Br r .MM Vipi-r J.IIILT> Effsfjiiidr In thr Intfrnel Mtnet Utfl Internet VI* II Proird yw \i\ 

Hippo Plav-tr Scic n D9 •>■'■ ■ i -■■ li ^ i!-     Ulilt 1 Baraon Fl CP Ed VJ-IO f 1 CP Acccsroriw 
Send CItnjiitVPOi to; Starlight Software |A5J 125 Frwnlain Sind, 
LS27 0AL Tel; 9113 25-Z7&54 

UBHT 

Navigator LI I I Virus IMHfctiDf] Iconographies Midnight bankers Tin FinAGAUfils 24 

GAMES Dflu^CalaeaVMAGA -rl I KU IIUII.I1 1 Hie Sliepherfl Hrtiert£ia^fia(kiE<2F MMglcd renders, Coniliat Ed f.'Hi * I'm Mlulhill TabfiVI.fr 
£C*HAGA I lying TI^TS 
Iw^Vl.lHIill ftFQl 

7Sp per disk 1 free disk wirti every 10 urdrred P&P 75p per order CATALOGUE 

For 2 disk catalogue with fREE CAME included (it's a goodie tat)!} plfrsie send 3 x 1st class stamps or a che :riequEf for 75p to.. 

AlTWW IP1 
lit 

SHOAH LICENCE WARE 
CRIME [Xnias AS 94%): 

£4-99 (plus p+p) 
The brilliant map editor 

SMAKTCAROZ: £3 99 (plus p+p) 
Klondyke for non-AG A machines? 

; No HO req. Loads of extra card&ets. 
available. See our Catalogue disk. 
We are official SHOAH stockists 
PD TITLE OF THE MONTH 

OR. SIRANGE 1 
Fancy ,t f)kill(jr,H rump? Well. I   look no further. This has brill gft 

sound and gameplay! 
(7332) 99p (plus p+pr 

Runs on any WES2+ Amiga 

Arrow PD 
(Dept. 2} 
PO Box 7 

Dover 
Kent 

CT15 4AP 
All disks error 
and virus iree. 
We create pur qwn 

'Special Interest ftcks' 
leg. Games Creator 
pack. Doom clont 

parit etc. I 
For nrore detail* on all 

this, and mare... 
see our Cat. disk PD disks 99p each 

70p p-np on any size order 
We also sell blank disks at low prices. 

SPECIAL OFFER FREE mouse mat with pvery order tjvur £12 

FUTURE PD 
Dept AS1, 64 Stapleford Road, Luton LU2 SAY 

Telephone 015S2 36157 

Past seA'ice guaranteed, or get a 
refirrtd voucher with your disks! 

• AskabrMSupervaluedi^frari J 
24p per title! 

• For 2 disk catalogue, and a free 
game, send two 1st class stamps. 

free 
mp s. J 

Amine* 
Ames 
17 Bit 

Assassins 
and more! 

16,000+ 
titles 

&20% 
loyalty 

discount! 

Shoah License ware Distributoi" 

Dept (ASH), 23 Sianwell Close, VWncobank Sheffield $9 LPZ 
H HORNESOFT P.D ES 

OVER 1 £000+ DISKS AVAILABLE 
FD priced from jusl 30p a disk up to \m 65p a. disk. Fat am 

complete, easy to use c-Jtabgue disk send two 25p stamps. We stuck four types of Ikeiicewaie; 
51?LiceTKewa,TDTl Lkeacewire/Hori;on SoftwaTe/lnlinite^ Fnanlier. 

^ i:k niI.■ .'uriM-      .<-c iiaT.it>.IT   I-I ..IIn:-■  
NEW FROM HORIZON SOFTWARE: 

POWER TEXT 1 - A fully featured sidvanced 
word prfcti:>L>ii,'u-\C eJicor DRAW sr 111 i OK - A comprehensive database to 
help you win the Pools POWER ACCOUNTS - A very powerful accounts 
manager HARD RIVE MENU 1 - Allows you to make menus 10 run software on your hard drive. TOUCH TYPE TUTOR Z - A great typing lulor. 

More titles available phone tor info. Alt above cost £3-50 each and include postage and free catalogue. 
CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE TO: 

HORNESOFT PD 
 CREDIT CARD SALES: 
EJIH      (0114)296 7825 

Plta$e send blank disk 4 SAE for analogue wish 2 free, g&rnes! 
Over 6O00 lilies Something for everyone 

TOUCH TTPING 

' Compiled by an SOWPM Typist! 
From toiaL Deginncr-10 advanced, bam to type professionally at your own pace. This 100% packed disk contains: 
Several differem typing tutors, typing, games and a fully featured word processor. 
Unique step by step tests art Included to help you devdop the necessary skills. 
Only £3.00 inclusive. 
Send cheque or PO payable to> 

A. GREENWOOD 
To: (TC) 

40 \f>rthw«ll Gate 
OtUv, West Yorkshire LS21 ZDN 

TOP QUALITY 
AMIGA PD & SHAREWARE 

CATALOGUE WITH 
INDEX & ums 

ONLY £1 
1-3 DISKS £1.50 

4 PLUS DISKS 
£1.251 

ITS 

FREE FRIENDLY 
ILELF, 

POST OR PHONE 
ANYTIME! 

PICK YOUR OWN 
PROGRAMS BY 

NAME, NUMBER & 
SIZE! n's EASY! 

\rtm LEADER  OTHERS CAR OM-Y FOLLOW! 

5 OFFICIAL SUPPORT BBS 
Now On-Line 

Stirf aiit»i to AM ICO S BBS »d download our latest 
catalogue dhk pkii wmy Info and ALL the 5D demos FREE!! 
MSR Music Vol 1 
Collection of copy right free musk modules 
fur use in your own program*, 
£2-95 Post Free 
KILT II 
Control a team of elite troops in outer space. 
Superb strategy/action game with loads of 
missions. Contains full on disk manual, 
overhead view, all Amiga*. 
£3 95 Post Free 

BBS: 01709 703857 Voice: OT709 886127 
Payment to SADDLtTflAMPS PD 

1 Lower Mill Close, Goldthorp*, Rotherham S63 9BY 

AHIM 1 n 
AN IMATIONS/SLIDE SHOWS/GAME S/UTlLmES 

2 FARTHER WELL AVENUE. WEST MAILING, 
KENT ME 19 6NG 

P.D DISKS B5p PER DISK 
POSTAGE 5Op PER ORDER UK 

CATALOGUE FREE WITH ORDER OR SEND 
2 K 1st CLASS STAMPS. 

EDUCATIONAL: EI   SPEUTRI5. (5ff WNG GAME] Ei COLOUB THE AlPHABET E3 DLN05AUS5 iOJIZI E4 WORDPLAY fUZZlE GAME| E5 JTOUVIANDI 
UTILITIES etet Ml VIRUS CHECKER M2 DISK REPAIR KIT M3 EfiROfi INFORMATION NW LOCKPIC V2fl (COPY FACHTTIfS) tA^V SPFLi l&PELl CHECKER 

Bl JOURNAL (ACCCXJNTSl 62 FILAAFAX IAS l&] B] AVlCAi- LAS-' ACCOJNTSi U EASYCALC (iPfiEAOSHEETj B5 OtFORM [INVOICE MAKER) 
rViES&V 5J0 3 W W1AGE5TU0IO21 p] MB 5HAPE5HlFTEfl.Vl-1* M9 TEANSmONI Mil INTERNET UTILS 

AMIGA COLOUR PICTURE PRINT IHC SERVICE AVAILABLE ONLY: 
A4 SIZE APPROX CZ-65 INC t$f PEfi SHEET AS SIZE APPROX £175 INC P4P PES SHEET 

MLATI PICTURE PRINTING PER     SHEET AVAILABLE (2, A, B| 
PRICE ON APPLICATIOM- OTHER CaCXJR PRINTING CONSlDEREO 
SEND LETTER WITH HEQUfl!EMEMTS AND CHSK WITH PICTURES. 
AND PAYMENT... 
PRINTED ON CANON 6JC610 PRINTER,. STUDIO 2 ETC USED 

[2| NO. OF DISKS- [#] NOT A50O 1-2/I S 
Mike Crrtqi*euTOi pvpable to: Anini 1 PD'. lankers card no. en cheque! please. 

NORWICH PD 

THE BEST IN PD & SHAREWARE 
1000'S OF DISKS AVAILABLE 

Only 75p per disk 
FREE 1 st class next day 

return postage 
FREE disk with every 10 ordered 

FREE catalogue disks when 
SAE & 2 blank disks are sent 
* Assassins • LSD legal Tools • AGA • Fonts 

• Games • Utilities * Music * Clip Art 
* Graphics • Business etc 

43 Motum Road, Norwich, 
Norfolk NR5 8EH 
Tel: 01603 504655 

For information on advertising 
in the ONLY 100% serious Amip Mapmu 

contact HELEN WATKINS on 

01225 442244 

AMIGA SHO 
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Lo adverse in this space 
PAnffAAf uani iunTvn CufliaCl IIHlll WAIHIl (0 AH B OH 

01225 442244 
ormttitsr 

MNMCMtJIIiHMiSLWJ ten HI UK 
Fi*ee typaskeHiKg/desfgrt sei^ice available 

'ARNOLD COMPUTER SUPPLIESs 

Blank Disks      £isoo per $o inc. labels 
DSHD Disks   £Z2<50 per 50 (Preformatted) 

PD LIBRARY NOW OPEN! 
Please send four 1st class, stomps for catalogue 

Free local ttelivsry and inslallaSion (10 mile radius) 
Many more Hems stocked'. 

Please phono or fax for latest prices. 
Tel: 011C 926 4*73 Faxi 0X15 W> 1<*3 

Dairy Voce, xx Campion Street, Arnold, 
\ Nottingham NGs 8GR f 

AMIGA - PC - All Commodore 
Call (01B1) 651 5436 or 

Write to: 45 Brookscroft, Linton Glade, 
Croydon CRD SNA 

Independent Commodore Products Users Group 

Convert yaw Am$tnpd 
COLOUR MONITOR £10 Our custom made teads will Lonwrt ywr c-ld Amstrad Monlnor ro work wish your Am^a giving a crjjp R.G.B. colour picture & optional qualiiy amplrfitid aw-to sound 

D1Y MADE 464/6106 (C I MfrHM) Picture Only Cfi £ 10 J IS (CTMH4A}} Jnc St=r=o &*akcrs £3! £+0 464;6I?« p:us.fC-MMJ :nc sound £9 CIS +6^761 IS Green (GT-65) Picture Only ££. £l D 
Dept A5< Hajjars Electronics, 127 High St, Shetmeii, Krnt ME 12 fUD 

Tel/fire 01795 643 33fr _Money back approval   P&P inr 
| CQ/PQ SrH3 DELIVERY 2 PAYS 

Pros from 
. 30p-* 6Sp 

50p P&P per order 
Magazines, Demos, Musk, Fonts, 

CIipart, Education,Games, Utilities 
Land more 

(AtsoSD Lic^nceware FREE P& P 1 
Send first class stamp for catalogue disk 

80 Ottawa Road 
Tilbury HR RMIB 7RH 

Stork PD 
Fast, friendly arid reliable service 
What we haven't got. we will soon get for you 

With disks from as little as 
why pay more? 

Send z first class stamps for our catalogue disk 
Mr JL Johnson, Stork PD, 15 Rands Lane, Annllwrpfl, DoiKOSter, 

Soulh Yorkshire DN3 3DZ Ph«jne: DI3G2 830720 

Desk Top Pu p Publishing 
Full design & print service. 
From laser printed leaflets 
to full colour brochures. 

Call today for a PRIZE brochure! 
For Ail Your Printing Requirements I 
g Laser Impressions (01993} 846270 

|!4i suii;ritirf CK-SL..-]II. C;nttTLon. Qxon. OX 1K .11JH 

■k0Pro . 

Organiser 
The Amiga Personal Organiser You GMT Afford To Mia! 
To find oul   claim your FREE trial vercuii by sending 

a bbfik disk & first dass siam[> to: 

AMIGA ^AIRS 

FIXED PRICE ONLY £42.99 Inci. <™S, 
* Price includes PARTS, LABOUR, DELIVERY & VAT 
* 90 Day warranty on all repairs pry I A ycApc 
* 24 Hour turn-around on most repairs ■ IH 

* All upgrades purchased from us fitted free with repair 
* Includes FULL DIAGNOSTICS, SERVICE & SOAK test 
* If drive or keyboard need replacing add £10,00 
AMIGA A1200 Repairs only £52*99 Fully inclusive 

I       SPECIAL OFFERS 1 

rffgOO Tkd4t*& ttyutwtu Pa*4d £295 00 ^j^^ 
*A120Q Computer    • Deluxe Paint IV ^fc* 

Pack Includes * Digital Print Mrg.    • Dennis the Mena,    - Oscar <5/k^> 
• Wordworth AG A     - 1Yr RTB Warranty   • Workbench 3*0^ 

A500 Internal Drive £29*95  A600/A1200 Internal Drive £3S*9S 

I CHIPS 
3372A 1Me^ A-onus 
S375 2Meg Agrrus 
LISA (A 1200) 

Alice (A13DD) 
3362 Denise {A500) 
8373 Super Denise 
5719 Gary 
8520 CIA (A50Q/+) 

£14.30 
£14.30 
£31,70 
£.M.70 
£9.60 

£IS.4D 
£7.60 

£12,00 
8520 CIA (A600/1200) £ILDO 
8364 Paula (A5O0/+) 
8364 Paula (PLCC) 

£11.34 
£l*i-70 

CHIPS 
mzu CPU 
Video DAC (A1200) 
Ktckstart 1.2 
Kickstart 1.3 
Kickstart 2.04 
Kickstart 2.05 
Kickstart 3.1 (A500) 
Rom Sharer 
NEW MorJylatorS 
Xchange Modulators 
CD32 ROM DSIVE 

ctt-so 
£19SO 
£4-10 JEIfc.SO 

£11.40 
£19.00 
£58.00 
am £1«,00 
£5500 

A5DC Motherboard 6A £59*00 

CHIPS 
A500 Keyboard £38.00 
A600 Keyboard £29.00 
A1200 Keyboard £34.00 
A50IV60W12OQPSLJ £x«,so 
CD32 PSU £15.00 
A2rW0/A3000 PSU £Os, 
VGA Adaptor £b,so 
2.5 HARD DRIVES P.O.A. 
WE CAN SUPPLY ANY AMIGA 

5QW6O0/I2QQ SPARE PART 
AND KEEP A FULL STOCK 

Add El.50 P&P on chips, £3.00 P&P on Drives & PSUs We reserve the right to refuse repairs 
ATTENTION ALL DEALERS 

E 

>T >r yc X z 
Our Company offers the most competitive deater repair service on ail home computers, 

Credit facility avaii^t. SENEJ f OH FREE INFORMATION PACK * SPArthS CATALOGUE TODAY 
1 

Service HOTUtE Tel (0116) 2470069 
FAX (0116) 2558643 m 
DMT Computer Services (AS)        ^ Computer*Services 
105London Road L&lcostef LE2Off     %cu«i{H«««a>|to>» * a«won et DA. CCIKHII»C« LU 

CD Rom Drives & Hard Drives 
Hard Drives + controller tors 
A$00(+)/Al5OO/A2000/A3000/A4000 
120MB £159.00 540MB €229.00 L0GIG £279.00 
250MB £189.00 630MB £239.00 1.2GIG £299.00 
420MB      £199.00 4MB External RAM for A500/500+ £169-00 

Hard Drives for A600/A1200 
2.5" 40MB £39.00 2.5" 340MB £179.00 
2.5" 60MB £59.00 2.5" 420MB £199.00 
2,5" 80MB £69.00 2.5" 540MB £249.00 
2.5" 250MB £129.00 2,5" 810MB £349.00 
(includes instructions and installation software) 

IDE Quad Speed CD-ROM Drives 
for A50O/50O+ (requires AJfaPower v6.S 
+ Hard Drive) £169.00 
for A600/A1200 (inc CD32 emulation) €199.00 
for A J 5OO/A2OOO/A300O/A4O0O (inc Tandem) £1 

3.5" 
3.511 

3.5" 
3.5" 
3.5" 

420MB 
540MB 
630MB 
LOGIC 
1.2GIG 

£149.00 
£159.00 
£169.00 
£199.00 
£229.00 

£99.00 

120Mb 
Hard Drive 

£75.00 

2S6 GreyScale Scanners/AlfaScan Plus 
H;ind Scanner for the Amiga with Touch-Up 
and Merge-It Software 
Touch-Up & Merge-It Software* 
Separately £35.00 
with Junior OCR* (needs HD & 2,5MB Memory) 
Separately £25.00 with scanner Add €10.00 
with Full OCR* (needs HD & 2.5MB Memory) 
Separately £35.00 with scanner Add £20.00 
with Multipass OCR* (needs HD & 4MB Memory) 
Separately £49,95 with scanner Add £30.00 
'■ MI;SJ( -ttlfklpi sccinrsjii^ roolinloci 
Scanner Pod £9*95 (FREE Wrro ANY SCANNER) 

Multiface III card £79-00 
AT-Bus-2008 IDE controller £69.00 
Octo^on-2008 SCSI controller £99.00 
Tandem CD €f IDE controller £69.00 
Alf aPower A$0o IDE controller £99.00 

Ram Cards/Memory      72pin SIMMS 

Cry rtal TrackBall 
£34.95 

A500 512K w/o clock £20.00 
A500+ 1MB w/o clock £29.95 
A600 1MB w/o clock £29.95 
A1200 2MB with clock £99.95 
A1200 4MB with clock £119.95 
A1200 KMB with clock £229.95 

2MB 
4MB 
8MB 

£69.00 
£79-00 

£159.00 

ZIP RAMS 
£89.95/2MB 

Optical Mouse £29.95 

Optical Mouse Mat £5.00 
Amiga PSU for A500, 
A600 & Aizoo £34.95 

Apollo 1220 28MHz Accelerator 
Give your A1200 350% Performance 
Includes Clock & 28MHz FPU 
1220 Bare Board £99.95 
1220 with4MB Memory £169.95 

Auto Mouse/ 
Joystick 

Switch £12.95 

^^^^ 

80 watt Speakers £39-95 
25 watt Speakers £29.95 
240 watt Speakers £59.95 

External 
Floppy Drive 
£39.95 

Mega Mouse 40O £9.95 
Mega Mouse Plus £12.95 

(Three button version with 8' table 
Performance 97% A.UJ) 

All prices include VAT. Please add £3.50 P&P for items under £30.00, £5.00 for items over 
£30,00, £8.00 P&P for Scanners, Speakers &. Hard Drives, £10.00 P&P for next day. 

GoLdenlmage accepts Access, Visa, Cheques & Postal Orders. E&OE. Prices subjcLi lu change without notice. 
Goods subject to availability. Specification* subject to change without notice. 

Goldenlmage (UK) Ltd 
Unit 65, Hallmark Trading Estate, 
Fourth Way, Wembley. Middx HA9 OIJi 

Sales Hotline No: 0181 9009291 Fai: 0181 900 9281 
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I he main reason 
^^^^^^ why the Amiga has 

carried on despite, 
rather than 
because of its 

owners is the loyalty and 
downright devotion of the 
people who use the machine. 
And here is where you have 
your say - in our letters pages. 

What's going 

on? 
I am writing this letter 
wanting to know 
what is going on, I 
have been buying AS 

£2BWkmmj since it first split from 
Amiga Format way back in May 
1991. Up to last year I had not 
one complaint to make about this 
sacred mag. But that was a year 
ago, things change - the weather 
plays up a little more and things 
get dearer and slimmer. Now the 
weather I know you can't 
influence, but the length of your 
mag is getting a bit of a joke isn't 
it? Future publish a lot of 
magazines and I think that price 
per page AS is one of the most 
expensive. Could you please 
explain to me why items such as 

AT contacts 

II you want to contact Amiga 
Technologies, write to the 
following addresses: 

John Smith, 
Amiga Technologies GmbH 
(UK), Hunting Business 
Aviation Buildings, 1st Avenue, 
Stansted, Essex CWI24 1QQ. 
«0127S 660617. 

Petro Tyschtschenko, 
Amiga Technologies GmbH, 
Berliner Ring 39, D-64625 
Bensheim, Germany. 
Fax: 0049 6252 709 520 
E-mail: gbo@lisa.amiga-tech.de 

PC mags are full of reviews and 
end up costing less than AS. 

Are we the Amiga community 
having to fork out extra so that the 
others don't go up? Needless to 
say that I am a bit unhappy with 
the situation and I would 
appreciate your views on this 
matter. Apart from the high price 
and the slimness of the magazine, 
it is still quite a good read. Thank 
you for listening. 

Stuart Hall 
London, E-mail 

It's a hard fact of life m the 
publishing world that 
advertising pays for 
the production costs 
of magazines. 
Copy safes help, 
of course, but it 
is mamly 
down to 
how many 
adverts a 
magazine 
features every 
issue that 
determines its 
success. 

And, if you think 
about it, the reason why PC 
magazines have pages and pages 
of reviews and ads is because the 
PC market is huge and expanding 
further every day. 

Amigas have only recently 
returned to the shelves of High 
Street stores - after a lengthy 
absence. It will take a while for 
people to realise that they are 
back, However, there is plenty of 
new hardware and software still 
being produced for the Amiga - 
just look at all the reviews we 
have in this issue. 

And read our World Of Amiga 
show guide on page 24; there will 
be loads more new hardware, 
software and upgrades launched 
at the show - the Amiga 1200+ 
amongst them. Probably. 

More support 
I want to congratulate your work 
with Amiga Shopper, this mag is 
GREAT!, and your WWW home 
page is belter that the expensive 
Amiga Formatr with more support 
for us overseas customers, too> 

Recently I saw an advert of a 
software house (Software 2000), 
who sell an interesting C64 
package for the Amiga; and they 
claim that you reviewed it and 
scored it 88 per cent. I really 
want to buy this package, but 
ftrst I want to ask you, What kind 
of games it has? I saw 

screen shots from 
vs Spy and Hole 
One. Can you 
ell me some 
more titles? 

Rene Soria 
Mexico 
E-mail 

Thanks for 
your kind 

words Rene! 
'he C64 program 
you are referring 

to is called 
C64v3.0 and it 

is an emulation 
package from 

Software 2000. We reviewed the 
package in the PD section of our 
October 1995 issue, 

This C64v3,0 six-disk set 
contains the latest release of A64 
and 100 C64 games, including 
Boulderdash, Nemesis, Stellar 7} 
Monty Mole, Falcon Patrol 2 and 
Hunchback 2. You are right in 
saying that we gave it 88 per 
cent. Hope that helps! 

You may also be interested to 
know that we have included 
Magic 64, which is another C64 
emulator, on the Coverdisks of 
our April 1996 issue. 

If you can't get hold of the 
latest issue of Amiga Shopper or 
you want a back issue, calf our 

special Order Hotline on 
v 01225 822511. 

Thanks, AS 
Thank you for including my math 
program Funky 5.2 on your 
Subscribers disk in the March 
issue of Amiga Shopper. 

I never thought that any 
computer magazine could be that 
fast in publishing new software 
from the Ami net. 

It is a very nice gesture to 
send me a free copy of your 
magazine as well. Thanks. 

Peter Gath 
E-mail 

You're welcome! Please keep 
sending your programs in to 
David Taylor. 

I'd just like to 

say... 
Td just like to say keep up the 
good work on the magazine; and 
I'd just like to say that it is an 
excellent idea to have the 13 
issues per year (as opposed to 
what AP said). 

Simon Richards, 
A loyal reader since Issue 1 

E-mail 

Many of you may not realise that 
we published 13 issues of Amiga 
Shopper last year; and we intend 
to produce another 13 this yean 
Most of the other Future 
Publishing magazines will be 
doing the same. 

Do you think this is a good 
idea? Would you buy 13 issues of 
your favourite Amiga magazine 
too? Write in and let us know. 

Serious power 
I read Amiga Shopper very often 
since it is the only serious Amiga 
magazine for power users. It is a 
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pity that two or three Greek 
magazines are interested in Amiga 
but only for its gaming abilities and 
only one (PIXEL), has pages for 
serious users. The other mags 
ignore the existence of the best 
computer ever made, although it 
has a strong professional 
presence in the local and national 
TV stations; ANT1 and MEGA - 
the two most popular private 
Greek TV stations - use A4000s. 

MEGA used Scala MM300 for 
the live presentation of the last 
national elections; while an ARexx 
script was taking data from the 
national network without any 
human interference, an Apple sign 
was in the bottom of the screen! 

The low budget TV stations 
have remained in the age of ECS 
chipset, 68000 CPU and Scala 
500. This is because there is no 
advertising, no technical back-up, 
hardly any people who know Amiga 
in depth and no reliable service 
from the official representative. I 
had to wait three months for my 
A400G/G30 to be repaired, despite 
the fact I needed it to produce 
graphics for local TV stations, 

In September 1995, Blue Sky 
TV spent £3,000 on a 90MHz, 
1 6Mb RAM, Stealth VGA card, 4jc 
CD-ROM drive, 2Gb HD, Pentium 
etc, believing that Et can give 
1 5KHz PAL video signal from its 
video card through a TBC 
corrector! The result was 
disastrous because they didn't 
know that a special and expensive 
PC video card was needed. But it 
is a shame that Amiga lost a buyer 
due to inadequate information - an 
A4000/060, 18Mb RAM for 
£3r000 would do the job a million 
times better, cheaper and easier. 

Amiga Technologies must give 
the Amiga international support 
and show the power of this 
computer, A price reduction for the 
A4000 would help because 
professional users depend very 

How to contact us 

Write in to Talking 
Shop, Amiga 
Shopper's letters 
pages, and you 
could win yourself 
some cash. The Star 

letter published every month 
recei ves £25. 

So, put pen lo paper and 
send your letters in to: 

Talking Shop, 
Amiga Shopper, 

Future Publishing, 
30 Monmouth St, 
Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. 

Alternatively, you can E-mail your 
letters to; 
a msh opper@cix.com p ul i n k.co. uk 
sg ra nt@f uturenet,co.u k 

All the letters received at these 
addresses will be considered 
for publication, unless you 
specifically advise us otherwise. 

much on CPU performance and 
PCs are ahead on this point 

Can overseas readers enter 
AS competitions? 

I think that a column with 
international, Amiga-related 
activities and news all over the 
world is missing from AS, Don't 
forget that after the closing of 
Amiga World, AS is the only 
choice for power users worldwide. 

Theodoropoulos Kostas 
Athens, Greece 

Overseas readers are welcome to 
enter our competitions - we wilt 
lengthen the closing dates as you 
suggest so you have plenty of 
time to get your entries to us. 

Your suggestion for an 
overseas column is a good idea; 
however, we are a UK magazine. 
Amiga Shopper is just not big 
enough to cover all the news from 
all the different countries we sell 
copies of the magazine in; which 
include the US, Australia, Mexico, 
Ireland, the Netherlands, Belgium, 
Malaysia, Switzerland.,* Do you 
see our dilemma?! 

The backlash 
And so it starts; the somewhat 
unfortunate but perhaps wholly 
predictable backlash against 
Amiga Technologies, I suppose we 
were all led such a merry dance 
during the dreadful Commodore 

DTP poster competition results 

?^ 0221 517242 

We ran a competition in our DTP 
tutorial in issue 59 to design a poster. 
The prize for the best poster was a 
DTP program of your choice. We 
received lots of entries, but there 
were two that we Irked the most 

The poster on the left Is from 
John Ward of Derby and the other is 
from Anne Weyens from Belgium. 
We thought both were good enough 
to show you, but we can only have 
one winner, who is John Ward. His 
poster is stylish, atmospheric and 
does its job very well. Please write 
in and tell us which of the lour DTP 
programs we offered you want as 
your prize, John! 

years that we cannot control our 
inbuilt and painful cynicism about 
the gurus (no pun intended) who 
are now responsible for the 
welfare of our chosen machine^ 

It is all too easy to hunch ever 
our computer and complain bitterly 
about the mistreatment being dealt 
out by AT but could I just beg 
everyone to stand back, take a 
deep breath and for god's sake 
chil! out! it ain't that bad, 

People were discontent that 
the Amiga had not been on sale 
for over a year; there was concern 
that the new buyer would just 
pinch the technology 
and be damned with 
the home computer 
market; an upgrade 
was needed urgently; 
dirt cheap prices 
were required; the 
future path of the 
technology was in 
some doubt. 

I think it's fair to say that 
Commodore were at fault over the 
sale of the company. Typically, they 
were unable to organise their own 
funeral effectively because they 
were too busy trying to screw the 
biggest buck out of some sucker. 

There's no doubt that the UK 
management buy-out was the 
most favourable option from a 
user's perspective - better the 
devil you know - so when Escom 
pipped it at the last moment the 

trepidation was palpable. And 
yet, Escom/Amiga Technologies 
have shown a remarkable 
commitment to the technology. 

Let us put ourselves in AT's 
shoes. Having just spent $10 
million on a product everyone 
thought was dead, what were they 
to do? AT owned the Amiga, but 
at the time it comprised a few bits 
and bobs of hardware scattered 
around the globe with no guarantee 
that AT could get their hands on it 
Sor with a logical eye on the 
Christmas market, AT resolved to 
put Amigas back in the shops in 
time for the Yuletide celebrations. 
They were in effect starting from 
scratch, and lo and behold they 
did it. Even then, grumblings were 
afoot about pricing, but given that 
production was ramped up so fast 
I think we should count our 
blessings, particularly as the blow 
was softened by an excellent 
software bundle, 

If the term cock-up can be 
levelled at AT so far, there are only 
two areas that spring to mind; 
incompatible floppy disk drives 

AMIGA 

and Scala MM30G. The first is 
forgivable as incompatibility arises 
only with certain games and AT 
have made moves to sort out 
problem machines - the onus is 
now on AT to ensure that the fixes 
are made quickly and efficiently. 

The second is a bit more 
thorny. There is no doubt that 
Scala MM300 is a magnificent 
piece of software and the option 
to bundle it couldn't be ignored, 
but AT really should have foreseen 
the lack of memory problem with a 
standard Al 200 and made it clear 
from the outset that the program 
won't run in 2Mb of memory. This 
is most definitely a customer 
service cock up worthy of 
Commodore, but even so I don't 
believe it is insurmountable. 

Readers may remember that 
Scala HVT100 (the bottom of the 
range version for the uninitiated) 
was given away on a Coverdisk 
some time ago. I have used it on 
my Al 200 ever since as it is one 
of the most intuitive and user- 
friendly programs I have ever seen. 
OK, so it doesn't exactly stretch 
the AGA chipset - in fact, it 
doesn't use it at all - but it does 
emphasise that the Amiga is the 
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You may have read a few details 

about Amiga Technologies new 

machine, but what does the new 

Amiga look like? What does it 

mean for the future of the 

market? The next issue of Amiga 

Format contains exclusive 

pictures and comment. 

On Sale 

Thursday, 

11th April 

PLUS Lightwave 4 has finally arrived - but 

does the most famous Amiga application still 

have what it takes? 



Sue Grant Letters ShopperViews 

mast friendly tool for this kind of 
work. Most people who see my 
home videos gasp in wonder at 
the professionalism of the titling, 
even though I only choose from 
four fonts and work in a maximum 
of 32 colours. 

If, therefore, Scala HVT and 
MM300 were both bund fed with 
A1200s, then users could get an 
immediate glimpse of the 
capabilities of the machine. 

Maybe l1m just being naive, or 
maybe I've just owned my machine 
too long, but I believe that the 
Amiga has a strong future, both as 
a games machine (which is still 
where the main user base is), and 
as a home productivity tool that is 
second to none for ease of use 
and flexibility. Just wait for the 
PowerAmiga, it's gonna be a killer! 

Jamie Winter 
Waterlooville, Hampshire 

Your views on Escom and Amiga 
Technologies' treatment of the 
Amiga are certainfy worthy, if not 
entirely justified 

Amiga Technologies intended 
to self 60,000 Amigas in the UK 
alone around Christmas 1995 - 
but, because of various set-backs 
(including the fact that SDL, the 
distributors of the Amiga, applied 
for an Administration Order and 
were then taken over), they only 
sold 5,000 new A1200s in the 
UK. You may he interested in the 
interview with AT's Gilies Bourdin 
that we ran last month. 

Also, because of "economic 
reasons" Amiga Technologies 
GmbH UK moved to the Escom 
HQ in Stansted and shed most of 
their UK staff. 

Amigas are certainly back in 
the shops, but they are also in 
Escom shops where, it is reported 
by many people wanting to buy 
them, they appear to be overlooked 
by the staff in favour of the PCs. 

However, on the bright side, 
the World Of Amiga Show is 
going ahead as planned, which 
should help sales of the machine. 
And there will be plenty of new 
hardware and software on display 
there, which will make people 
realise that AT and Escom are 
backing our favourite machine. 
See our show guide on page 24 
for more info. 

Coding clues 
I've followed many of your tutorials 
on C and Assembly language. 
However, they did not actually 
teach people to program. They 
only guided the user through the 
specific features of the language. 

Whilst this may be necessary 
to teach the way a language 
handles the basics of programming, 
it results in the amateur thinking he 
can code an application without 
any design or forethought. This 
results in poorly written, bug- 
ridden programs with no hope of 
ever being updated successfully. 

This applies to your recent 
AMOS tutorials in which the user 
is supplied with useful routines to 
use in his or her own programs. 
This is useful but can hardly be 
called a tutorial and does not 
teach the user to program 
correctly. However, it has to be 
said AMOS does encourage 
disastrous programming 
practices. How this language 

claims to be ofJlprofessional" 
status is anyone's guess. 

Any modem, high-level 
language which only allows one 
parameter to be passed back from 
a procedure, therefore encouraging 
the use of global variables, and 
has no support for dynamic data 
structures without resorting to low- 
level coding, is surely a poor man's 
version of BASIC with some clever 
hardware tricks. 

I suggest a generic tutorial 
based around successful software 
engineering; programming is 
basically problem solving and 
requires an overall problem to be 
broken down into individual 

Advertisers' index 

stages. Toby Simpson touched on 
such a subject in his C tutorials. 
The emphasis should be on design 
of a program not the coding of 
one in a particular language. 
Since, if the design is correct, the 
risk of errors is reduced. 

How particular languages 
support data structures, modular 
programming and syntax of the 
basic building blocks of coding 
should also be covered. This will 
allow the user to make an 
educated decision as to which 
language to code in. 

Graeme Blenkinsopp 
Bishop Auckland, Co. Durham 

We ran our AMOS tutorial as a 
response to readers requesting it. 

it is very difficult 
to include every 
element of 
programming in 
a six-part 
tutorial. 
However, we 
will bear your 
comments in 

mind for future tutorials. Readers' 
comments are always welcome! 

A waste of 
money? 
I read in Amiga Format that there 
is an incompatibility problem 
between some software and the 
floppy drive in the new A1200s. A 
hardware feature, the DSKRDY 
line, is not supported by the 
mechanism used in the machines. 
It seems that games, Citadel and 
ZeewoJf 2, were only saved from 
incompatibility at the last minute 
due to quick action by AF. 

Does this mean that my 

collection will be lost to me if I 
purchase a new A1200? 

R. Hemmingway 
Tooting, London 

If you read our interview with 
Gilies Bourdin of Amiga 
Technologies in our fast issue, you 
wit I know that they have arranged 
for a "little hardware fix that can 
be easily installed by the Amiga 
dealer upon request". 

In praise of Dave 

I have just 
finished 
reading the 
Shell feature 
in AS59. 
What an 
excellent 
piece! I used 

to think I knew a fair bit about the 
Shell but reading this article has 
dumped me firmly back in novice 
class, It is much more powerful 
than I imagined. And Mr. Taylor's 
article was eminently readable and 
therefore far more valuable than 
some incomprehensible and 
weighty tome. 

Coverdisks, feature articles, 
Amiga Answers; is there no end to 
this man? Promise him anything, 
but don't let him get away, Chain 
him to his desk if necessary - I'm 
sure AS readers will send him food 
parcels (does he like Vegemite?). 

Graeme Go odes 
Australia 

Not he doesn't like Vegemite, but 
he loves digestive biscuits. And 
shortcake. And anything with 
chocolate in it. Oh, and beer and 
burgers, of course. ■ 

1st Computer Centre 

Amiga Format .....01225 442244 80 
Analogic 0181 546 9575.... 44 
Dart Computer Services . . ....0116 247 0059 77 
Escom   16 
Futurenet 01225 442244 64 
Gasteiner  .0181 345 6000 74 
Golden Image ...0181 900 9291 77 
GTI Grenville Trading Int Gmb ..0049 2017 88778   66 
Hi Q Ltd .....01525 211327 38 
Mar pet Development 01423 712600 83 
Micronik Computers 0049 2171 72450  34 
Owl Associates .......01543 250377 .66 
Quantum Leap Software .01506 461917 2 
Siren Software 0161 796 5279  ....4+5 
Wizard Developments  01322 527800 13 
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I   The essential magazine for Amiga enthusiasts 

Next month 

Video 

The Amiga is the 
cheapest way to 

get started in 

video. We will 

be looking at all 
the equipment 

used for 
anything from 
amateur video 

through to 
professional level 
Everything from 

using just a plain 

Amiga to setting up a 

video suite. All you 
need to know. 

AWQA 

Reserve your copy today! 

Remember that the easiest way to ensure that 
you get hold of the June 1996 issue of Amiga 
Shopper is to reserve yourself a copy at your 
local newsagent. Fill in and cut out this form, 
or photocopy it, and give it to your newsagent. 
Dear Newsagent, 
Please reserve/deliver a copy erf Amiga Shopper 
magazine each month. 

Name  

Address... 

Ph o rie no   »»»»»» . ««■  
To the newsagent: Amiga Shopper Is published by 
Future Publishing it 01225 442244. 

Wordworth 5 

We loved version 5. Next month, 

we'll not only be looking at 5SE, 
but well also have an exclusive Test 

Drive version on our Coverdisks. It 

will be packed with as many 

features as can be crammed on 

and will enable 
you to load, 

create and 
save your 

documents. 
Of course, the 
disks will be 
packed with 

lots more 
stuff too. 

Animation 

Both 2D and 3D animation come 

under the AS microscope. What 
features do the packages offer and 
how can you make the most of 

your software? Well help you 
unleash your hidden artistic talent. 

Why not take advantage of our special six-month subscription 

deal? Telephone the order hotline on ^ 01225 822511. 

June issue 63. On sale Tuesday, 30th April 1996 



No 57 & 58, Top Floor 

Glasshouses Mill 

Nr Pateley Bridge 

Harrogate 

North Yorkshire 

HG3 5QH 

Tel: +44 (0) 1423 712600 Fax: +44 (0) 1423 712601 

Leading manufacturers of RAM expansions to all major distributors and dealers, are offering a 

SPRING SALE!! of all their products, SLASHING up to 20% off recommended retail prices. 

Why not purchase your requirements direct from the manufacturer? 

We guarantee despatch within three days Don't hang around. ORDER NOW!! 

Marpet 

RRP   Our price 
A500 Expansion to 1Mb... .£19.99 ...£16.99 
Also available with clock £24.99 ...£20.99 

A500 Plus 

Expansion 

to 2Mb 

RRP £29.99 

Our price £21.99 

RRP     Our price 
A600 Expansion to 2Mb ...£29.99 ...£24.99 
Also available with clock £39.99 ...£32.99 

External Drive. 
(All Amlgas) 

A1200 Ram Accelerator 

.£59.99 ...£43.99 

Uses 32bit, 72 way Simms 
Built in real-time clock 

Optional maths co-processor 

Various configurations 

Our Price 

..£59.99 £49.99 

..£99.99 £85.99 

£129.99 £110.99 

£189.99 £147.99 

£309.99  ...£267.99 

..£49.99..... ..£38.99 

Also S-port (connect CD32 to Amiga)* With CD and networking software £21.99 

A1200 internal real-time clock £10*99 
Ring for best prices on 30 and 72 way SIMMS, hard drives, modems, mice etc and we will try to beat any genuine deal. 

ACCESS/VISA welcome 3 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL OUR PRODUCTS!!! 



Shopperdisks 

ShopperChoice 

The disk that makes a tin of sardines look like a 

spacious, 20-bedroom flat occupied by a bachelor. 

ApplicationZone 

RxGene3 
A complete package that can 
automatically write the tricky parts 
of ARexx scripts for you. Also 
included is a compiler to turn your 
code into an executable form. This 
brings the power of the underused 
ARexx to your f ingertips. 

Blacks Editor 
The new text editor that's already 
attracted a lot of attention. With 
amazing ARexx support, this version 
requires Workbench 3, but off ers a 
whole host of features normally 
associated with commercial 
releases. Superb! 

tootingIt 
«r*a£irel» 

Show Fteturt ( 

TechnicalZone 
Seven amazing programs that can 
make a real difference to your 
computing. XFD will unpack any type 
of crunched file; Guru 3 offers an 
English interpretation of guru 
meditations; Floppy is the new 
disksystem we raved about last month; 
LowFrag optimizes memory usage, and 
there's much more besides! 

Prog rammingZone 
Not just the code for trie Hi Soft BASIC 2 tutorial, but two excellent utilities for 
programmers. There's MenuBuilder that can create a menu through its GUI and 
then output the code for you; and PLab which can convert pictures into raw data 
for inclusion in programs as well as offering masses of other features. 

Yes, honestly, we are not joking. There really is the full £150 

CanDo package on our disks, as well as a TurboCalc demo, 
other demos and essential PD and Shareware. 6Mb in total. 

CanDo 2.51: complete! 

We are going on about it a bit, but we 
are honestly so excited that we can't 
help ourselves. CanDo enables you to 
create anything from multimedia to 
application programs or games. You are 
limited only by your imagination. To get 
you started, we have a special feature 
helping you to get the most out of this 
amazing Coverdisk. 

And when you've seen the power of 
2,51, allow yourself to be tempted with 
the amazing £30 saving you can make 
on the upgrade to version 3! Ptease note: Because of the power of 

CanDo 2,51, it requires a hard drive. 

MasterlSO demo 
The program for real power users. Reviewed this issue on page 45, you can try out 
the new software that enables you to cut your own compact discs. With CD-R 
coming down in price, could this be the way forward for serious storage? 

TurboCalc 3.51 demo 
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Popular demand has finally 
enabled us to get our hands on a 
demo for this popular spreadsheet 
program from Digita. You can now 
see for yourself the amazing 
power and versatility of this 
package. Example files and full 
on-line help will guide you 
through; when you've found out 
what it can do, you can save a full 
£20 off the retail price in our 
second exclusive offer. 

UtilityZone 

Two excellent utilities this 
month. One for converting 
sounds samples easily and 
quickly between different 
formats and the other for 
grabbing screen pictures. Utility 
fans won't be disappointed 
with the Technical Zone either. 
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Plus: informationZone: ai! you need to know. 


